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Origen
…there were false prophets among the people
as also false teachers will be among you,
who will secretly bring in destructive heresies…
And many will follow their destructive ways,
by whom the way of truth will be blasphemed…
{2 Peter 2:1, 2}
Introduction
Origen (Oregenes Adamantius; AD 185–254?) studied philosophy in Alexandria and became a preacher and a teacher; he led the Alexandrian catechetical school
for 20 years. Then, he settled in Palestine and founded a new philosophical and theological establishment. He was a prolific writer; he also composed The Hexapla – a
synopsis of six versions of the Old Testament.
The Alexandrian theological school assumed the Philo of Alexandria’sΣ1 method of symbolical interpretation of the Holy Scriptures. The Alexandrian theologians
applied Greek heathen philosophy as the means of interpretation of the Holy Scriptures; as the result, they produced numerous studies, in which the Holy Scriptures
were considered as an allegory. In the second century, the Alexandrian theological school became the school of heresy and center of dissemination heretical doctrines:
– its scholars began transformation of Christian teachings into the modified version of the mythical heathen interactive theology
– its product – mythical theology – confronted the principal doctrines of the Christian dogma [e.g., in: Walvoord 16].
Clement of Alexandria (150–215) became the first Alexandrian scholar to make written references to writings of Philo of Alexandria. His apprentice, Origen, not
only had copies of the Philo’s works; he adopted the Philo’s method of allegorical–frivolous interpretation of the Holy Scriptures and “integrated” Platonic
philosophical constructions into own interpretations of the Holy Scriptures [Runia 14, 117–118,121, 123, 125, 191]. In particular, for Origen, the visible world contains
“copies of true things,” made after invisible immaterial heavenly things [Origen Spirit I .26 43]; this statement confirms that Origen has accepted the Plato’s concept of
ideas/forms and therefore, adopted the Orphic doctrineΣ2 as the foundation for his theological studies.
Porphyry asserts that Origen borrowed the method of allegorical or symbolical interpretation from Chaeremon the Stoic [Chaeremon Testimonia 9 5].
It looks like Porphyry omits one link of the chain:
– for Philo of Alexandria, the wisdom of the Egyptians was “the very summits of philosophy” [Philo On the Creation II.8]; consequently, Philo combined the
Egyptian method with the Platonic/Orphic and Stoic concepts and then, employed the mixture for interpretation of Judaism
– for Origen, the Egyptian philosophy was explicitly heathen, therefore, less acceptable than the Philo’s Hellenized Judaism, which integrated Egyptian symbolical
interpretations with the Plato’s concepts.
Origen was the Philo’s follower, and Origen’s contribution to development of the heretical theological doctrine attributed to Christianity is similar to Philo’s
impact on development of mythical Hellenized Judaism. Origen did for Christian teachings the same that Philo did for Judaism – both of them are responsible for
planting seeds of destruction and their legacy is the same: heresy and false knowledge resulting from substitution of the dream worlds of heathen philosophy and
mythical symbolism for the sacred truth.
The interesting point is that both – Philo of Alexandria and Origen had knowledge of the Ho ly Scriptures: Philo of the Old Testament, and Origen – of the Old
Testament and the New Testament. Therefore, they should know that the Holy Scriptures refer to the knowledge of the heathens as to the wine produced by the vine
of Sodom that carries the rage of serpents and incurable rage of asps – θυμος δρακοντων ο οινος αυτων, και θυμος ασπιδων ανιατος {Deuteronomy 32:33}, as to the
lethal poison of asps and vipers {e.g., in: Deuteronomy 32:16–33; Psalm 90(91):13; 139(140):3; Isaiah 59:2–5; similar text – in: Romans 3:9–18}.
Everyone has freedom to interpret for own pleasure anything that is within reach of his intellect. However, in the matters concerning the Christian religion,
Christian dogma, and Christian faith, the Christians should exercise caution in expression of own “discoveries” and makin g them mandatory truth for the others,
because Christianity is the way and the reality created by God Himself. Human modifications, additions, contradictions, or misinterpretation and concealment of the
words or commandments of God are falsification of the knowledge of God; such falsification constitutes the crime against God and against man.
There are special and unambiguous requirements to those who desire to become teachers of the words of God and methods of identification of those who
mislead their followers, create confusion or temptation for the others, and modify, diminish, or take away the words of God.
As St. Paul the Apostle wrote to the Corinthians, the disciples of Lord God Jesus Christ do not adulterate the words of God as many others do; they preach
sincerely, “as of God,” “in Christ, in the sight of God” {2 Corinthians 2:17}.
Those who have no wisdom to learn and comprehend the words of God seek omens and signs, dream the dreams of their imagination, live by myths –
alternative realities, and compile false knowledge through either imagination or in the altered states of mind, by divinationΣ3. Although the people accept the dreams
of diviners as the very summit of human wisdom, such wisdom is foolishness before God. The people possessed by the spirit of divination “speak out of the earth, the
vain words out of their own belly” {Isaiah 8:19}. It means that the diviners speak only by flesh and conveys sounds of the earth/matter: they made themselves the
creatures of flesh, and they perceive and voice out only the needs of the flesh, not revelations of the Spirit of God. When they stumble upon the truth of the crucified
God–Man, which they are not able to comprehend, they substitute own figments of imagination for the truth that they do not understand and then, misinterpret or
falsify the words of God to substantiate their fantasies.
It might be inferred from the Holy Scriptures, that if the one takes away, or makes additions to, or adulterates the words of God, he commits iniquity – sin: he
reproduces the pattern of the original sin, the essence of which is subversion of the Absolute Σ4, and separates himself from God. As anyone who rejected the
Absolute Truth, the Word–God, he becomes the one not of God: the offspring of the arch–evil, a liar as the arch–evil is {John 8:42–47}.
Furthermore, if the liar propagates the adulterated and misinterpreted words of God, he becomes a false teacher. The liar/false teacher is the offspring/slave of
the arch–evil, to which Lord Jesus Christ refers to as to ανθρωποκτονος – the murderer of man from the beginning and the father of lies, in whom there is no truth
{John 8:44}.
The prophets equated liars to abomination of Sodom and Gomorrah, to the ones with debilitated reasoning for whom there is no salvation: the offspring of the
arch–evil – the sinners that walk in lies and carry the false knowledge, which the prophets compared to the venom of a serpent and of a dead asp {e.g., in: Psalm
57(58):3, 4; Isaiah 59:1–15; Jeremiah 23:11–15}.
The false teachers/heretics are unable to comprehend the Christian teachings and to convey the truth and knowledge of God to the others. St. Paul the Apostle
refers to them as to those who departed from the truth and clung to the teachings of demons in hypocrisy of liars having being seared in their own conscience. As
soon as the liars and false teachers transform themselves into the sons of arch–evil that was the murderer of men from the beginning, their destiny is the destiny of
their father – the devil/arch–evil, the father of lies arch–evil: eternal death–separation from God. Everyone loving and making a lie will be left outside of the holy city
of God, New Jerusalem: along with κυνες (perverts)Σ5, sorcerers, fornicators (πορνοι), murderers, and idolatersΣ6 {cf. in: Deuteronomy 4:1–2; 12:32; Proverbs 2:6–9;
4:14–19; Isaiah 59:2–11; Matthew 7:15–23; 18:6–7; John 8:42–47; 1 Timothy 4:1–5; James 3:1; 2 Peter 2:1–22; 1 Corinthians 1:18–25; Revelation 20:10–15; 21:1–8,
27; 22:10–19}.
So, the first questions, which the observer who studies phenomenon of Origen and other false teachers, would ask:
Why the people who read and even learned by heart the Holy Scriptures and who therefore, should understand the grave consequences of heresy/lies became
capable of heresy and then, willingly misinterpret the words of God?
What makes the mind capable of acceptance of lies as truth?
Analysis of Origen’s legacy would facilitate finding the answers.
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Origen’s Legacy
So, what is the Origen’s legacy about, and what could be the reason behind the necessity today to be aware of misconception and passions of the dead heretic?
Origen as well as Philo of Alexandria before him adopted the idea of the apparent connection between the teachings of the Hebrew Prophets and Greek heathen
philosophy, especially concerning similarity of the Book of Genesis and the Greek myths devoted to creation of the Universe. They both suggested the identical
foundation, the same source of both systems of knowledge, the direct influence, or borrowing, especially in respect to the concepts of good, wisdom, knowledge, and
law. For Origen, the truth revealed to the Hebrew Prophets is the same truth described and discussed by Plato [see also: Greer 6; van Winden 284]. Two notions
sustain the Origen’s outlook: the assertion of Philo of Alexandria that Greek heathen philosophy originated from the Books of Moses, and the apparent coincidence of
some Greek ethical and philosophical assumptions with the writings of the Hebrew Prophets.
However, Origen’s influence on theology has much more destructive consequences than just false assertions would have in ordinary matters:
1/ Origen added new components, [[among them, big portions of Neo–Platonism and GnosticismΣ7]] to the Philo’s mixture of Egyptian symbolismΣ8 with Stoic
philosophical assumptions; the ultimate product is the mythical theological doctrine, which is incompatible with the Christian teachings. Furthermore, Origen’s
assumptions became the significant contribution into the theoretical foundation for conversion of the Christian Church of Rome into the papal empire constructed
after the Roman heathen empire and – in consistency with its prototype – aiming for the absolute power over the Christendom in the same fashion as the Roman
emperors sought absolute power over the perceivable world
2/ Origen’s writings betray some personal features, which are the traditional properties of the heathen diviners: through Origen, the passions of misguided
imagination [[which can be also identified in Augustine of Hippo’s talkative pouringsΣ9 concerning God]] supplanted the clarity and power of the human thought
based on omnipotent wisdom of the Almighty Spirit of God.
The Origen’s assertions substantiated the countless heresies. The old Egyptian “allegorism” – method of symbolical interpretation [[that is modification of the
original meaning of the text or event in accordance with the imagination and needs of the interpreter ]], which Origen employed, facilitated infiltration of the Christian
doctrine with the heathen concepts of Gnosticism and Neo–Platonism.
However, symbolism and philosophy {Colossians 2:8} neither reveal the meaning of the words of God nor convey the true knowledge of God; although they
seduce the mind with the promise to reveal the “hidden sacred wisdom,” they subvert the truth, upon which the mind should stand, and then, immerse the unstable
[[after subversion of its absolute]] mind into imaginary worlds of myths and false assumptions.
For the Western theologians, Origen’s method of reasoning and writings have established the precedent of
– frivolous interpretation of the New Testament, similar to the Philo’s experiments with the Books of Moses
– substitution of the thoughtless interpretations, frivolous additions, and figments of philosophizing imagination of man for the knowledge given by God Himself
– creation of new – familial – deity after the heathen theological fantasies, e.g., such as interactive theology of the ancient Greeks, which was structured around
the family of gods.
In consistency with the Gnostic doctrine, Origen asserted existence of the secret knowledge hidden within Christianity – the knowledge intended only for the
saints and for the mature, fearless, and bold souls of “guardians” [[e.g., doctors and theologians of the papal church assumed the position and rights of the guardians
of the small insignificant souls of the laity]]. Although this assertion directly contradicts the words of God {John 18:20; Mark 16:15}, it influenced works of the
medieval theologians greatly. About ten centuries later, this notion was embodied into the papal policy, which prohibited laymen to read the Bible and translate the
Holy Scriptures into English and other languages of the nationsΣ10 living under the papal authority [e.g. in: Baybrook 603].
Origen assumes the right to explain the Prophets’ revelationsΣ11 according to the human will and imagination; he perceives the Holy Scriptures as the collection
of the philosophical doctrines, therefore, in contradiction to warning of St. Paul the Apostle {Colossians 2:2–9; 3:9–10; Ephesians 4:17–27; Galatians 4:8–9}, presents
the words of God as the subject of philosophical discussion, which eventually, might misinterpret and dispute the Scriptures [[as, in fact, they did]].
Such actions reveal that in the Origen’s time, the daily practice of philosophical schools and literate circles of the society still followed the practices of the
heathens {in: Acts 17:16–32} for whom imagination immersed into the imaginary worlds of the heathen mythical religion was the source of their faith and
illumination.
According to Origen, an allegorical–philosophical interpretation is the means to obtain the highest knowledge of the saints – the mysteries and hidden
knowledge. In the best Gnostic traditions, Origen implies that he has access to such knowledge and immediately suggests that the mystery and knowledge of God’s all
forgiving and perfect love without fear and suffering {1 John 4:7–21} must remain hidden from those whose souls are “infants” and “still need the fear of teachers”
[Origen God IV.952–954 342].
It means that the very bad thing happened to Origen: his mind had overstepped the threshold of the delusional world where the boundaries between the reality
and imagination vanish, and he began to modify the word of God as the heathen poets edited their myths. For instance, Origen modifies the St. Paul’s expression “the
Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God” {1 Corinthians 2:10–11} into “we too will search all things, even the depths of God” when the Spirit will “become
mingled with us” [Origen Spirit III.448 185].
However, the Apostle neither mentions the search for the depths of God by men nor writes that the Spirit of God “mingles” with men – this statement is one of
many Origen’s blasphemous assertions born by fantasizing about God and “philosophizing in the temple.” Origen misinterprets the Scriptures, because in the referred
Epistle, the Apostle explains that
a/ “the Spirit of God searches all things even the deep things of God,” yet, that what is “the things of God” nobody knows except the God’s Spirit
b/ the sensual/natural [[natural man – ψυχικος ανθρωπος – is the one that exists as the body/flesh]] man does not receive the things of the Spirit, because he is
not able to know them (e.g. Aristotle’s rejection of the Absolute Good and deification of the perceivable matter)
c/ the Christian is the spiritual man, because he has understanding of Christ; he is the temple where the Spirit of God dwells {1 Corinthians 2:10–13; 3:16}.
Origen justified permissibility of allegorical interpretations of the Holy Scriptures with the references to The First Letter to Corinthians of St. Paul the Apostle.
With the statement that the Exodus from Egypt and the presence of God, when God led His people through the sea, fed them with manna, and gave them water from
the rock – all these events were the anticipation of Christ: “the Rock was Christ” { 1 Corinthians 10:4}, Origen asserts the Apostle’s “principles of interpretation… serve
as a model in all other instances” [Origen Word II.204 101]. Yet, Origen has erroneous judgment concerning the Apostle and concerning himself, and consequently
misses two significant points:
1/ St. Paul the Apostle does not interpret in the Origen’s meaning of this word [[Origen suggests the allegorical interpretation]]; he literally follows the words of
Lord God Jesus Christ that Moses wrote about Him and all the Holy Scriptures and the Prophets bear witness to Him {Luke 24:27; John 5:39, 46}.
The Apostle explains the meaning of a particular actual event: the very assumption “the Apostle allegorically interprets” discloses the deep misunderstanding of
the Apostles’ role and mission. The Apostles had received from God Himself the direct and unambiguous commandments and explained the commandments they
received from God regarding to the circumstances and difficulties the Christians encountered or were expected to encounter during accomplishment of their mission
on the earth. All the Holy Scriptures are God–breathed; they contain everything the man of God needs to become perfect, fully provided with everything needed for
any good work. The servant of God must carry out his mission of evangelist with the deep reverence and love to the wholeness and purity of the Christian teachings
he has been called to bring to the others; only those incapable of learning and understanding of the good teachings would turn away from the truth and will be turned
aside to myths {2 Timothy 3:16–17; 4:3–5}.
Allegories and myths as creations of imaginationΣ12 appear at the level of insufficient knowledge; they become the source of the poor judgment, which accepts
false as truth and consequently, leads men to ruin and death
2/ Origen is neither Apostle nor prophet of God: his errors and misinterpretations of the Holy Scriptures confirm that he overestimates own abilities to interpret
the words of God for the others and discards the direct and clear explanation of St. Peter the Apostle that, for man, no prophecy of the Holy Scriptures comes into
being by the will of men: by the Holy Spirit the holy men of God spoke { 2 Peter 1:20–21}. Therefore, none of the prophetic words should be modified and
misinterpreted by men.
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Consequently, only those in whom the Spirit of God dwells are able to comprehend the meaning of the prophecies and the will of God; moreover, they are able
to do that without any allegorical–mythical interpretations, with which the heathens created their idols, ascribed them power of the human beings, and interpreted
their “thoughts” similarly, for instance to Plato’s consummated philosopher.
Origen applies the created by his imagination model, which he ascribes to the Apostle, and declares: the Scriptures, which are “made up of seen and unseen
things,” should be understood in threefold mode – a historical, moral, and mystical. As a human being consists from a body, a soul, and a spirit, the Holy Scriptures
consist from a letter, moral doctrine, and mysteries of wisdom and knowledge of God. They signify the “triple form of divine philosophy”: moral philosophy (as
obedience of Abraham); natural philosophy, and internal vision – contemplation of divine as a dream of Jacob–Israel about the ladder to the heaven and angels of God
[Origen Word II.204–212 101–105].
In his definition of moral philosophy Origen mentions only obedience in reminiscence of the Aristotle’s universal order masterslave, and connects vision–
contemplation of the divine with dreams – fruits of divination. Such Origen’s vision sprouted in the works of his followers.
For instance,
– Thomas Aquinas portrayed moral perfection–virtue of men as the complete obedience to the superiorsΣ13
– imagination became the main source of the Western theological doctrines and mystic theologyΣ14.
The following Origen’s statement illustrates the work of his reasoning and assists in finding the point, where human logic produces errors.
Origen writes that God blessed Isaac to live at the well of vision [Origen Spirit III.635 239] that is, in the Origen’s context, to dream the dreams and to visualize
images, which Origen attempts to confirm with the references to the Old Testament {e.g., Genesis 25:11}.
According to the Scriptures, God blessed Isaac, and Isaac resided near the well of vision – φρεαπ της ορασεως {Genesis 25:11}. The translators of the Bible
provide two interpretation of the Hebrew name of the well – Beer Lahai Roi: “The Well of the Living One, My Seer” and “the well of one who sees and lives,” because
Hagar had seen the Angel of the Lord and asked: have she really seen God and remained alive after such vision, or “have I even here seen after him who sees me?”
The Holy Scriptures mention the same well two times {Genesis 24:62–63; 25:11}:
1/ Isaac lived near the land of Liba (Λιβα, or the Negeb), and he came to the gates of the well of vision, when he was about to meet Rebecca
2/ after death of Abraham, God blessed Abraham’s son Isaac, and Isaac resided near the “well of vision.”
It looks like the “well of vision” indicates the geographical place.
A person should have very powerful imagination or some additional knowledge of the intentions of God (which Moses the prophet who wrote Genesis obviously
did not have) to interpret the settlement at a particular place as the allegory referring to the blessing by God of the life with dreams and visions in the same fashion as
the Egyptian and other heathen diviners lived, while the chosen people were taught that divination is the work of the divining spirit [[referred to as Pythonic (Python
the serpent was embodiment of the arch–evil in ancient divining cult) and demonic spirit {Acts 16:16–18}]].
Therefore, divination was abomination before God [[as any service to “other gods,” which all are figments of human imagination and embodiment of the arch–
evil, is abomination]], and those with the divining spirit had to be removed from the Promised Land – executed {Leviticus 20:27; Deuteronomy 13:1–5; 18:10–14; 1
Kings 28:7–10; Acts 16:16–18}.
In summary, the essence of Origen’s assertion that God blessed His servant to dream the dreams and to visualize images is admission of divination. This assertion
contradicts the Holy Scriptures, and especially banning of divination conveyed through Moses.
To make his assertion as the theological truth, Origen applies the Philo’s method: he cuts the words out of context and ascribes them the different and, in fact,
irrelevant meaning. In particular, this Origen’s text resembles the Philo’s geographical “discovery” that, when God promised Abraham the land from the river of Egypt
to the river Euphrates and mentions some nations {Genesis 15:18–21}, God referred to migration “from mortal things to incorruptible” [Philo of Alexandria Who is the
Heir of Divine Things LXII. 313–316].
The most significant – that is the most destructive – part of Origen’s legacy is his way of reasoning – mythical symbolic thinking, which he developed after the
habitual manner of thinking of heathen philosophizing diviners, and which his followers adopted as the means of cognition of God. Origen’s works reveal
a/ pattern of creation of false knowledge presented as the theological knowledge
b/ pattern of subversion of the Absolute truth.
Origen’s World
The Origen’s world consists from three parts: he, his god, and other men.
The center of the Origen’s world is Origen himself – the exceptional being initiated into the mysterious knowledge of the saints and prophets, who judges his
god, interprets this god’s thoughts, deeds, and words according to own needs, adds own interpretations to his god’s ordinances, and even corrects his god’s
commandments [[all these Origen’s fantasies are in compliance with the Plato’s idea of “divine consummated philosopher” who knows thoughts of his deityΣ15]].
In resemblance of the Philo’s vision of the high priest, Origen designates for himself the place somewhere between his god and other men. To make his world
acceptable for the others within the reality, where the Holy Scriptures at least apparently are recognized as the source of the absolute truth, Origen attempts to
corroborate his phantasms with the Holy Scriptures. He chooses any passages or words, which have any resemblance or apparent similarity to his assumptions, even if
their meaning is completely irrelevant.
In particular, Origen makes the statements [Origen Soul I.54 51– 52], which he also attempts to confirm with the references to the Scriptures:
1/ God and His creations –“the angels and dominations and the rest of heavenly powers” along with the “inner” human being – “are in some way of the same
substance”
2/ men “seem to have a certain familial relationship with God."
In fact, the texts of the Holy Scriptures convey
1/ the God’s decision to create a man in God’s Own image {Genesis 1:26}
2/ the Apostle’s remainder that God the Father will resurrect and bring to Himself His creations, so, in spite of decay of a mortal body, the “inner man” is being
renewed day by day {2 Corinthians 4:14–18; 5:1–5}.
The referred above texts of the Holy Scriptures do not describe “the substance of God” and His creations and do not imply familial relations of God and men.
Since the beginning, it is the axiom or the absolute truth that God is uncognizable: no man is able to learn His thoughts and ways, to cognize His nature, or even
to see His face and live {Exodus 33:20; Isaiah 40:10–29; 55:8–9; John 1:18}.
Therefore, Origen constructs his own Universe with another – cognizable – creator: he cuts the words or phrases from the context and utilizes them as the
foothold for the leap into the realm of imagination. The Origen’s reference to the “familial relationships” with God and the inference concerning “the same substance”
of God and His creations [[including the angels and the heavenly powers, whom – if to judge by Origen’s own assertions – Origen personally knows so well that he
even had learned their substance]] illustrate how Origen’s imagination follows the heathen pattern and creates a new familial god – the head of the family. After such
an assertion concerning “the substance” of God, for the papal theologians to equate mortal man – the pope – to Lord God Jesus Christ or to assert that the pope
stands on the place of God is the matter of simple logical gymnasticsΣ16.
In another text, Origen cries that God deceived him; yet, as soon as he put himself at the God’s disposition, such deception “doesn’t bother” him; he is willing to
be deceived but by God alone [Origen God 962 348], and so on, and so forth. Apparently, when Origen cries that God “deceived him,” he attempts to establishes his
similarity with Jeremiah the prophet {Jeremiah 20:7–12; in Jeremiah 20:7: Hpatisas me Kurie, kai hpathqhn}. This attempt is a result of misinterpretation of the
Holy Scriptures, and Origen’s assertion of deceit coming from God vividly illustrates the overall Origen’s attitude and degree of ignorance of true knowledge of God.
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In particular, Origen’s interpretation of the text of Jeremiah 20:7–12, in which Jeremiah complains of the heavy burden of the prophet’s mission, anticipates the
Masoretic text of The Book of Jeremiah, which differs from The Septuagint. The current English translations (“enticed,” “duped,” “seduced”) [R] are also based upon
the imprecise translation of Greek words hpatisaV → hpathqhn {Hpatisas me Kurie, kai hpathqhn – Jeremiah 20:7}.
These words (hpatisaV → hpathqhn) are derivatives neither of apath nor hperopeuw → hpation to deceive, to seduce, to slander, to inform falsely, as it
could be inferred from some translations of the Old Testament [R]; they stem from word hpatpV (also hpar in some dialects), with which the ancient Greeks referred
to liver, and not only as to a physical organ of a body. HpatpV was also reference to the sit of passions, feelings, the inner essence of a person, which is close to the
contemporary meaning of the heart/mind as a sit for emotions, emotional perception, and evaluation. For instance, in Sophocles: proV hpatoV cwrein – to torment
the heart.
Therefore, the essence of the Jeremiah’s complain is that he is stricken into the very heart: he is telling the truth – the words from God, which are as the fire
burning in his bones, yet the many mock him, conspire against him, and await him to be deceived [[apathqhsetai {Jeremiah 20:10}– from apath – deceit, lies]],
so, they would avenge on him {Jeremiah 20:7–12}.
The Origen’s blasphemy concerning “deceiving” God and similar translations should never be accepted: they contradict the Holy Scriptures. Since the beginning,
it is known that God the Creator and the Source of life is the God of Absolute Truth and unwavering and unchangeable eternal law, God of the unsurpassed glory,
wisdom, excellence, righteousness and perfection – the Absolute GoodΣ17. The Absolute Good is not compatible with any iniquity and with any evil, especially lies and
deceit that are the distinctive features of the arch–evil and arch–enemy of men, the father of lies in which there is no truth {John 8: 44–47}.
From the very beginning of human civilization, lies, deceit, false witness, false accusations, injustice and hatred were forbidden by the law given through Moses
{Exodus 20:16; Leviticus 19:11–18; 25:17–19}; they are not compatible with love to the others and thus, unacceptable for the Christians {Matthew 5:17–19; 22:36–40;
Luke 6:19–49; 10:25–37; John 13:34–35; 15:12–17; 17; 1 John 3:14–24; 4:7–21; Romans 13:9–10; 1 Corinthians 13}. The evil does not exist in the presence of God: it is
instantly annihilated by the power of God, and this is why sinners–carriers of the evil are not able to enter in the Kingdom of God and execute own self–judgment and
death sentence running from God and hiding themselves in the darkness {John 3:16–21}.
Such Origen’s indiscretion and “gushing” manner of addressing to God signifies the Origen’s lack of real knowledge of truth and frenzied imagination inseparable
from mental disorder or even insanity; it is also Origen’s blasphemous attempt to attribute his own delusion to God.
God neither deceives nor tempts His creations: a human being should pray God that he may not enter into temptation; he needs to ask God’s mercy and help, so
he would be steadfast in following the law of God, and he would be safe from temptation and sin.
Human beings are tempted and deceived by the arch–evil that acts throughΣ18
a/ their own imagination inclined to evil
b/ figments of imagination produced by other minds
c/ their own desires, lust, and sin
d/ other sinners, making their examples, words, and deeds look attractive and successful,
so the one could envy their wealth and earthly powers,
whatever sins, crimes, and violations of the law of God they committed to achieve their status, advantages, riches
{cf. in: Numbers 23:19; Psalm 91:15; Matthew 6:13; 18:6–14; 26:41; Luke 4:1–13; 8:11–18; 11:4; 17:1; James 1:12–15; 4; 1 Peter 1:3–9;
Romans 6:12–23; 1 Corinthians 6:12–20; 7:23; 10:1–14; 2 Corinthians 1:3–6; Galatians 6:1–10; Colossians; 1 Timothy 6:9}
To assert or to believe otherwise [[that is to suggest or to assume that God tempts His creations and sends upon them evil and, therefore, God and even slightest
shadow of evil are compatible]], means
a/ do not have knowledge of God
↓
↑
b/ do not understand the meaning of the Absolute Good
↓
↑
c/ do not have love to God
Origen’s perception of other men – his brethren, whose sins were expiated with the Blood of Lord God Jesus Christ, essentially, does not differ from the Plato’s
vision of his contemporaries, for whom “the enlightened philosopher” designed the Nocturnal Council – pre–cursor of the Inquisition and the class of guardians: the
Origen’s others comprise the flock of “small and undeveloped” souls that should be monitored and kept in strict obedience and fear.
Consequently, a “small and undeveloped soul” under supervision of the guardians – “doctors of the church or angels” should not be nourished with the Word of
God; it must be kept in fear as children from whom the mystery of all–forgiving love of God should remain hidden, and it must be “fed on images” – the “spiritual
milk” created for them by their guardians – theologians and “doctors of the church.” Such feeding makes the soul acquainted with “a taste of greater things” because
the soul cannot desire something it does not know [Origen God IV.953–958 342–343; Spirit III.638 240]. To confirm his assertions, Origen refers to the Epistle To The
Galatians {Galatians 4:2}, and Epistle To The Hebrews {Hebrews 5:12}.
However, Origen’s references are not appropriate:
1/ according to the text of the Epistle, before God sent His Son to redeem His creations, people were the subjects of the law, which served as the guardian
intended to look after the children of God. St. Paul the Apostle compares the law with the guardians and administrators of an heir who is not in age to manage his
property {Galatians 3:23–4:5}.
Evidently, only own imagination could persuade Origen that when St. Paul the Apostle explains the meaning and responsibility of God’s Law in the pre–Christian
era, he implies the doctors of the Church as “guardians” of “small and undeveloped” souls in Plato’s style.
2/ The Origen’s interpretation concerning the “feeding on images” is not consistent with the text and meaning of Epistle To The Hebrews. St. Paul the Apostle
reproves his listeners because they became slow in understanding or sluggish in hearing. Moreover, instead of becoming the masters and teachers, they themselves
should have the teacher to teach them “all over again” the basics revealed by God: they regressed “to needing milk.” The Apostle advises: “no one who is still living on
milk can digest the doctrine of saving justice” and only the perfect have learned to discern the good and the evil {Hebrews 5:11–14}.
Thus, in the referred by Origen text of the Apostle’s Epistle, it is nothing whatsoever that justifies or even conditionally confirms the feeding of “small and
undeveloped” souls by images instead of the words of God. According to the Apostle, the people need to train the ability to discern the good and the evil that is
possible only through comprehension of the words of God
3/ the very existence of “small and undeveloped” souls is not mentioned in the New Testament; moreover, this Origen’s concept contradicts the Christian
concept of man–child of God saved by the Word–God and is not consistent with one of the pillars of the Christian teachings that every human being in the world is
equally precious and loved by God and the will of God is that none of the living should perish. In the end, after His creations would exercise their free will to chose
between the good and the evil and complete their journey through the words of evil and death, God will judge all by their words and deeds without bias and
prejudice, by His righteous judgment {Matthew 5:43–48; 13:24–30, 34–43; 18:10–14; 19:16–30; 25:31–46; Luke 15; John 1:12–13; 3:16–21, 31–36; 5:19–30; 6:38–40;
11:25–26; 12:44–50; 13:34–35; 14; 15; 16; 17}.
The Origen’s notion of “small and undeveloped” souls is a modification of the Gnostic hierarchy, which divides mankind into three classes:
– a few of the illuminated ones who possess the secret sacred knowledge
– the inferior souls, who are satisfied with the knowledge they already have
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– all the others who are not able to cognize the secret knowledge, therefore are doomed to remain the subject of the matter – or the mortal flesh, for instance,
the subjects of the rulers to whom they worship as to the deities.
The historical fact is that creation of images for feeding of the mass population was the main task of heathen poets and philosophers: Origen simply transfers the
concepts of heathen political theology into the life of Christians and make this by asserting his own fantasies, which he offers as an interpretation of the Scriptures.
That is how he elevates his heretical fantasies at the place of the Christian dogma.
Concerning the Holy Scriptures, Origen advises his readers:
1/ first level, or the letter “that kills” because it gives the law – “Cast all this aside like the bitter rind of a nut”
2/ second level, “protective covering of the shell,” which contains the moral doctrine or “counsel of continence,” – “they too are doubtless to be smashed and
broken through”
3/ third level, or the hidden concealed mysteries and knowledge of God, which feeds the souls of saints – “let us get to work” and add this third interpretation
“as God commands” [Origen Word II. 210– 211 103–104].
There are no hidden concealed mysteries in the Law, which God revealed to men. Besides, a heretic is not able to have knowledge of the “mysteries,” which feed
“the souls of saints”; he even does not know do these mysteries exist at all: he is simply deceived by his own imagination.
In another text, Origen asserts that the miracles of multiplied loaves were connected with the action of breaking them into small pieces by disciples. He
interpreted it as an indication that only after “the letter” [[the Scriptures]] is broken down and discussed “the crowds” would be able to understand at least something
[Origen Word II.203 100].
However, according to the Gospels, God Himself broke (εκλασε or κατεκλασε) the loaves and gave them to His disciples to distribute to the crowds {Matthew
14:14–21; 15:32–38; Mark 6:35–44; 8:1–9; Luke 9:11–17}.
Therefore, Origen falsifies the Scriptures for the sake of confirmation of his fantasies.
Consequently, all Origen’s speculations should be discarded as the deceit and phantasm created by inflamed imagination of the heretic, yet, they had influenced
many theologians and thinkers.
Then – concerning the laws, which Origen recommends to cast aside, smash, or supplement with own interpretations, two kinds of law are described in the
Scriptures:
a/ the Law of God, which God revealed through the Hebrew Prophets; this Law is eternal – heavens and earth pass away easier than one dot of the Law becomes
void {Matthew 5:17–20; Luke 16:16–17}
b/ the laws, which were established to regulate the earthly live of the Israelites; these laws are temporal, they exist within the particular historical reality, and
might not be needed at another level/stage of development, within another historical setting, where salvation comes because of the grace of God, through faith in
God, because of accomplishment of the commandments–law–words of God and imitation of God {Matthew 5; 6; 7; Luke 6:19–49; John 1:1–18; 3:16; 13; 14; 15; 16;
17; 1 Peter; 2 Peter; 1 John; Galatians 3; 4:1–9; Ephesians 2; Philippians 3:2–14; Colossians 2; 3}.
According to the Scriptures, the Law of God – in the Origen’s definition, “letter that kills” – pursues two purposes:
1/ to be the guardian and protector, which would prepare men for the revelation of Messiah and becoming the children of God { Luke 16:16; Galatians 3:23–28;
4:1–7}
2/ to establish the main terms or conditions of existence for men: the essence of The Ten Commandments and related ordinances of God is simple – love to God
and love to other people {Matthew 22:36–40; Luke 10:27–37}; no concealed mysteries are ever needed.
Along with the responsibilities of man before God, the universal LawΣ19 determines the morality – the nature of man and, then, the morals Σ20. The Law was
given to all generations with the warning neither to add nor to take from it, and this Law { Exodus 20:1–17; Deuteronomy 4:1–2; 6:4–9; 12:32; 30:19–20; Matthew
22:37–40}:
a/ defines the meaning of life and responsibility before the others
b/ teaches men to love God and to obey His commandments, to love a neighbor as they love themselves
c/ carries life for those who adhere to it, and death for those who violate it.
For instance, if to analyze the root of all “curses,” which Moses promised to transgressors who reject the law of God, their main core is insufficiency, which leads
to perversion →collapse →death: insufficient vital energy results in physical and mental diseases and suffering, insufficient power of debilitated reasoning makes
impossible survival and defense, so enemies assimilate the land, destroy the nation, and enslave the sinners, etc. The essence is tha t a being with the perverted
nature becomes unable to access the life–sustaining divine energy of creation; thus, he ceases to exist.
Other laws, named “the laws of Moses,” determined the apparent, visible part of daily life and rituals and set up the model of apparent/manifest behavior, which
should display/confirm the inner loyalty to the commandments of God. They also maintained survival of the ancient Israelites within the specific region with particular
climate (e.g., the laws, which determined hygiene and meal, treatment of the lepers, physical contacts with contaminated food, etc.). For some scribes, their own
interpretations of the laws of Moses and the regulatory laws concerning manifest rituals and behavior became the essence of religion, which was originally centered
on God {e.g., in: Matthew 15:1–14; 23}. In other words, they have materialized their religion into the manifest rituals, rites of worship and rules of behavior,
disregarding the truth that God is the Spirit, the Almighty all–consuming fire {Deuteronomy 4:11–19, 23–24; Zacharias 1:6; 4:6; John 4:23–24; 6:63; Luke 12:49;
Hebrews 12:29}.
Therefore, Lord God Jesus Christ refers to the different laws, when He rebukes the scribes –“blind guides” and hypocrites who substituted the law of God with
own laws, and when He confirms that heavens and earth pass away easier than one dot of the law becomes void {Matthew 5:17–20; 15:7–9; 23; Mark 7:6–13; Luke
16:17}.
Consequently, in the Epistle, which Origen mentions as the confirmation of his suggestion (“Cast all this aside...”), the Apostle argues with those who attempted
to put at the place of new faith those rules and ordinances of the old religion, by which Moses had to restrain and manage the people with the “hardness of heart,”
regulate manner of their living, rituals, etc. (e.g., circumcision, purification), and preserve the social stability and particular manner of life (e.g., marriage and divorce,
punishment of criminals, apostates, and false prophets who accepted and propagated the belief of surrounding idol–worshiping nations) {Matthew 19:8; 22:36–40;
Mark 10:2–9; John 8:3–11}.
The main purposes of the regulatory laws of Moses and the eternal Law of love, which determines the essence, meaning, and conditions of existence [[to love
the Lord your God, to love and serve Him by all your heart and all your soul, to follow the ways of God, to keep the commandments of God and His statutes, and to
love your neighbor as you love yourself {Leviticus 19:17–18; 25:17–19; Deuteronomy 6:4–5; Matthew 5:43–48; 22:36–40; Luke 10:27–37; John 13:34–35}]] belong to
the different levels:
1/ the regulatory laws of Moses organized the life of flesh to prepare it for the gift of live by the Spirit; these laws had the temporary objectives to protect
physical existence and prosperity of the chosen nation and to establish the model of behavior as the manifestation of the particular mentality
2/ the essences of the eternal Law revealed through Moses and the essence of each commandment of Lord God Jesus Christ – the main Law for the Christians –
is the love to God and to His creations, which prepares a soul for the Kingdom of God {Leviticus 19:17–18; Deuteronomy 6:4–5; Matthew 5:43–48; 22:36–40; John
13:34–35; 14; 15; 16; 17}.
The Apostles had to preach to all nations the Gospel of Christ – new universal knowledge of God and the life in the Holy Spirit, the life, which does not depend
on the external conditions. They did not have the task to extend over the entire world the local laws, which regulate and preserve life of the matter/flesh within the
region with particular climate and with specific customs. For the Christians, the laws, which prepared people for the Messiah, and the laws, which regulated manner
of the temporal life and punishment, lost their significance because the people had met the Messiah and received from Him new revelation. The essence of this
revelation is the Law of love and imitation of the perfection of God {Matthew 5:44–48; John 10:11–18; 11:25–26, 51; 13:34–35; 14:23–24; 15:7–17; 17:1–26; 1 John
3:16; 4:8–21; 5:3; 1 Corinthians 13}, which determines that man should
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1/ know that God is love and dwell in love of God
2/ understand that to love God means to observe His Word and to fulfill His commandments – to bring many fruits for the glory of God; then, through
actualization of the Word–God man obtains love of God and becomes the dwelling of God
3/ understand that although no man has ever seen God, He dwells in those who love, and His love is completed perfection for them
4/ imitate God Who is the perfect love; he should love God and love one another because the one, who loves, is born of God, dwells in God, and knows God, yet,
the one who does not love the others has not cognized God
5/ be able to give up the very life for the brethren as Lord God Jesus Christ gave up His earthly life for enlightenment, salvation, and eternal life for all
6/ be in the unity of God and be unified with the others in love to God and to one another.
Since, the Christians are not under the power of the laws instituted for those who lived by flesh until coming of new faith: through Lord God Jesus Christ, they
“have crucified the flesh” {Galatians 5:24} and took upon themselves a new man – they are the new creations of God in Christ and by Christ { John 1:1–13; 3:3–6;
James 1:18; 1 Peter 1:13–25; Ephesians 2}.
However, the Law of God that determines the main conditions of the life of the soul – faith and morality [[to follow own nature: to love God and serve only God,
and to love the others because they are creations of God and the dwellings of the same God ]] – will exist until the earth and heaven pass away. This Law the Christians
must uphold; otherwise they pervert own nature and this Law will destroy them {Matthew 5:17–20; Romans 3:31; Deuteronomy 30:15–20}.
In summary, the Law of God – the universal law – defines the essence of the human nature, the morality, and the main pattern of behavior that secures survival
and the evolution.
Violations of the Law become possible only for the beings who perverted own nature; otherwise, they would not violate the law, which stipulates the essence of
the human nature. For such beings, the Law of life becomes the law of death: sin – as inability to accomplish the mission that God established for a human being and
as a violation of the Law of God that is perversion of the human nature – inevitably results in death of a sinner.
The Law of God is the universal law and as such, the unavoidable choice: the one can choose only between two options:
either
to follow the nature stipulated by the Law of God and to live
or
to violate the Law (to commit evil/pervert own nature) and to die,
because the world created by perfect God does not support existence of the evil
St. Paul the Apostle wrote: Christ is the end of the law {Romans 10:4}. After God took on Himself the sins of the world and sanctified the nature of man by His
incarnation, He fulfilled the Law because His presence annihilates evil. All evil created by men was annihilated by the death of the Son of Man on the Cross. After
redemption–fulfillment of the Law with the death of the Son of Man for the sins of menΣ21, each human being can enter the eternal life: Lord Jesus Christ, Who
placed His earthly life for His creations, is the only Door into the eternal life {John 10; 14:6}.
It looks like Origen neither discerns two kinds of the law nor cognizes the meaning of the Law of God and the consequent moral doctrine, which he advises to
cast aside, smash, and break through. Otherwise, he would realize that men are not able to cast aside the knowledge granted by God and to live. Own sanity is the
first thing that they discard before denial of any knowledge from God: only after man loses his reason he becomes able to cast aside the Law and “smash” the
moralityΣ22.
The very suggestion “cast all this aside” reveals that Origen’s interpretations of the Holy Scriptures are human errors and figments of imagination; they do not
convey the true knowledge of God; this suggestions discloses the influence of Gnostics who discarded the laws, especially The Ten Commandments [Baybrook 182].
After Origen “smashed” and “broken through” the morality, he fills the gaps of his knowledge with the fruits of his philosophizing imagination and attempts to
portray them as the actual knowledge of God. Such actions
– in his imagination, lift him up at the third level – the knowledge of the saints or “the illuminated” according to the Gnostic tradition
– in fact, cast him aside and make him to fall down from the reality of true knowledge of God into the delusion – the imaginary world, which accommodates
degeneration and perversion of the human nature.
The referred above interpretation of St. Paul the Apostle’s text discloses the essence of the Origen’s method: seemingly, Origen follows the St. Paul’s explanations
for those who insisted that ordinances of Judaism should be kept by the Christians, especially, to the Apostle’s words “Cast out the slave and her son” { Galatians 4:30},
where “the slave” signifies the subject of old laws. Yet, the real meaning of these references is out of the scope of Origen’s assertions. The Origen’s mind works within
another reality that is not compatible with the reality of the Holy Scriptures:
Origen substitutes own assertions and interpretations for the subject of St. Paul the Apostle’s Epistle
↓
then, he “corroborates” own assumptions with the references to the Scriptures
↓
yet, his references are irrelevant because the original subject of discussion has been changed
The Origen’s innovations received the maximal acknowledgment, when the papacy reached the peak of its secular power and the Inquisition forbade the
Catholic laity to read the Bible. Ultimately, the institute of the papal theologians – the Magisterium – began feeding of the laity with the images, which were consistent
with the purposes of the papacy: for example, such as an image of infallible deified superior–pope and the perfect unreservedly obedient papal subject. After the
Bible was translated into the main European languages and was re–discovered by the European nations, the Western Schism – Reformation – marked the visible
phase of disintegration of the papal empire.
Another historical fact illustrates the consequences of the Origen’s innovation: the Adolf Hitler’s propagandaΣ23 almost literally followed the Origen’s design – it
produced the images and fed with them “small undeveloped souls” of “the great masses” of Nazi Germany.
Currently, the myths of common good of globalizationΣ24, which, firstly, demands rejection of “populism,” eliminates state borders and smashes morality with
the universal sexualization, starting with five–year–old children, political correctness, and eradication of Christianity, illustrate new generation of the images produced
for feeding of the “small and undeveloped souls” of mankind that must submit itself to new global masters–owners and to accept the new world order.
The word populism [[populism is recognition of the interests of population – the people, the nation, as the first priority of the state ]] became the swear–word,
with which the globalists–serving media condemns and smears such fundamental pillars of survival–oriented civilization as
a/ protection of national and other boundaries, which sustain self–identification and well–being of a nation and sovereignty of the state
b/ protection of national, religious, racial, social, and normal sexual identity of human beings
c/ prevention of de–individualization of persons
e/ the law and order derived from The Ten Commandments, upon which survival of mankind hangs [[in the globalists’ world, the law and order established upon
the law of God is no more; instead, the chaos and disorder are the distinctive feature of the new “order”: any crime against humanity and any false–lies are
acceptable, the crimes committed by migrants and illegal immigrants are covered and criminals are protected, while their victims are silenced and deprived of justice,
for the sake of unification of all and transformation of the all unified human de–individualized mass into the unreservedly obedient herd of universally sexualized
social animals manipulated by fear and lies]]
d/ prevention of destruction of Christianity that sustains human dignity of a human being creation in image of God and likeness.
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The Concept of God
The Origen’s god and god’s creations are “in some way of the same substance” and the spirit of this god “mingles” with men; his god torments his creations, “but
like a devoted father, he mitigates the torment with mildness” [Origen Soul I.54 51; Spirit III.448 185; God IV.919 333].
Therefore, the Origen’s god is not different from punishing and sadistic gods of Homer and Egyptian myths – the phantoms embodying the worst fears and
masochist fantasies of heathens. The Origen’s description of his god resembles fantasies of the heathen philosophers, who judged their gods and exalted themselves
as “the tutors of mankind” [e.g., Seneca in: The Wisdom of Stoics 27].
Punishment and suffering occupy the special place in the Origen’s world. With the unhealthy lust, he discusses the intensity of pain and the Future of sinners:
the Origen’s god “torments the wicked,” but “mitigates the torment with mildness.” Concerning punishment of “the impure,” which as Origen believes would be
“something worse than hell,” he, in his delusion, gives his order to St. Paul the Apostle: “Name it, O Paul! Say what the punishment is!” [Origen God IV.912–919, 962
332–333, 347].
If to compare the Origen’s image of his god and his assertion of the necessity of fear [Origen God IV.912–919, 952–954; 962 332–333, 342, 347] with the texts of
the New Testament, it is evident that Origen does not comprehend the essence and meaning of Christianity. His perverted concept of god who punishes and tortures
his creations is completely incompatible with the Christianity and evidently has the roots in the heathenism. Origen’s perception of his deity is much closer to the
heathen religions, in which, for example, the Plato’s second death of heretics, and Cicero’s double punishment imposed by gods – such as mental tortures during life
and such ignominy after their death that people joyfully approve the extermination of criminals [Cicero De Legibus II. Xvii.44] – are acceptable.
To the contrary, God of the Christians is the Good Shepherd Who gave His life for His creations and took on Himself the sins of the world. God is the Perfect Love,
and the Perfect Love does not mean fear and suffering; it means light of the truth, salvation, life, mercy, and abundance of the good for everyone. St. John the Apostle
conveys the reality of love and mercy of God Whom his hands have touched and Whom his eyes have seen through Lord Jesus Christ, the Word–God, Who explained
God the Creator to His creations and gave the knowledge of God that is the everlasting life {John 1:1–5, 9–14, 29; 9:5; 10:9–11, 30; 12:45–46; 13:23–35; 14; 15; 16; 17;
1 John 1:1–4; 3:5, 16; 4:8–19}. The darkness and misery of the Origen’s world with his torturing and punishing god is not compatible with the Light of Christians.
Some heathen cults interpreted unnatural attachment to pain as the sign of religious devotion; such an interpretation is similar to identification of insanity of
diviners as the “divine madness.” Starting with Origen, pagan practices and bodily austerities (e.g., such as self–flagellation of worshipers of the “great goddess” and
self–torturing techniques of the heathen diviners, with which they evoked the alternate state of mind) began to penetrate life of the devoted to Origenism ascetics;
then, they were openly admitted into the practices of the papal church. Ignatius of Loyola developed special trainingΣ25, which illustrates the logical completion of the
Origen’s phantasm of torturing and punishing and deceiving god: penetration of the papal establishment by the practices of the heathen diviners.
The Origen’s speculations contradict the will of God to save all His creations through the knowledge, which He gave to the Apostles with the command to preach
it to all. Origen misinterprets the unique openness of the knowledge granted by God Who Himself wrote His law and instruction for men and gave Himself for the
remission of sins to all who want to live {Exodus 24:12; 31:18; 32:15–16; Matthew 26:26–28; 28:19–20; Mark 16:15–16; Luke 22:17–20; 24:45–47; 1 John 1:7}.
Origen compiled his version of Christianity as the continuation of the Platonic–Gnostic doctrine of secret knowledge of the initiated. With his notion of the “small
and undeveloped” souls and the assumption of possibility to put at the place of the words of God the images, which were produced by the “guardians”– doctors of
the Church for the “small and undeveloped” souls, Origen attempts to justify the necessity to conceal the all–forgiving love of God, because the ordinary people must
be kept in constant fear before the punishing and torturing god. Origen misinterprets the meaning of the Christian teachings [[God is the perfect love without fear and
suffering – {1 John 4:8, 16–18}]]; his works convey the perverted interpretation of the Christian love and imply the possibility of co–existence of the love of God with
masochist perversion of men. In particular, this sacrilegious tradition stems from the Origen’s obsession with an image of the punishing and torturing god and the
Origen’s self–mutilationΣ26, because of which he was not admitted to serve as the priest of the Christian Church.
Origen’s adaptation of the heathen concept of torturing god facilitated incorporation of the heathen doctrine of punishment into the teachings of the Western
Roman Church; then, the main papal theologian Thomas Aquinas proceeded with the justification of the Inquisition and mandatory execution of the relapsed heretics.
The Origen’s notion about the necessity to keep the general population in constant fear before the punishing and torturing god was a beginning of transformation of
that what was initially the Christian Church of Rome into the eternal prison run by the self–deified pope and his “army of angels” – “divine functionaries” working by
the special “divine grace” of the papal office. This prison is sustained by doctrines of Augustine of Hippo and Thomas Aquinas; it is built with the efforts of the
Inquisition, Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola, and “paternal severity” of the Roman popes, for or instance, such as Roman popes’ joy because of death and
suffering of those denounced as heretics and schismatics – the Greek Orthodox Christians during the sack of Constantinople by the Catholic crusaders and the
Huguenots during the St. Bartholomew Night’s massacre in ParisΣ27.
Seemingly, Origen loved God and sought Him in his own way, with all healthy remnants of his mind. So, how man who desires to love God, becomes a heretic;
what compels the mind to overstep the threshold of sanity and then, to became able of accepting the false as the truth?
The mind of man is able neither to cognize God–Creator nor to comprehend His purposes and ways. God Himself revealed the knowledge needed to achieve the
purposes of existence and to reach the state of perfection; this knowledge provides the foundation for existence and the evolution. Upon this foundation, each man
should make own way to perfection according to the commandment of Lord God Jesus Christ: be perfect as your Heavenly Father is perfect. For the Christian, to
obtain perfection that is the love to God and to His creations, to return to God–Creator, to become a child of God, and enter the eternal life and kingdom of God is
possible only through Lord God Jesus Christ {Matthew 5:48; 7:21–27; Luke 6:35–36; John 1:12–18; 3:35–36; 6:35–69; 10:9–18, 27–30; 11:25–26; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 1
Peter 1; 2; 1 John 3; 4:9–21}. Acceptance of Lord Jesus Christ as the Absolute is the first condition of existence within the universal reality of Christianity. Acceptance of
this condition demands the deepest humility before God and the unconditional faith in Lord Jesus Christ, the Word–God.
The insufficient faith along with the remnants of the memory of own original perfection and with the pride Σ28 (as the confidence in unlimited abilities of own
intellect and the absence of humility before God) forces the mind to rebel against impossibility to cognize God. Then, the gradual process of subversion of the
Absolute begins.
The contemporary theologian John Meyendorff refers to Origen with such wordings as “the great Origen” with the “overwhelming” influence on the patristic
traditions; he asserts that
1/ Origen is the missionary who had, within the learned elite of the Greek world, to propagate the Christian dogma written “in poor Greek” by the
representatives of “an obscure barbarian nation”
2/ Origen attempted to find the proper way for the sophisticated Greeks to read the Old Testament filled with “the rudimentary myths of Semitic people”
3/ the Origen’s allegoric interpretation of the Holy Scriptures became the solution, which secured success of his mission and compelled the Greeks to accept
“the cultural humiliation” of a search for the truth in the “Jewish Scriptures” [Meyendorff (1983) 34–35; (1989) 29]
[[an example of the similar “cultural humiliation”: Julian the Apostate [361–363) that, in denial of the Constantine the Great’s Edict of 324, restored the
heathenism in Roman Empire, forbade the Christians to study the Greek heathen philosophy, because “the eloquence and the arts of the Greeks, and the worship of
the gods” are not for the Christians with their “ignorance and rusticity” [Padelford]]]
If so, Origen began his “mission” with the contradiction the words of St. Paul the Apostle, who forewarned of empty deceit and lofty words of men; then, he
discarded the Apostle’s advice that the wisdom of this world is foolishness before God {Colossians 2:8; 1 Corinthians 2:1; 3:19–20}.
Thus, Origen’s “mission” was doomed to failure at the very beginning because, in fact, Origen
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a/ preferred the lofty words of heathen philosophy to the simplicity of the absolute truth of the word of God
↓
b/ substituted own fantasies for the knowledge conveyed by the Holy Scriptures
↓
c/ misled those who accepted his speculations as the authentic Christian teachings
Furthermore, the “poor Greek” or Koine was the modernized [[modernized for its time that happened to be the beginning of new era]] Greek language, which
after Alexander of Macedonia’s invasion was spoken and understood in all countries of the Mediterranean region and Asia Minor. The universality of Koine made it the
very convenient tool for the Apostles’ mission to preach the Gospels to all nations of οικουμενη – the inhabited world created by the Greek civilization. As soon as
Koine served the purposes of God, it cannot be poor. Besides, the simple, yet, supreme and absolute truth of Christianity does not need embellishment with
“sophisticated” wordings, which cover emptiness and deceit of imaginary mythical worlds of heathen theology. Love and reverence to God give understanding that the
language on which God wrote the Law and The Ten Commandments for instruction of men { Exodus 24:12; 32:15–16} and the language, on which the Gospels are
written, were, are, and always will be the greatest languages among all those spoken by men.
The contemporary writings with high praises to Origen the heretic along with the references to the Holy Scriptures as “the rudimentary myths of Semitic people”
and to the conversion of the heathen Greeks into Christianity as the “cultural humiliation” to learn the Truth from the “Jewish Scriptures” [Meyendorff (1983) 34–35]
reveal the meaning of the Origen’s influence on the theologians.
There is a positive side of the Origen’s story: it facilitates discernment of true theologians whose works propagate Christian teachings without falsification of the
words of God and without bias, passions, and corrupted imagination of the philosophizing theologians and diviners.
For instance, any Christian theologian who writes about the Christian teachings should have the right discernmentΣ29: the abilities, knowledge, and power–
wisdom needed
– to discern the voice of God behind the revelations of the Hebrew Prophets
– to discern the truth (and the false) under any cover, which might look as folly (or wisdom) for those commonly recognized as the wise
– to discern the good and the evil within the others, and therefore, to understand the true motives of their words and actions
– to evaluate the true essence of heathenism – the Orphism and its derivatives – Greek mythology and philosophy, which are the foundation for the heathen
Greek morality, ethics, and political and social life: firstly, he needs to understand incompatibility of the heathenism and Christianity and inappropriateness of
application of the heathen philosophical–theological fantasies and myths for interpretation of the words of God.
Otherwise, the theologian cannot be differentiated from Thomas Aquinas and his followers, therefore, has no moral right to present his assumptions as Christian
theologyΣ30.
Some constant features assist in identifying the mindΣ31 that has God as the ideal and meaning of existence, therefore, is capable of perception, learning, and
propagating the true knowledge of God. These abilities have the foundation upon which the mind becomes able to overstep all boundaries and restrictions; this
foundation is humility – the result of self–knowledge and comprehension of own nature and, at the same time, the vision of God within own soul. Would Origen or his
followers and admirers possess such mind, for them, the heathen Greeks with their adulterous and deceitful gods and deified rulers (e.g., such as Alexander of
Macedonia) who assumed the right to evaluate other nations by suitability for slavery, enslaved the conquered population of other lands and apprehended their
property, would not have any reason to be extolled over all surrounding “barbarian” nations.
Consequently, all “wisdom” of the Greek heathen philosophers would receive the appropriate definition as the rules for creation of specific imaginary worlds
produced with imagination, which operates with images of the material things and their combinations–modifications–re–arrangements–fusion–etc., yet nevertheless,
are not able to overstep the boundaries of the material world
a/ depicts the evil created by men as the deeds sanctioned by their gods
b/ interpret their myths according to the purposes of the ruling elite, which needs new or modified program for manipulating population and steering it toward
the desirable changes
c/ during the dreams, which the heathens identify as “the flight in heaven,” is unable to overstep the images of the material world stored in the memory
operating within the reality of the material world.
Consequently, they would evaluate the heathen ideals, ethics, morality, and philosophical speculations in consistency with their actual meaning: the perversion
of the human nature.
For instance, they would realize that
– the Plato’s descriptions of the mandatory “virtues” of the guardians and members of the perfect community [Plato Republic] confirm the Apostles’ evaluation
of the heathen morality and those who reject or suppress the true knowledge of God {Romans 1:20–31; 1 Peter 4:3–4}
– to accept the methods, with which the heathens created their world, means to expect the same results, which the heathens had: the false and deceit instead
of the truth, perversion and corruption instead of virtue and righteousness, collapse and destruction instead of survival and development
– for those who built on the false knowledge, there is only one natural and unavoidable end: the total ruin similar to the end of the vanished civilizations, states,
and empires
– the knowledge needed for survival and development cannot be created within the heathen knowledge framework.
The Origen’s interpretation of the referred above texts of the New Testament illustrates the essence of his logic: he discards the reality of God where man is the
subject to God, the reality that Origen is not able to understand or does not want to accept, and creates his own dream the non–existing imaginary world where God
becomes the subject to the Origen’s consideration and the Spirit of God might “become mingled” with Origen
inability to accept the actuality
↓
fall into the simplified world – the dream or “alternative” reality
created by mind incapable to comprehend the actuality
There is no possibility to confirm the Origen’s misinterpretation of the Holy Scriptures by imperfect or inaccurate translation of the Holy Scriptures as some
researchers suggest: Origen himself learned the Hebrew language and compared the text in Hebrew with the different Greek translations [Baybrook 7, New Catholic
Encyclopedia 10:768]. It means that Origen intentionally misinterpreted the sacred texts to confirm his own assumptions. The question is: what was the cause of such
Origen’s actions and the similar actions of his apparent and hidden (e.g., immediately after his condemnation as heretic) followers? What was his purpose, and what
did he try to accomplish? What is the purpose behind the attempt to alter the truth of the uncognizable world that is out of human reach?
The simplest answer could include such causes as the personal traits, mental disorder resulting from self–intoxication with pride and overconfidence in the
power of own reasoning, desperate desire of self–affirmation as a teacher of “small undeveloped” souls or even as a prophet, or a simple inability to comprehend
written texts.
However, the actual role of Origen might be tragic. Moses warned the ancient Israelites: God would test their love and loyalty to Him through the false prophets
{Deuteronomy 13:1–4}. Origen could be one of such false prophets with whom the Lord tested understanding of His revelations by early Christians and their love to
Him, because there is no compatibility or reconciliation between
– the perfect love and fear
– the true knowledge of God and the perverted images created by sick imagination
– the normal human nature and such perversion as masochist longing for pain and punishment.
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From another point of view, if a mind desires to build a new establishment within the particular world, which already has its absolute truth, at first, the mind
needs to subvert the original absolute truth and introduce the beliefs, which might be completely inconsistent with the original meaning of truth, yet, suitable for
construction of new establishment.
Therefore, when the mind decides to utilize the knowledge of God for the needs of a particular social establishment [[that is to tailor the Absolute eternal truth
to the temporal needs and purposes of men]], it intentionally falsifies or misinterprets the true knowledge of God and asserts own constructions: Origen–like
speaking, it keeps the shell and changes the core. The best strategy of destruction is to make such substitution unnoticeable.
In both cases, the actual pattern of actions is the same:
1/ the mind presents itself or the establishment, which it serves, as endowed with exceptional power and exclusive rights. Consequently, the mind discards reverence
to God and approaches to the Holy Scriptures not as to the knowledge of the essence and meaning of existence and the pledge of eternity; it utilizes the Holy
Scriptures to extract any appearance of justification of earthly purposes [[usually, with the Aristotle’s attitude concerning the practicable good of men]] and, as the
result, misinterprets the contents of the Scriptures
2/ the mind creates own reality – new god – and disguises under this new god’s commandments own needs and intentions. To produce such new reality
a/ the mind subverts the truth of the Gospel and explanations provided by the Apostles
b/ the mind selects the passages or sentences with many shadows of meaning and employs the logic and methods, which Aristotle developed to make the
Plato’s complicated theoretical–philosophical fantasies suitable for the practical tasks [[in particular, Aristotle developed a technique of cutting the words and phrases
from their context with their consequent interpreting and misinterpreting according to own objectives. When Origen applies this technique, his mind substitutes own
constructions for the real meaning of the Holy Scriptures and, then, asserts own speculations as the word of God]]
c/ the mind presents newly created reality – in fact, fruits of own imagination – as the “divinely inspired” interpretations of the Holy Scriptures or as the true
knowledge of God. With the discernible passion (sometimes supported with the power of the establishment it serves) or the “fire” of soul/spirit, the mind begins to
persuade the others to recognize the produced phantasms as the prophetic interpretation of truth.
In general, the style of Origen’s writings reveals the specific and misguided interpretation of God––man relation; they convey the perverted interpretation of the
Christian love and imply the possibility of co–existence of the love of God with masochist perversion of men; this sacrilegious tradition started with the Origen’s
obsession with an image of the punishing and torturing god and the Origen’s self–mutilation. Following Plato’s consummated “divine” philosopher who knows
thoughts of his god, Origen pretends
– to have authority to judge God or to evaluate His deeds; for instance, he writes: “God does a superb job in arranging the whole order of the Universe”
– to know what the Holy Spirit wants to be written, and that the open instruction of “the inexperienced” is not in “His good pleasure” and must “remain
protected in secret and mystery” [Origen God IV.957, 960 343, 344].
With such assertions, Origen not only discloses own self–image and confirms that all his “knowledge” of God is the fruit of perverted by the heathenism
imagination; he openly contradicts to the God’s commandment to preach His word openly to all nations {Matthew 10:27; 28:19–20; Mark 16:15–16; John 18:19–21}.
Christianity is the complete comprehensive reality of knowledge opened for everyone, and the New Testament contains everything that a human being needs to
exist, to continue the evolution, and to reach the state of perfection – readiness for the purposes and plans of God, and preparedness for the eternal life in the
presence of God {Revelation 21; 22}.
Moreover, if man asks the wisdom of understanding from God, he receives it. If God wishes so, a child has more understanding than learned scholars have
{Psalm 118(119):99–100}.
Furthermore, the Origen’s phrase “remain protected in secret and mystery” [Origen God IV.957 343]
a/ restates the Plato’s warnings do not disclose the secret knowledge of the initiated to the ordinary people; for instance, Plato writes about the necessity to
conceal true knowledge from “untrained people”; he is not interested to reveal the nature of things and truth to mankind: only few people who are able to discern
truth “with a little guidance” should receive instructions [Plato Letters II: 313–314; VII:340–342a, 344c–345c]. Such a point of view discloses inconsistency of the
practical inferences with the main theoretical assumption. In particular, if the Intelligence is the source of origin and the life–maintaining force of the Universe, the
knowledge, as the result of the existence of the Intelligence, is the non–alienated property of each being. Thus, deprivation of knowledge should be equated to the
death of intellect: in fact, Plato either condemns all non–philosophers to such a death or assumes that all non–philosophers are not human beings when he asserts
the inaccessibility of true knowledge for the vast majority of population as the legitimate property of his philosophy
b/ reflects the Gnostic doctrine of the secret knowledge, which is the possession of the illuminated elite and must remain concealed from the rest of mankind.
The Gospels left the touchstone for discrimination of any heresy with which the mind of anyone who aspires to the earthly power and riches attempts to become
exalted over the others and pretends to possess some mystical or even “divine” knowledge the others do not have: all knowledge of God is open to anyone who
believes in Lord Jesus Christ and follows His commandments.
There is nothing hidden, secret, or intended for some special “distinguished” minds in the Christian teachings: for the Christians, all are equal before God, all are
called to inherit the kingdom and to enter the eternity. Only own choice [[to observe the law of God and to accomplish the commandments of God or to reject the law
of God and commit sin and crimes against God and His creations; believe or do not believe; to love the others or do not love the others ]] distinguishes the Christians
and other people, and only this choice determines the meaning of earthly existence and the ultimate destiny. Two greatest commandments compose the essence of
the Law, the Prophets, and the Christianity: love to God and love to a neighbor.
Knowledge of the words of God allow discerning heresy in the Gnostic and ManicheanΣ32 doctrines, which justify the division of their followers into two main
groups
1/ the Initiated–Enlightened–Illuminated–Perfected elite in a possession of the special secret–mystical–divine–forbidden knowledge of God, or in the
contemporary settings, the global ruling elite
2/ all the others deprived of this knowledge [[the Hearers–Believers–Brothers or the simple–small–ordinary souls, the laity, the rest of mankind ]], therefore,
unworthy to be something more than ordinary laborers – in fact, slaves – destined to sustain the privileged existence of the Perfected–Illuminated–Initiated–global
elite.
The threat, which the “fire” of Origen’s soul/spirit carried for the purity of the Christian dogma, thus for mankind, was the sufficient cause to reject the Origen’s
writings. Three Ecumenical Councils [[the Second of Constantinople (553), the Fourth of Constantinople (869–870), and the Second of Nicea (787)]] anathematized
(excommunicated) Origen (although he died in the third century) and denounced his works as “the mythical speculations,” “heretical” and “useless knowledge”
[Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils 119, 135, 161].
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Conclusion
In general, the Origen’s outlook, philosophy, and understanding–interpretation of the Holy Scriptures have the same foundation as the heathen theological and
philosophical doctrines do: his works promote advancement of heresy derived of the heathenism, yet, masked with the mentions of God and His Apostles, and
covered with the irrelevant references to the Old and New Testament.
Origen accepted the Philo of Alexandria’s practices
1/ the allegorical/symbolic interpretation of the Holy Scriptures with subsequent embedding of heathen concepts in the Christian teachings
2/ the modification of theological concepts in accordance with own imagination.
Eventually, the Origen’s heretical doctrine, which was developed by misinterpretation of the Christian teachings, became the semblance of the Philo’s
symbolically interpreted Judaism with the incorporated Platonic, Stoic, and Gnostic concepts. The methods and fantasies of Origen facilitated penetration of Christian
theology by heresy and subsequent modification of Christianity into another religion. The Origen’s lethal legacy includes:
– introduction of human imagination as the source of creation of theological knowledge
– admission of symbolic interpretation of the Holy Scriptures in imitation of the ancient heathens that interpreted their mythical theology according to the
needs of their rulers.
As the result, the normal co–relation of the theology and the mind was perverted and reversed:
from
theology as the creator of the framework of knowledge,
within which the mind grows, develops, and evolves for the next phase existence – eternity with God
to
the mind as the creator of theological knowledge;
as soon as the mind is incapable of creation of true knowledge of God,
it has arranged for itself the false knowledge framework, within which it
– degenerates and collapses becoming incapable of survival, development, and evolution–preparation
for the next phase of existence – the eternity with God
– destroys own and the others’ establishments with ideologies, pseudo–sciences, immorality, and culture of death
The studies of Origen’s heresy and its influence on the Western theology reveal the patterns and methods of destruction of the original religion and its
transformation into another religion of another god.
Origen’s works initiated the process of subversion of the absolute truth of Christianity, which
began under disguise of apparent piety
↓
gradually transformed the Western theology
into hybrid of the heathen Orphic–derived philosophy with the Christian terminology
↓
culminated in the contemporary crisis of the mind deprived of true knowledge of God
and therefore incapable of survival and development
In particular, heretical corruption of the Western theology initiated by heretics, the first and most prominent of which was Origen (AD 185–254?), lasted thirteen
centuries, until it
a/ by the efforts of Thomas Aquinas (1225?–1274)Σ33,
reached its climax in thirteenth century
↓
b/ by Council in Trent (1545–1563), was completed with full subversion of Christianity
and elevation of heathen interactive political theology
at the place of Christian teachings
For instance, the Council of Trent, which according to its participants was guided “by the mind and spirit of St. Thomas” [Walz ref. in: New Catholic Encyclopedia
14:134]
1/ in violation of the most sacred Christian tradition that is established by Lord Jesus Christ Himself {Matthew 26:26–28; Mark 14:22–24; Luke 22:17–20; 1
Corinthians 10:16; 11:23–31} deprived Catholic laity of communion with two elements (bread and vine) and adopted the ancient Manichean rite of communion with
one element only – bread
2/ proclaimed that priests in the state of mortal sin discharge their duties “by the power of the Holy Spirit,” which they received in ordination [Decrees of
Ecumenical Councils 242, 707]. This proclamation means that the papal establishments adopted the notion that those who commit a mortal sin [[or as St. John the
Apostle wrote, are “of devil” {1 John 3:8–10}]] can act with “the power of the Holy Spirit”
3/ confirmed the exceptional status of Aquinas when the Council proclaimed that
a/ the mind and spirit of St. Thomas guided them in the re–definition of the Church’s doctrine and reformation of the Roman Catholic Church [Walz ref. in:
New Catholic Encyclopedia 14:134] and
b/ Aquinas’ Summa Theologica is worthy to be placed on the altar as the second only after the Bible [Kreeft 11–12].
If the unbiased observer takes into consideration that Thomas Aquinas blasphemously asserted that God is the source of evil Σ34 and, in his writings, frequently
contradicts the words of God, especially, when he needs to establish the absolute power of deified pope and to elevate the mortal man at the place of God in His
temple, he might infer that
a/ the papal religion that accepted the political theology of Thomas Aquinas as its official doctrine is not compatible with Christianity: it is another religion of
another gods
b/ the assertion of the Council of Trent that Aquinas’ book is worthy to be placed in altar along with the Bible signifies manifest establishment of new religion, in
which the words of man are considered worthy to have the status of the words of God.
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The Christian Church has the definite point of view concerning Origen: three Ecumenical Councils – the Second of Constantinople (553), the Fourth of
Constantinople (869–870), and the Second of Nicea (787) – anathematized (excommunicated) Origen (although he died in the third century) and denounced his works
as “the mythical speculations,” “heretical” and “useless knowledge” [Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils 119, 135, 161].
However, condemnation of the Origen’s heretical “useless knowledge” by the Catholic Apostolic Church, which was proclaimed before the Great Schism Σ35, did
not stop the sacrilegious allegorical–symbolical misinterpretation of the Holy Scriptures initiated by Philo of Alexandria and elaborated and advanced by Origen. They
are exactly the weapon, which the heathenism needed in its struggle against Christianity, and exactly the means needed to substitute the interests of the worldly
establishments for the Kingdom of God; hence, the legacy of the ancient heretic still, poisons the contemporary minds.
The story of Origen, and especially, the fact that his “mythical speculations” and “heretical” knowledge have been incorporated into the Western theological
thought (which, for instance, created the Inquisition – the establishment incompatible with the Christian teachings) and even accepted by some Eastern theologians,
1/ confirms that the false concept might be likened to the abnormally mutated cell, which grows into the cancerous tumor and kills its host
2/ illustrates adequacy of Tertullian’s reference to heresy as to the fever – “deadly and excruciating” calamity whose purpose is annihilation of mankindΣ36
3/ reveals how the mind of heretic transforms the teachings given by God into the mythical worthless knowledge.
There is an interesting revelation of the special significance of Origen for the Western theologians: according to the Roman pope Benedict XVI (papacy from 2005
to 2013), Origen – “the great master of faith” – effected the “irreversible turn” in “Christian” theological thought; his teachings was developed by the doctors of the
papal church of Rome (the Magisterium) who “learned the lesson” of Origen [“Origen: Master and Exemplary Witness of Christianity.” Vatican Information Service,
number 75, of April 25, 2007].
Hence, three thing should be taken in consideration before forming the ultimate opinion:
1/ the pope Benedict XVI’s evaluation of Origen is not consistent with decision of the three universal Church Councils, which was postulated long before the
Great Schism irreversibly separated the Christian Church from the papal establishment. If the papal Church presents itself as “Christian Church” and claims the right to
speak on behalf of the entire Christendom, it should follow the decisions of the Universal/Ecumenical Councils that formed the Christian religion [[the Councils
excommunicated Origen as heretic, and denounced Origen’s works as the mythical speculations,” “heretical” and “useless knowledge” [Decrees of the Ecumenical
Councils 119, 135, 161]]]
2/ pope Benedict XVI rightly identified the Origen’s influence as the “irreversible turn”; indeed, if accepted, heresy cannot be healed: it eats out the mind like the
ancient leprosy ate the flesh of a living being
3/ if for pope Benedict XVI, the former Cardinal Ratzinger, Prefect of the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of faith (contemporary Inquisition), the decisions
of the Universal Councils of the Christian Church are not abiding, it signifies that he does not accept the foundation of the Christian religion formed by those Universal
Councils, and therefore, he does not belong to the Christian Church.
Indeed, the papal establishment should discontinue to mislead mankind with groundless pretenses on connections with the Christianity; they should chose
another name for their religion.
For instance, if the Catholics already have Aristotle–Aquinas’ political theology as the official doctrine of the papal church, why they should not refer to their faith
as to Aristotle–Aquianism? If they who live by the papal laws still have the slightest belief in the worlds of Lord Jesus Christ, they should reflect on
– His words concerning those who call Him Lord, yet who do not observe His commandments, those whom He would reject in the last day {Mathew 7:21–23}
– His warning that the people would be held responsible for each word they uttered {Matthew 12:36–37}.
The contemporary Catholic researcher writes about Origen that
1/ “in ultimate things he is Catholic” with “childlike attachment to the visible church”
2/ Origen is “possessed almost to the point of insanity”
3/ Origen is the Catholic whose “unromantic passion” and fire of soul is comparable with those of “Heraclites and Nietzsche” [Introduction to Origen, Spirit... 2,
3, 5, 20].
However, attachment to the visible matter [[e.g., the “visible” establishments and hierarchies, which possess the physical power of coercion or justify its
application, for instance, similarly to the papal inquisition]] closes the path to the inner – spiritual life in God.
Moreover, passions and “mind in fire” are not compatible with the presence of the Holy Spirit of God Who bestows the true knowledge of God: the very term
fire of soul (spirit) and especially, if it is applied to a theologian, signifies delusion and, perhaps, even disorder/illness of the mind.
Only heathens, especially followers of the Dionysian cult of insanity and deathΣ37, consider delusion and insanity as gifts of their deities.
Christians live by God Who is the Lord of knowledge and the Source of Holy WisdomΣ38, and have His love and peace and knowledge that is the everlasting life
{1 Kings 2:3; Proverbs 2:6–12; John 1:1–18; 13:34–35; 14:1–27; 15; 17; Wisdom 6; 7; 8}.
Furthermore, concerning the referred above comparison of Origen and Nietzsche: according to the author of A Theory of Disease, Friedrich NietzscheΣ38 was
“psychiatrically abnormal for years” [Guirdham 37], he presented himself as the last Dionysian “philosopher” – that is the heathen, and his hatred to the papal church
was enormous.
Passions in the matters of religion and theology expose immaturity of the mind and inflamed perverted imagination; they indicate ignorance, mental disorder
and issuing inability to withstand false, lies, and heresy: passion and imagination (especially, the inflamed one) are the attributes of insufficiency, which the mind
applies, when it has neither sufficient and true knowledge nor wisdom to find it.
Only with the true knowledge of God, the mind obtains the peace of mind – that is, firstly, the unbiased reasoning and right discernment founded upon the
complete knowledge of God that is the everlasting life {John 14; 15; 16; 17; 2 Peter 1:2–11}, completeness of love and perfection.
Only with true knowledge of God the mind’s insufficiency vanishes. Passions, use of imagination, delusion, and arrogance of assumptions concerning
uncognizable God, as well as “possession” similar to the heathen diviners, are not compatible with the true knowledge of God. Such features indicate typical for a
heretic ignorance and insufficient knowledge of God, the deficiency of faith, and imperfection in Christian love.
Many Origen’s apparent and secret followers accepted his method and integrated Plato–Gnostic constructions in their works. They also boldly cast aside the law
of God, got to work, and added their own interpretations as “the God’s commands.” The Origen’s “mythical speculations” and “useless knowledge” created with
misinterpretations of the Holy Scriptures served development of the heretical political theology, with which the medieval papal theologians, ultimately, supplanted the
Christian teachings.
If the Origen’s writings only have their place at the library for the books concerning the history of harmless human errors, not many would be interested to read
them.
Yet, Origen’s influence still lives in the works of his followers, in the theological doctrines of Augustine of Hippo and Thomas Aquinas that still are the foundation
of contemporary Catholicism, which blasphemously claims the name and the place of the Christian religion, while historical deeds of the papacy and the papal
subjects, including contemporary world–wide scandals of abuse of children, papal adherence to the liberal (Marxist) theology, proclamation of the similarity of
“Christianity” and Islam [[obviously, made in consistency with the purpose of establishment of the universal religion in pursuit of globalization Σ24, which traditionally
is seen as world-wide domination of the papacy]], reveal the complete incompatibility of the papal religion with the Christian teachings granted by Lord Jesus Christ,
the Word–God.
The Catholics’ deeds has smeared the Christian religion; they are the reason why in many lands and by many people who evaluate religion/faith by the deeds of
its followers, Christianity is rejected and Christians are persecuted and blamed for the deeds of the Catholics.
Origen’s influence comes to life at any time and any place where and when a human being misinterprets the words of God with the purposes to offer the fruits
of own imagination as the truth and – with false and misleading assertions – to establish own superiority over the others.
Furthermore, study of Origen’s writings facilitates identification of the roots of heresy.
The legacy of Origen also answers the question: why heresy is possible in the world that has been given the chance to cognize the complete knowledge of God –
knowledge that is the everlasting life?
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One of such roots is unrestricted and unguarded imagination of the wandering mind that
a/ did not find its steadfast unmovable foundation in the Word–God
b/ did not establish itself upon the only reliable eternal foundation – ΣτερεωμαΣ39 – that is in the Word–God.
In theological and religious matters, heresy is possible only because of existence of the minds that
1) are ignorant of true knowledge of God
2) are not established in faith
3) intentionally disregard the truth of the words of God for the sake of lies and dreams, and as the result, arrange imaginary worlds of the false religions,
ideologies, cults, and pseudo–sciences.
However, there is one more argument for studies of heresy.
The essence of heresy is subversion of the original truth completed with modification of the assumptions, which previously were accepted as truth.
If to look at the heresy phenomenon from the systems point of view, the observer or systems designer/analyst may conclude that heresy as
subversion→modification→change of the original truth, upon which a particular system/establishment was arranged, is the core of all kinds of division and unrest
[[e.g., Great Schism, revolution, overthrowing the government, Western Reformation]].
If not stopped/eradicated/prevented from dissemination, heresy might culminate in
total modification→destruction of the original system
↓
arrangement of another systems upon the remnants and with the reserves of the predecessor,
which was overthrown→modified→forced to collapse→disintegrate as the result of introduction of heresy
In other terms, heresy might be defined as the alien code [[the strange alien knowledge inconsistent with the system’s natureΣ41]], which
if introduced, overlooked or undetected by the controlling subsystem,
which is responsible for maintenance of survival and identification–prevention of threat
↓
is accepted by the system as the truth and allowed to spread, penetrate,
and modify the system’s life–maintaining establishments
↓
transforms the system into another systems–reality arranged and operating
according to the design/intentions/purposes of the creator(s)/owner(s) of the alien code
For instance,
– Origen’s influence characterized by Roman pope Benedict XVI as the “irreversible turn” in “Christian” theological thought did culminated in establishment of a
new theological system – Catholicism/Aristotle–Aquinas political theology, which is incompatible with the original theological system – the Christian religion
– Origen’s heresy accepted by the Western theologians did work as the alien code: supplemented with heretical innovations of other heretics, e.g., such as
Augustine of Hippo, it transformed the Church of Rome into the papal establishment, which accepted Aristotle–Aquinas political theology derived of Aristotle’s
philosophical doctrine based upon Plato the Orphic’s philosophical–political–religious utopia.
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
The basis of ORIGEN is an excerpt from The Invincible Empire, Chapter 5
[Savitsky, Alice A. The Invincible Empire. Washington, DC: The AEHESIA® Services, 2003]
adapted to the web and posted October 5, 2008.
Re–formatted, edited, expanded, Notes and References updated – March, 2017
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
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Σημειωσεις – Notes
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Σ1 See Philo of Alexandria
Σ2 The Orphic philosophic doctrine was derived of Orphic mythical serpentne theology, which deifies the arch–evil in image of arch–serpent/dragon – a “divine
absolute”/“universal” animal to whom the Orphic ascribed the absolute power of the deity, which created the universe and all the living.
The Orphics believed that they are the descendants of Orpheus – a priest of the Sun/Apollo and a diviner who practced arts and who established the mysteries–rites
of Apollo in Thrace and of Demeter in Sparta. According to myths [Graves], Orpheus evoked wrath of Dionysus and Aphrodite because he explained evil of human sacrifice,
propagated homosexuality, did not partcipate in Dionysian rites. Dionysus sent the Maenads in the temple where Orpheus preached to men of Thrace – Maenads’
husbands. In the state of frenzy, the Maenads murdered their husbands and tore Orpheus apart –“limb from limb.”
Another version of the myth [The Sunset Knowledge] portrays Orpheus as a founder of the Dionysian rites and an earthly embodiment of Dionysus.
With tme, the Orphics developed myths into the doctrine that conveys the essence of the heathenism, the core of which is death – idolatry as worship to the arch–
evil in the image of the serpent.
The Orphic doctrine or Orphism denotes the special knowledge framework composed with mythical serpentne theology, Orphic philosophy, and their derivatves –
heathen philosophy, politcal and social doctrines, religions, and cults of diferent idols, because of which the people sacrificed their brethren and children to the figments
of their own imaginaton.
Within Orphic framework of knowledge, many civilizatons and other human establishments were arranged, achieved the zenith of their destructve potency, and
were ruined or disintegrated freeing tme–space for the next generatons of thinkers, politcal, social, and religious leaders that built realm of ant–evoluton.
The Orphism is the most distnctvely formed core of the heathenism – idolatry: the realm of false religions and cults the essence of which is worship to the arch–evil
in the image of the serpent; however it might be covered with diferent images – diferent idols.
When the heathens used the word “god,” they referred to
either to the Orphic “divine absolute animal“ – the dragon–serpent–beast, which headed hierarchy of other gods, semi–gods, and similar mythical creatures, and
which was the container of forms of all living creatures, including men
[[and that is why the Orphics did not distnguish among men and animals and the contemporary medicine studies rodents and applies its discoveries in the rodent
nature for “understanding” of human nature and treatment of human diseases – concerning Hippocrates the Orphic and “the Father of Medicine” (~460–377? B.C.), see
The Minoan Legacy in Ancient Civilizationss egacy Overview]]
or to any other deity included in the fock of global, local, household idols: it was the common belief that “the world is full of gods.”
The Orphism became the root, from which many heathen religions and cults sprung, especially, the cults of serpents/reptles – the cults of death with worship of
snakes and horned animals.
The attributes of Orphic deites include horns, paws with claws, tails, snakes, and horned animals. For instance, the ancient Minoan goddess was coiled with snakes
and held snakes; originally, Dionysus (the ancient deity of insanity and death) was depicted as the horned serpent; Python the serpent was the deity of divinaton, its
priestesses – pythias – uttered predictons in the state of trance.
The distnctve feature of all religions and cults based upon the Orphism/cult of the arch–evil is hatred to God and to His creatons – man and woman.
This hatred, although might be covered with sermons of peace and love, and slogans of democratc ideals of humanity, manifests itself through body–mutlatng laws,
sadistc corporal punishments, inhumane executons, justficaton of slavery and crimes against humanity if they are committed for the sake of the religion and its world–
wide dominaton, idol–worship to invented deites, deprivaton of freedom of conscience and freedom of thinking, and intentonally cultvated ignorance. All such religions
also tolerate or even foster especial hatred to woman who might be “lawfully” and according to “the artcle of faith” mutlated, stoned to death, beaten, sold, raped,
deprived of basic rights and libertes, kept in ignorance, murdered – all these in agreement with the punishment for the original sin, which made earth–man the food for
the arch–evil and established special enmity between the arch–evil and the woman {Genesis 3:15–20}.
The Orphism sustains theological–philosophical–politcal doctrines of Plato, Aristotle, and their followers; for instance, some researchers refer to the Orphism as the
source of the “divine Muse of Homer” and of the “sublime theology” of Pythagoras and Plato [e.g., Thomas Taylor qtd. and ref. in Hall (2003) 74].
The Orphic serpentne “theology” is the actual foundaton of Plato’s philosophy, especially, the concept of forms–ideas–archetypes, with which Plato, evidently,
followed Pythagoras [[Pythagoras was initated into the Egyptan–Eleusinian–Orphic–other mysteries, and asserted that all material objects have forms as their essence]].
Then, logically, if the main – universal or “absolute” – bestal deity contains the forms of wild beasts, why it cannot accommodate the forms of all other creatures and
objects, which compose the Universe?
Consequently, if to substtute the philosophical “essence–idea–form” for the Orphic “image,” the ultmate meaning of Platonism is revealed as a set of phantasms –
the irratonal imaginary world of heathen cults of serpent, while the Platonism is recognized as the pinnacle of philosophical thought. Furthermore, in the 1930s, English
philosopher Alfred N. Whitehead (1861–1947) referred to the European philosophy as to “a series of ‘footnotes to Plato’” [Alfred N. Whitehead ref. and qtd. in: van
Winden 124].
For the unbiased mind, the wordings covering the essence of Platonism and issuing doctrines should not conceal the true meaning: the heathens (for instance, the
Minoans, Phoenicians, Orphics, etc.) cannot be considered as normal human beings, because they
– embodied their imaginary world – the cults of the arch–evil and other idols – into actuality of their daily life
– worshiped the “divine absolute animal” – their prime deity, the horned and winged serpent, conceived by the cosmic arch–serpent/dragon – by sacrificing human
beings and, especially, by devouring fesh of children as the part of initaton into the Orphic elite
– considered humans as the beasts made afer the image of their bestal deites
– worshiped their deites by the rites inconsistent with the normal human nature: sodomy, bestality, perversion, and temple male and female prosttuton.
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The Orphic doctrine [in: Graves; Hall; The Sunset Knowledge] became the foundaton not only of the Greek heathen philosophy; it also sustains Gnostcism,
Neoplatonism, theosophy, and many other cults and assumptons, including those developed within the framework of the Western civilizaton.
For instance, with the Orphic logic, Manly P. Hall not only infers supremacy of the “philosophy’s God” over “a personal God”; he refers to Orphism as to “theology,”
which cannot be destroyed and which “in a more philosophic era … shall shine forth again with splendor undiminished” [Hall (2005) 218, 224].
Indeed, this “undiminished splendor” of Orphic myths identfied as “philosophy” and “theology” stll “shines” through the contemporary sciences.
In partcular, the contemporary contnuaton of the ancient beast–worship might be diagnosed, for instance, in transhumanism and in the logic of the contemporary
Darwinism–materialism–atheism–driven ethics–free scientsts and researchers. The followers of transhumanism are busy by designing improvement of the human nature
and manufacturing of supermen – they attempt to chain man to their understanding of perfecton and to “lif man up” to the new creature with abilites, which would
overcome both – human and animal – natures. In their hatred to God and to His creatons, firstly, to man, the Darwinism–materialism–atheism–driven ethics–free
scientsts downgrade man and throw the human nature down, at the level of animals.
In fact, the contemporary ethics–free scientsts, researchers, and educators are in the state of secret, yet constant, war with the remnants of the human reason.
This war can be easily identfied through their ferocious fightng against any positve menton of God in media, schools, research insttutons, government, politcal,
and social structures. All knowledge–creatng and knowledge–disseminatng establishments are penetrated with propaganda of the basic heathen assumpton that man
does not difer from animal, moreover, in some matters, human is inferior to the beasts. This propaganda allows increasing negaton of the traditonal human values; as
the result, cynicism, corrupton, and perversion supplanted mercy, humanism, virtues and human dignity within all societes, which in the recent Past tolerated or even
followed Christan teachings, yet now ferociously strive to “exterminate” God from all social, educatonal, research, and politcal actvites.
Atheism, assumpton of similarity of human and animal nature, and eradicaton of the very meaning of human dignity make possible to spend enormous funds on
non–human experiments on the humans and animals, including those which intervene with the natural reproducton of humans and animals (e.g., “creaton” of chimeras –
human–animal embryos). Having been unable to cure the lethal human diseases (these diseases might be the means of self–annihilaton with which the nature prevents
further abnormal mutatons of immune system), the darwinism/atheism–driven scientsts downgrade man at the level of rodents and monkeys, on which they develop
their “medicine,” vaccines, and gene–editng techniques.
However, the simple truth is that the rodent–monkey–chimeras–based medicine is not efectve for human beings and their long–term consequences for the human
nature are not known. For instance, with all the costly eforts and their results – drugs and medical techniques, the sciences are neither able to find the real causes nor
efectve treatment for ultmate healing and preventon of cancer of all kinds, tuberculosis, poliomyelits, HI,, allergies and other immune disorders, mental illnesses and
disorders, as well as many other plagues.
Moreover, the monstrous ignorance of “saviors of mankind” and its fruits, for instance, such as poisonous drugs, trigger the next circle of abnormal mutatons, thus,
increase the overall sufering, spread mental and physical perversion, and eventually, might culminate in annihilaton of mankind. Indeed, as of today, the meaning of
humaneness is already forgotten by many.
The recent Past discloses the potental of unleashed ethics–free “scientfic” imaginaton.
For instance, the scientsts at the service of Nazis accepted the noton of racial inferiority of non–German natons. Within the society that assumed neo–pagan cult of
Nazis, they asserted that human beings, who belong to the “inferior natons,” are not complete human beings, that they are “underhumen” not diferent from animals.
Consequently, in accordance with their logic, they inferred that if man constructed slaughterhouses for animals and if “underhumen” do not difer from animals, the
unwanted “underhumen” – in the similar fashion, as their equals (animals) –
–– can be “processed” with a partcular “efectve device,” e.g., such as a concentraton camp
–– the ashes from the ovens of such a camp can be used as a fertlizer for the German soil
–– the “underhumen” in the concentraton camps can be used as the laboratory animals.
Those who learn the unbiased history of the totalitarian sates of the twenteth century can see how the neo–heathen and ethics–free sciences have implemented
their inferences.
With tme, the Orphic logic, through the doctrines of Plato and Aristotle, became the common foundaton of thinking and learning, on which the Western and other
civilizatons built on Plato–Aristotle’s social–politcal–philosophical utopia come to being, strive for existence, and collapse, because by their very nature they are not
capable of achievement the purposes for which they are created. This logic is logic of simplificaton, logic of collapse and disintegraton incompatble with the logic of the
evoluton, with which the evolving systems capable to sustain evoluton of mind and its creatons (e.g., societes and other establishments) should be designed and
maintained.
For instance, the Orphic doctrine sustains Plato–Aristotle’s philosophy, which embodied the heathen vision of the Universe and the “ideals of humanity” into the
chain of most destructve concepts:
slavery as the natural foundaton of the society
↓
man as a part/property of the community
↓
supremacy of the good of the community over the good, happiness, libertes, and interests of a person
↓
mandatory restricton of the freedom of thought and religion, control and regulaton of the life of members/citiens
as the means of survival of the “perfect” community–state
↓
terminaton of the diferent–minded as the legitmate practce of the community–state,
which has to protect itself from the wrath of deites
by expulsion or executon of atheists, followers of another cults, and diferent–minded of any kind,
therefore, by sacrifcing life and well–being of its members–men for the sake of the good of men’s establishment
With philosophical doctrines and utopias compiled by Plato and Aristotle and elaborated by the fock of their followers, the Orphic myths eventually penetrated
Western and some Eastern theological schools, which admit heathen philosophy as a legitmate source of the theological knowledge.
The Orphism is the most distnctvely formed core of the heathenism. Hence, analysis of the diferent philosophical, religious, and politcal doctrines, which are rooted
in Orphism,
a/ facilitates understanding of formaton and development of diferent versions of the same arch–lies { Genesis 3:1–6}, from which the multtude of diferent false
religions, cults, and ideologies sprung
b/ leads to the conclusion that all of them have the same the essence: rejecton of true God and acceptance of idol–worship – asserton of existence of “other truths”
and “other gods”
c/ facilitates understanding of the latent processes of subversion of the Absolute, which culminate in inefciency and inefectveness of human establishments
designed to secure survival and facilitate development and improvement of conditons of life and which is completed with followed with collapse as inability to actualize
the purposes, for the sake of which these establishments have been arranged.
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In summary,
– the term Orphism denotes the special knowledge framework composed with mythical serpentne theology, Orphic philosophy, and their derivatves – politcal,
social, religious doctrines. Within Orphic framework of knowledge, many civilizatons and other human establishments were arranged, achieved the zenith of their
destructve potency, and were ruined or disintegrated freeing tme–space for the next generatons of thinkers, politcal, social, and religious leaders that built realm of
ant–evoluton
– the Orphism is the most distnctvely formed core of the heathenism – idolatry: the realm of false religions and cults the essence of which is worship to the arch–
evil in the image of the serpent; however it might be covered with diferent images – diferent idols
– the Orphism became the root, from which many heathen religions and cults sprung, especially, the cults of serpents/reptles – the cults of death. The attributes of
Orphic deites include horns, paws with claws, tails, snakes, and horned animals. For instance, the ancient Minoan goddess was coiled with snakes and held snakes;
originally, Dionysus (the ancient deity of insanity and death) was depicted as the horned serpent; Python the serpent was the deity of divinaton, its priestesses – pythias –
uttered predictons in the state of trance
– the distnctve feature of all religions and cults based upon the Orphism/cult of the arch–evil is hatred to God and to His creaton – a human being. This hatred,
although might be covered with sermons of peace and love, and slogans of democratc ideals of humanity, manifests itself through body–mutlatng laws, sadistc corporal
punishments, inhumane executons, justficaton of slavery and crimes against humanity if they are committed for the sake of the religion and its world–wide dominaton,
and idol–worship to invented deites. All such religions also tolerate or even foster especial hatred to woman who might be “lawfully” and according to “the artcle of
faith” mutlated, stoned to death, beaten, sold, raped, deprived of basic rights and libertes, kept in ignorance, murdered – all these in complete agreement with the
punishment for the original sin, which made earth–man the food for the arch–evil and established special enmity between the arch–evil and the woman {Genesis 3:15–20}
– the Orphism sustains theological–philosophical–politcal doctrines of Plato, Aristotle, and their followers
– the Orphism is mythical serpentne theology; that is why, in the Gospels, the followers of Orphism and its derivatves are referred to as “ofspring of vipers,” as the
sons of the arch–evil – the ancient serpent of Genesis, as the ones who, within them, do not have place for the Word of God { Matthew 3:7–12; 15:1–20; 23:1–35; Mark
7:5–13; Luke 7:29–35; 16:13–17; John 8:37–47; Genesis 3:1–6, 14–16}.
See Heathen Philosophy and the Western Civilization
Σ3 Divinaton is creaton of knowledge by imagining the hidden meaning of the events, underlying connectons of the seemingly unrelated phenomena, and the
consequences of the events and phenomena; this fruit of the mind is presented as knowledge of the future.
Divinaton is the special mode of reasoning, which results in creaton of an alternatve reality – dream world, which the diviner “discovers” or creates during the
alternatve state of mind [[dreaming, hallucinaton, frenzy, delusion]] and explains/describes by the means of symbolism, analysis, and logic.
Divinaton is based on the artficially evoked (and aferward inherited) insanity or at least deep mental disorder, because only insanity and deep mental disorder
would allow admission of beliefs and practces, which are incompatble with the human nature and irratonal; for instance, such as belief in a possibility of self–
identficaton with the beasts and such expressions of this belief, for instance, as devouring of raw human and animal fesh and sodomy. The alternate state of mind, in
which divinaton became possible, was evoked with narcotc substances, body movements, self–hypnosis, self–inficted sufering, special training, diferent combinatons
of, for instance, narcotcs and ritual dances, or other unnatural means.
The consumers of diviner’s products expect to receive advanced knowledge of the future or of the reasons for the present significant events; in fact, they receive the
diviner’s figments of imaginaton, which they, then, embody into their thoughts, words, and actons.
Divinaton is a deadly dangerous phenomenon, because the essence of diviner’s “knowledge” is distorted refecton of the reality supplemented with the diviner’s
assumptons concerning improvement, modificaton, or destructon of the existng reality of the diviner’s client: diviners supply programs and scenarios for creaton of the
dream worlds of the ant–evoluton.
If to judge by the history of societes, which employed diviners, implemented their “prophecies,” and perished, the diviners might be seen as some kind of
programmers of annihilaton: they develop programs of transformaton of already infernal past or present into the most advanced (in the way of corrupton) future.
Usually, diviners identfy themselves as prophet, seer, wizard, the man of vision, etc., while an appropriate name for a diviner might be criminal or false prophet.
The divining mind creates a pattern of underlying connectons and the set of assumptons based on own interpretaton of the current reality. Then, it imagines how
this reality can develop or how it can be changed, and which possibilites of its modificaton can become the reality. Then it identfies figments of own imaginaton as the
vision of the future, revelaton of the deites, prophecy, and so on.
If to define idolatry/making of idols as materializaton of gods, divinaton might be seen as the means of materializaton. Through divinaton, imaginary gods –
figments of human imaginaton receive the forms: perceivable embodiments into the material objects, events, into intentons, purposes, and actons of men. Then, the
diviner and his audience ascribe to figments of imaginaton embodied into material objects an ability to infuence the daily life.
Christan theology identfies divinaton as possession of unclean spirit–demon–arch–evil; for instance, in Acts 16:16: εχουσαν πνευμα Πυθωνος – having a spirit of
Python. Python is the most ancient serpentne deity – the “sacred” serpent, the original depicton of the canning brute of Genesis: the arch–evil; its priestesses – pythias –
predicted on its behalf.
Initally, in ancient Greece, Python the serpent was the deity of divinaton, its priestesses – pythias – uttered predictons in the state of trance. Then, according to
myths [Graves], Apollo murdered Python the serpent, learned the art of divinaton from Pan, subdued the Delphi oracle – former Python’s priestess, and became the main
deity revealing the knowledge of the future.
It was the common belief that “gods” reveal their will through men, by taking possession of the diviners; for instance, Apollo himself speaks and discloses the divine
will through a Delphi priestess.
The initated of the Apollo and Dionysus’ cults “prophesy” during bouts of “divine” madness, and Socrates defines insanity of diviners as “divine,” or as the possession
by gods [Plato Phaedrus 244a–c, 265a–b]. Dionysus – “the god of senses,” was an embodiment of diferent ancient deites of death, insanity, and destructon. If to recall
that the original image of Dionysus was a horned serpent, the correlaton of “divine madness” with the arch–evil becomes obvious. This connecton also explains why
artficially invoked and then (for the next generatons), inherited insanity became the distnguishing mark of the cults of death.
The behavior of seers and priests when “gods” entered their bodies and communicated through them their will to the mortals usually looked as madness; for
example, descripton of the Sibyl’s behavior in The Aeneid [,ergil] and diviners in The Golden Ass of Metamorphoses [Apuleius ,III.27–29]. Such madness had been
recognized as the gif of gods and named “prophecy,” which came from such senders of “divine” madness or “prophetc trances” as Apollo and Dionysus.
The Maenad rites provide the vivid illustraton of the “divine” madness cultvated by the worshipers of Dionysus. The symptoms of the same insanity can be traced in
behavior of Alexander of Macedonia whose mother was the initated of orgiastc rites of Dionysus [in: Graves 1:105, 114; Plato Phaedrus 244a, c, 265a–b; Plutarch
Alexander 253–254; ,ergil 6:51–58, 84–89].
Justfiably, Heraclites refers to Dionysus as to “the god of death” [Heraclites qtd. in: Bevan 140].
Not only the physical destructon caused by the Maenads could be the source of such a reference: the artficially evoked altered states of the mind, which result in
temporary or permanent insanity, spell death of the reason.
The Hebrew Prophets defined divinaton as abominaton, rebellion, and sin against God – the Lord of wisdom and knowledge; they equated diviners and false
prophets – “foxes among ruins” who spoke falsehood and “divined a lie”; they named the false prophecy (similarly to divinaton) as “rebellion against the Lord.” In the Holy
Scriptures, seeing vanites and prophesying falsehood are mentoned in the context of commitng the great oppression by injustce and robbery { Deuteronomy 18:10–14;
Numbers 22:18; 23:12; 24:3–4, 13, 15–16; 1 Samuel 15:23; Isaiah 2:6; Ezekiel 13:1–6, 9; 22:28–29; Jeremiah 27:9–10; 28:15–16; Zechariah 10:2; Micah 3:11}:
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– Moses warns that God cast out the idol–worshiping natons from the Promised Land because of their abominable practces, which include divinaton and
soothsaying
– Isaiah cries that God rejected His people because they had accepted the diviners from the East and soothsayers like the Philistnes
– Samuel correlates the sin of divinaton with the rebellion against God
– Zechariah describes the diviners as those who lie and provide “empty consolaton”
– Ezekiel unifies corrupted ruthless princes who shed blood for profit and take bribes, priests who profane the Law, and false prophets into one group of the criminals
sorely oppressing the people with injustce and robbery
– Balaam has “the opened eye,” sees vision of God in his dream, and speaks the words, which God sent him to speak; Balaam rejects gold and silver ofered by king,
because he is not able to disobey the will of God and to speak against the will of God
– Micah prophesies that Jerusalem will become the place of ruin and desolaton, because the prophets prophesy for money, therefore, they are the diviners who lead
the people astray from God and toward ruin and death.
The Hebrew Prophets warned that false prophesies of the diviners are the grave danger: although the false prophets pretend to speak on behalf of God, in fact, they
convey “false visions” and “devices of their own heart.” They have own imaginaton as the source of visions, dreams, and oracles: they speak on behalf of idols – products
of evil imaginaton and on behalf their corrupted masters – kings and rulers. Consequently, they spread corrupton, mislead, deceive, and ruin the people (for example: the
king of Babylon stays at the head of two ways, he uses divinaton, shakes diviner’s stafs, questons the carved images, and observes the sacrificed victm in a search of
guidance concerning the attack on Jerusalem, yet, he receives emptness and lies) {Deuteronomy 18: 20; Ezekiel 12:24; 13:2–7; 21:21–22; Jeremiah 14:13–16; 23:13–17,
25–32; Zechariah 10:2; Lamentatons 2:14; Micah 3:5}.
Isaiah the prophet {in: Isaiah 2:6–8} mentons divinaton – κληδοονσσμων[[derivatve of κληδοων that means soothsaying, sorcery, augury, interpretaton of omens]], as
the reason why God has forsaken His people: they adopted divinaton of the natve idol–worshiping natons [[that dwelt in the Promised Land before the Israelites]], which
used divinaton to create their “knowledge” – fantasies concerning “other gods,” and then,
a/ embodied this knowledge into the designs of the mind and works of hands – idols [[materialized their fantasies concerning their imaginable gods into the material
things]]
b/ established rituals of idol–worship including rituals of human and animal sacrifices
c/ maintained their societes and establishments according to their beliefs and the purposes of their priests–diviners and rulers who interpreted for them the “will” of
their idols.
In summary,
1/ false prophets have imaginaton as the source of their revelatons; their visions are delusive, false, and deceptve
2/ false prophets do not speak the truth; they speak “visions of their own minds... lying dreams” – “the deceit of their own minds,” and utter a lying and worthless
divinaton, false and misleading oracles composed by their imaginaton – they speak of behalf of “other gods”
3/ false prophets fill people with vain expectatons; they mislead others by “lies and recklessness”
4/ the false prophets “walk in lies” and do not expose corrupton of Israel; their divinatons are fattering; they lead people astray, support evildoers, and make those
who listen them to forget God.
The people have at least three reasons to denounce false prophets {Psalm 118:160; Isaiah 45:19; Jeremiah 23:11–32; 28:15–17; Zechariah 13:3; John 8:44; 17:3}:
a/ the false prophets fabricate and tell lies, while the father of lies was the murderer from the beginning: lies kill all – those who spread lies and those who trust them
– the false prophets and diviners serve as the means of destructon
b/ the false prophets obstruct development–evoluton of the people needed for the purposes of God; they attempt to interfere with the purposes of God by covering
their lies with the name of God, and by disguising their insanity with the references to the revelatons and wisdom of God
c/ falsehood of the pseudo–prophets leads people astray, to ruin, destructon, and defeat by enemies.
The referred above texts of the Holy Scriptures, logically, should discourage anyone from seeking advice or guidance from divinaton; indeed, for any reasonable mind,
– someone’s dreams are nothing more than refecton of someone’s cognitve processes
– rods and graven images are nothing more than wood and stone
– the sacrificed victms are nothing more than the dead fesh.
Consequently, if a ruler of the Babylonian Empire made the decisions with “knowledge” received through divinaton, it becomes understandable why this empire
eventually collapsed and vanished without a trace.
The Hebrew Prophets stressed out the very significant distncton between the true prophet–messenger of God and a diviner: the false prophets divine for money or
personal gain; they tell whatever the rulers want to hear, not the truth revealed by God, and therefore, with false knowledge, direct the rulers and with them the people –
their subjects, into ruin, destructon, and death.
See also Ancient Civilizationss egacy Overview.
Σ4 See The Absolute
Σ5 Concerning κυνος/ες or κυναριοις {mentoned also in: Mark 7:27; 2 Peter 2:22 (κυων)}: although many interpreters translate it as “dog/dogs,” the precise meaning
is “domestcated beast(s).”
In the Antquity, the wild beasts of the fields (cheetahs, tgers, lions, and other animals) were tamed and kept at the courts of rulers as the symbol of the power over
the realm of beasts as well as over men; some of them (e.g., cheetahs) were also used in huntng. The compound Greek word κυναρσοσς contains the roots of words for
identficaton of two kinds of beasts – subdued to man or domestcated (κτ, κυν, or κυ), and wild (ρσ); for instance,
–ρσ– as in θερσα {Genesis 2:19}, θηρσαλωτον – referred to by Jacob {Genesis 31:39}, and θερσων {Daniel 4:12}, which denote wild beast of the fields
– κυν– as in κυνων of nomads {Job 30:1}, and –κυ– as in σκυλος, which means dog.
In summary, κυναρσοσς (in short, κυνες) is derivatve of words used in the Septuagint for definiton of living creatures–beasts: κτηνεσσ – the animals, which received
their names from Adam {Genesis 2:20} or κτηνους referred to by Moses {Exodus 11:7}, that is as contemporary κτηνος “beast” or “brute”, and θερσα or θηρσαλωτον
{Genesis 2:19; 31:39}. The contemporary κυνασλουρος (cheetah) is also a derivatve close to κυναρσοσς.
Also, the word κυνες/κυνος was used to refer to the male prosttute at the heathen temples; hence, the price of κυνος is mentoned along with the hire of a harlot as
forbidden to bring to the temple of God, because both (πορνης κασ κυνος) are abominaton to God {e.g., in: Deuteronomy 23:18}. Male and female prosttuton was a part
of idol–worship rites in Canaan and other lands populated by the Phoenicians and by those who practced cults of Dionysus and Orphic–derived cults that included
bestality, sodomy, homosexuality as the rites of idol–worship. Anything connected with harlot or κυνος was considered as unclean, as one of abominatons to God, for
which the heathen natons had to be removed from the Promised Land.
See also Ancient Civilizationss egacy Overview
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Σ6 Idolatry is violaton of the first two of The Ten Commandments: having other gods besides the only One True God the Creator and
making →acceptng →believing in → worship idols
The word idol is a definiton of “other god” – the alternatve authority, which the mind attempts to elevate at the place of true God and to which it ascribes possession
of the absolute power over the human soul/mind and body.
Idolatry or making of idols is materializaton of the idea of God Who is the Spirit, therefore, blasphemy. The one commits sin of blasphemy, when he
– ascribes to God features, abilites and propertes of man or material objects
– ascribes the propertes of God to His creatons
– makes false statements about God
– ascribes to a human being attributes of God
– by any means attempts to denigrate or disparage the goodness of God.
See Idolatry and The Defense – in Selections_&_Reprints
Σ7 The Gnostcism absorbed the Plato’s noton of necessity to preserve the secret knowledge held as “sacred” and to hide it from all who are not the members of the
initated elite; this “sacred” knowledge includes the doctrines of the Egyptan priests, the Pythagoreans, and the Orphics, as well as the concepts adopted from the
Zoroastrianism and other heathen religions.
In its ultmate version, Gnostcism is the specific philosophical–theological systems of thought composed of Greek heathen theological concepts, Judaism modified by
Philo of Alexandria, and the ancient secret doctrines borrowed from magi of Persia and Babylon. Some notons and concepts of Gnostcism penetrated doctrines of the
philosophizing theologians, including Origen, and originated many heresies. The distnctve mark of Gnostcism–derived doctrines and cults is the prohibiton to make
some part(s) of knowledge available for the entre populaton.
In partcular, the Gnostcs divided mankind into three classes:
– a few of the illuminated who possess the secret sacred knowledge and are enttled to know everything
– the inferior souls, who are satsfied with the knowledge they already have
– all the others who are not able to cognize the secret knowledge, therefore are doomed to remain the subject of the matter – or the mortal fesh, for instance, the
subjects of the rulers to whom they worship as to the deites.
The Manicheans simplified the Gnostc classificaton; they have:
1/ the Initated–Enlightened–Illuminated–Perfected elite in a possession of the special secret–mystcal–divine–forbidden knowledge of God
2/ all the others deprived of this knowledge (the Hearers–Believers–Brothers or the simple–small–ordinary souls, the laity, etc.), therefore, unworthy to be something
more than ordinary laborers – in fact, slaves – destned to sustain the privileged existence of the Perfected–Illuminated–Initated–etc. elite.
The roots of Gnostc and Manichean classificaton of men stem from the Dionysian cult of death with its division of the followers on the elite and the ordinary
members who were destned to serve as the human weapon – see postng Philosophys the Beginning, Folder Heathen Philosophy, and Ancient Civilizationss egacy
Overview.
Concerning Gnostcism and Manicheans see also Works of Augustine of Hippo
Σ8 When mind communicates knowledge created by thought, three levels of thinking processes correspond with a three–level expression of results: word, symbol,
and concept.
Word is an elementary code of elementary structure, which composes written and spoken language. Words are the signs of propertes diferentatng the possibilites,
and limits of the system’s language are the limits of the system’s world [Wittgenstein (1961) 5.6; ref. also in: Weissman 56, 28]. The mind uses words when it operates with
the minimal intensity and at the lower levels of complexity, or when it needs to materialize own thoughts for communicaton with the others at the levels of the matter
discernible with sensory percepton.
A concept is a refecton of reality. According to Plato, the concept is knowledge itself, or “ted” true opinions [Plato Letters ,II:342a–e; Meno 98a]. Following Aristotle
and Aquinas, Jacques Maritain determines the concept as “a pure likeness of a pure image” [Maritain 417] that suggests an assumpton: the concept might be seen as an
image or re–creaton of the world within the mind.
However, the normal mind does not operate with images, otherwise the creaton of the images of God would not be prohibited {in: Exodus 20:4–5; Levitcus 26:1;
Deuteronomy 4:12–19, 23; 27:15}.
Images are the fruits of personal imaginaton, not the means of cogniton of the world: they are not able to convey the essence of God, and they do not convey the
essence of the created by God world.
Therefore, the word concept should identfy a system with the highest levels of complexity accessible for a partcular mind at a partcular level of development: it is
the re–creaton or descripton of the patterns–universal codes–essences of systems/realites. By operatng with concepts, or systems of knowledge, the mind is able to re–
create any reality (for example, the Universe) in one whole system – one thought.
The mind applies the language of symbols when it has restricted knowledge, when it is not able to create an adequate concept, when it possesses the intuitve
complex knowledge that exceeds complexity of the accessible languages of descripton, or when it works with unknown systems, yet, stll needs to communicate the
partcular or preliminary knowledge. However, a symbol might not be and, in the most cases, is not a true descripton of a partcular actuality because of involvement of
imaginaton. A conditonal and simplified example:
– a concept might be likened to the precise code of the system, which might be re–produced by everyone who speaks the same language and who has access to the
same kind of informaton and similar level of development, therefore, operates with the same knowledge framework
– a symbol might be likened to the fairy tale, which is expected to convey the same meaning for every reader, yet, which is perceived by everyone diferently, in
accordance with the personal experience, degree of development, conditons of life, and accessible knowledge framework.
See the following excerpts from the Concept of Symbolism [from The Invincible Empire and other works]
Excerpts
Concept of Symbolism
“...The systems concept of knowledge allows elaboraton of the meaning of symbolism.
The mind is designed to comprehend knowledge at three levels of complexity:
1/ the unity of energy, universal code/pattern of creaton, and the creatve force – the universal power; this is the level of the highest complexity – the source of all
knowledge that sustains the Universe open to comprehension and perceivable by a human being
2/ the level of interactons among the energy fields–setngs, which define the existence, transformaton, and destructon of the matter; these levels of lesser
complexity are accessible by the mind within the routne actons that sustains the mind’s existence
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3/ the levels of matter; at these levels of the lowest complexity, the knowledge acquired by the mind manifests itself through embodiment into, use, maintenance,
and destructon of the material structures, which compose the visible (or physical) world of human beings.
Consequently, any attempt to comprehend or to explain the nature, inner laws, and manifestatons of the higher level of complexity with the meanings innate for the
lowest levels of complexity cannot be successful: the threshold between each level of complexity is a consequence of the laws on which the Universe is built. All disasters
of mankind have their root in the phenomenon, which might be defined as simplificaton: an attempt to describe the diferent levels of complexity with the language and
meaning of the lowest level(s) of complexity.
Symbolism presents one of the facets of the phenomenon of simplificaton, because the foundaton of symbolism is a belief that there is a similarity among
phenomena with the diferent levels of complexity; this belief results, for instance, in such assumptons as
– the nature of God the Spirit might be described with analogies and symbols created as a result of observaton of the material structures – this assumpton is the
direct violaton of the second commandment {in: Exodus 20:1–6, 23} explained also by Moses {in: Deuteronomy 4:9–24}
– the play at the arena, which is created by the human imaginaton for amusement of the spectators, might adequately describe the actual life
– the imaginary dream world conveys the actuality of existence
– the human nature might be improved through studies and experiments on rodents and other animals, creaton of chimeras (e.g., such as hybrid of rodent–human,
avian–human, vegetable–human embryos), experiments on chimeras, and applicaton of the results of experiments with chimeras, animals, and non–humans to the
human being.
In general, symbolism might be defned as the shif of level of complexity: an applicaton of knowledge of the material structures (classificaton of appearances) for
identficaton of the laws, which control the energy–source of the matter; such applicaton results in false and irrelevant assumptons, which have no capacity to refect the
actuality. The Aristotle’s dialectcs based on logic of simplificaton provides the best example of simplificaton and consequent fallacies of reasoning, on which the
contemporary civilizaton was founded and with which it is ruining itself.
The vagueness has made symbols the favorite means of descriptons and communicaton for dreamers and all those who prefer imaginaton to the actuality,
especially, for the philosophizing theologians, diviners, and mystcs...
Researchers [e.g., Arbib and Hesse 162, 170; von Bertalanfy (1967), (1981); Biedermann vii, ix; Chetwynd ix–xi; Pondy qtd. in: Schultz 76] ascribe to a symbol the
following propertes:
– a symbol is a sign, which conveys a partcular meaning of the complex reality
– a symbol evokes intuiton; with intuitve comprehension of a symbol, the mind re–creates the arrangement or structure of relatons inside a partcular reality
– through the symbols, the mind comprehends the totality of inter–related concepts, ideas, thoughts, which consttute a wholeness/reality (e.g., society, inner world
of a partcular being, the essence of a civilizaton), for which the symbol stands for
– a system of symbols allows comprehension of the reality, for which there is no descriptve language with the sufcient level of complexity
– a personal system of symbols depicts the structure of psyche and refects percepton of “the binding force” of the Universe
– a symbol actvates emotonal reacton and might evoke partcular emotonal/altered states.
 The summary of the referred opinions: with symbols, the mind establishes a connecton between itself and the surrounding world and comprehends the
wholeness mind  world.
St. Gregory Palamas notces the distncton between two kinds of symbols: natural symbols (defined as the concise code of a partcular nature), and symbols, (defined
as the derivatves dependable on another essence/nature) which have own existence unrelated to a phenomenon they are intended to describe, to interpret, or to convey
[St. Gregory Palamas (1983) E:13–14 74, 75].
Consequently, when the mind imposes own self–image on the phenomena of the surrounding world or creates own self–image with the images of the surrounding
world, it creates false knowledge.
For instance, if the mind identfies itself with some partcular symbols–sets of assumptons expressed with images of the surrounding material world, it assumes own
inadequacy to own nature/core/essence or the main pattern that is the image of God. When the mind assumes own ability to cognize or describe the nature of God with
the symbols created from images of the material world, it substtutes a phantasm created with own imaginaton for the true knowledge of God. This practce, which is
unacceptable and inappropriate for the Christan theologians, explains tenacity of the heathenism as the customary practce to create idols afer likeness of the
surrounding material objects and identfy the imaginary constructons as true philosophy. Such “true philosophizing” in the temple [Chaeremon Fragment 10 23] resulted
in symbolical Egyptan mythological theology and originated politcal theology of the ancient Greek Polis along with the multtude of diferent cults (including cults of
divine emperors, leaders of religious and politcal establishments, and the states). In general, insufciency of true knowledge of God begets symbolism, covers it with the
name of true philosophy, and ascribes the name of truth to figments of imaginaton.
For instance, Ludwig von Bertalanfy asserts that philosophy describes “primitve magic” of taking symbols for things as the “realism of concepts” for the real things
[von Bertalanfy (1967) 46].
 Whatever the nature of symbolic actvity is, whichever false the so–called “true” philosophy ofers to its consumers, symbolism and “true philosophizing” has
penetrated all sciences. The overall picture of the contemporary epistemological and philosophical practces suggests the conclusion similar to the Socrates’ queston–
guess [in: Plato Cratylus 411d–e; 439a–e; 440a–c; Theaetetus 152d–e; 156a–d; 157b–c; 182d–e] logical for the imaginary world of the heathenism in which Socrates has to
live and to die: is true knowledge possible within the constantly changing world or does man exist within the unhealthy state of unreality?
To operate with symbols, the mind needs intuiton, imaginaton, and a set of the standards/rules, which regulate comprehension and interpretaton of symbols.
Consistently with the Wittgenstein’s logic, some rules are equivalents to the symbols, and symbols refect the meaning of rules [Wittgenstein (1961) 5.514; also in:
Weissman 45–46].
 It means that the natural and other sciences imply that a society and existence of a human being within the society (including rules of behavior, ethical norms, etc.)
might be described with the sets of symbols. However, when a symbolical descripton is based on the sciences, philosophical, religious, or social doctrines, which are the
ofspring of “true philosophizing,” the ensuing rules of behavior are incompatble with the normal human nature.
For instance, such acts of the Catholics (defined by the papal faith as “virtuous” and “praiseworthy”) as robbery and persecutons of the Jews and the diferent–
minded who did not convert into the Catholicism were associated with the Crusade – the fight for God; then, they were invented into life of the European states by the
Inquisiton; then, nazi associated the exterminaton of the Jews and “inferior natons” with their “Crusade” for preservaton of the purity of German race and elevated
exterminaton of human beings at the rank of civil virtues. The nazi modificaton of the meaning of the virtues and the consequent perversion of the nature of those
Germans who made nazism the actuality cost lives of 14 millions of “racial inferiors” and 54.8 millions (estmated) of victms of World War II in: Trager 893, 894].
Processes of creaton of symbolic worlds became the subject of developmental psychology (founded by Piaget, Werner, and Schachtel). Then, it was assumed that a
science itself might be described as a set of symbols; for example, vocabularies and algorithms are systems of symbols constructed in accordance with established rules,
and overall symbolic actvity is “a principal characteristc of human behavior” von Bertalanfy (1967) 31, 92; (1981) 55].
 If Ludwig Wittgenstein interprets rules as symbols, and Ludwig von Bertalanfy describes a science as a system of symbols created in accordance with some rules, it
might be concluded: a science is a system of symbols created with symbols. However, diferent people possess diferent degrees of intuitve understanding that might
result in interestng situatons. For instance, Ms. X might see the signs of coming disasters, while Ms. Y might perceive Ms. X as a personality with the persistent symptoms
of mental disorder, and Ms. Z, who observes behavior of both Ms. X and Ms. Y, attempts to interpret their percepton as the consequence of diferent background
(educaton, religious beliefs, etc.). Indeed, symbolic worlds provide the possibility of free interpretaton, refecton, or re–creaton that might or might not describe the true
meaning and essence of the reality, which the symbols are intended to convey. Therefore, as any world created under the rule of free interpretaton, a science cannot be
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discerned from imaginary worlds, for example, from such as the mythological religion of the ancient Egyptans who developed elaborated system of symbols, which – as
they believed – describe everything including the chaos.
The referred above definitons might be summarized with a conclusion: a symbol is a variable image whose meaning undergoes changes at diferent levels of
abstracton, generalizaton, complexity, and conditons of existence. A symbol conveys the set of assumptons, which is not recognized by its closeness to the actuality or
verisimilitude: it carries an ability to evoke or re–create a partcular reality/world within the mind, and the essence of such reality/world is diferent for diferent minds
because of the diferent levels of abstractons, complexity, and conditons of existence. Such diferences might result in the unnotced substtuton of the false for the truth,
or even in a complete inability to comprehend the meaning of truth. Consequently, the similarity of image/symbol–creatng–deciphering patterns produced by diferent
people/groups was asserted as the stabilizing and maintaining force of the society.
Indeed, the contemporary culture already is referred to as
1/ a pattern of mutually developed and accepted symbols Schultz 14]
2/ “the sum total” of the world of symbols, where each symbolic system refects specific aspect of reality, and contains some truth, yet this truth is “only relatve”
[von Bertalanfy (1981) 47, 83–84].
 The relatve “truth” cannot be the absolute truth of a system. Therefore, the very word ‘symbol’ assumes free interpretaton, which might not refect the truth of a
described reality. For example, initally, the symbolic interpretaton of the Scriptures led to falsificaton of the word of God and misconceptons; ultmately, the figments of
human imaginaton took the place of the word of God; then, they were assembled into Aquinas’ politcal theology, which supplanted the Christan teaching.
A definiton of the culture as the set of the common symbols, which carry the partcular meanings, implies: each culture is an artficial shared world that a
group/society creates to define the meaning of own existence, establish own reality, and secure own reproducton; for instance, an organizaton is a symbolic universe with
its own logic; members of the organizaton create their own meanings of truth, values, and things, myths, which determine their attude toward the surrounding world,
and rituals, and act in accordance with the defined meanings [Schultz 17, 29, 61, 76, 78, 85; Cassirer ref. in Schultz 76].
Consequently, life of the mind becomes the process of creaton, modificaton, embodiment in actons, or rejecton of the symbols, which might or might not refect
the human nature. Stability of the societes, social, politcal, and other groups/establishments might be defined as an ability of the leader/controlling group to implement
standards of image/symbol–making actvites and make them mandatory.
In the context of religious actvites, there are two assumptons:
1/ symbols perform coalescence of the divided by space and tme persons into one living community [Israel Schefer ref. in: Elgin 13]
 it might be so only when the symbols carry strictly definite meanings, otherwise, each new generaton would have own interpretaton of the religious beliefs
because the same symbols might be interpreted diferently by diferent people with diferent levels of imaginaton and overall development
2/ the symbols – “signs” – of the Scriptures indicate the events of the Future [in: Origen Word II:205 101].
 The Origen’s assertons inspired the philosophizing theologians to interpret the Scriptures as the collecton of symbols and to predict the Future in accordance with
potency of their imaginaton. However, St. Paul the Apostle warned: people seek signs and wisdom (that is insanity before God) and stumble upon the truth of the
crucified God–Man, which they are not able to comprehend {1 Corinthians 1:18–25}. Symbolism and philosophy neither reveal the meaning of the word of God nor convey
the true knowledge of God. They seduce the mind with the promise to reveal the hidden sacred wisdom, yet, aferward subvert and corrupt the mind with the imaginary
worlds of myths and false assumptons.
From such a point of view, it might be concluded that all human beings have the same choice:
either to exist within the imaginary world, which is transferred from generaton to generaton
with the system of assumptons coded into the symbols created and interpreted with the means of philosophy and logic
or to learn to discard fgments of imaginaton and to perceive and cogniie truth
The following postulates (1 through 10) summarize the definitons of symbols invented by many researchers; they also delineate the framework of knowledge, which
determines the meaning of social, politcal, and religious life within the contemporary societes.
1 Symbols transmit the codes of development and re–creaton or reproducton for the systems, which share the same dimension and have the common basis (that is
the similar knowledge framework), which sustains existence of similar symbolic realites. How, when, and where the system codes of development and re–creaton would
be read and realized depend upon the recipient’s level of complexity.
2 Symbols perform system–maintaining functons and serve the purposes
a/ to preserve the essence of the system
b/ to recreate the purposeful structures and the patterns of intra–system relatons and the system’s inter–connectons with its environment and supersystem
c/ to positon/control the mind at the diferent tme–space–complexity points: the symbols provide the point of reference or the means of orientaton with which the
mind is directed toward creaton of partcular knowledge, therefore, toward achievement of the partcular purposes.
3 The mind operates with the definite and constant quantty of symbols and re–creates out of them diferent symbolic systems, which are consistent with the level of
complexity achieved by the mind (therefore, might be predicted if the level of the partcular mind’s complexity is known). The inherited system of symbols carries concise
code of the Future because it re–produces the same reality although within diferent temporal setngs.
Each generaton supplements the inherited symbols by new shadows of meaning, according to the propertes of the partcular Future, which this generaton builds; in
two cases, the meaning of the inherited symbols might be altered:
1) when the symbolic reality is intended to transform or destroy the actual reality, which accommodates those who re–create the symbolical reality
2) when the actual reality does not accommodate existence of the symbolic reality, which, then, must be destroyed.
For example, the sign or image of fish, which carries a man within it, was given in the second millennium B.C. in the context of punishment for the sin of disobedience
{in: Jonah 1:1–17}. In the A.D. first century, the same sign was referred in the meaning of repentance and resurrecton {in: Matthew 12:39–41; Luke 11:29–32}. In the
sixteenth century, Nostradamus wrote down his vision of the “enclosed in a fish” documents, weapons, and men who make a war [Cheetham 92]; in the twenteth century,
submarines and space shuttles in a form of fish are the actuality.
 This partcular example illustrates the process of transformaton of the meaning of symbols: the sign referred by God as the promise of eternal life, which for many
began with physical death of the One – the Son of Man, was interpreted as the means to deliver death to other men.
4 Symbolic world refects self–evaluaton of men, social groups, and natons, their vision of the cosmos and of own place within it. Each symbol reproduces partcular
property or feature of the observer’s level of the Universe, and symbolic world is the knowledge expressed in terms acceptable or readable for the minds accommodated
at the partcular hierarchical level.
5 Symbolic worlds sustain the communality and direct development of social groups, natons, or civilizaton, which exist at the diferent points of the dimension of
tme. Symbolic systems sustain the hierarchies of purposes by determining meaningfulness and values of the desired results. The constancy of the essences of these
symbols serves the contnuity of social and other actvites and especially the contnuaton of the patterns of knowledge creaton. Generally, the mind comprehends a
partcular symbol in accordance with own abilites to embody the symbolic world in the structures, systems, and realites of the material Universe.
 In a process of cogniton of partcular levels of the hierarchy of power and its subsystems (e.g., social group, business universe, corporaton) within the
disintegratng societes, it would be more efcient to consider not individual or isolated signs or groups of symbols: only the integer – the comprehensive system/set of
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symbols, which exists as the whole – provides sufcient data for analysis, because it refects the achieved level of complexity, level of development or decay, patterns of
interconnectons and interactons, potency, and potental of the world described by the observed system/set of symbols, as well as the destny–Future of those who
create, transmit, and actualize the observed system/set of symbols.
6 Each system/reality compiles/creates own symbolic universe, with which it describes the main parameters and conditons of existence, survival, self–preservaton,
self–destructon and recreaton, hierarchies of purposes and values. Examples of the symbolic universe (world/system) include heathen theologies, natonal culture,
corporate culture, ideology, professional ethics, arts, and sciences.
7 The symbolic system is the concise code, which allows instant comprehension of the essence of a reality/system. Intuiton provides understanding and
comprehension of symbols. At first, intuiton opens the way to detect the correlaton between symbols; the second step is to understand meanings of the main symbols,
then, to fill gaps between the correlaton and the meanings and to interpret the system of symbols as the descripton of the observed reality.
 Thus, a symbol might functon as a password/key, which opens access to a partcular imaginary world.
8 To create a viable purposeful system, the designer/creator has to establish its core – the symbolic system. To achieve the partcular purposes, the higher hierarchical
levels create symbolic systems for the lower hierarchical levels. If the system’s designer intends to arrange a system, which would be capable of development and
optmizaton, the symbolic system or symbolic world should include mult–level energy–informaton structures with the level(s) of complexity higher than the level(s)
where the created system will be accommodated.
 This postulate discloses how philosophical speculatons of the ancient Greeks culminated in theological doctrines: the real world of men is imposed on the world of
super–natural beings, which their creators – philosophers and poets – endow with all weaknesses of the human nature, yet, also with immortality and relatve
omnipotence determined by the place at the hierarchy of deites. Such two–folded world provides the necessary space for aspiratons and expectatons of the mortals,
therefore, supports the desirable social order and at least some degree of the social stability within the heathen society.
9 If any system has to be completely destroyed by the higher level of the hierarchy or by its counterparts at the same hierarchical level, the symbolic system/world,
which is its core, must be distorted, replaced, or determined to be false.
10 The diference between symbol and concept might be described with the following assumptons:
a/ the comprehension of symbol is ted with the level of development of a partcular mind; the same symbol evokes diferent realites within diferent minds in
accordance with the degree of their development; however, any symbol accepted within a partcular world means something (or is recognizable–discernible) for each
mind that accepts this world as the reality of own existence
b/ the concept conveys the same pattern to all minds with the similar level of complexity; the mind that has insufcient level of complexity is not able to comprehend
or recognize the partcular concept; it is unable to partcipate in cogniton/creaton of knowledge, which includes this partcular concept.
 If the system of symbols is comprehensive, it might convey purposes, essence, and the destny of the reality, which developed the system of symbols or which
might be described by this system of symbols. The mind does not perceive this reality symbol by symbol or step by step (word–concept–symbol). The mind reads, scans,
or deciphers the entre code–essence of the system of symbols, cognizes the reality described by the system of symbols, and re–creates it at the levels of complexity
adequate to tme–space points of the Universe accommodatng the mind or the cognized reality.
Some researchers identfy the theory of symbolism with the computer model of mental actvity [e.g., Capra 265]; such identficaton instantly reveals the insufcient
level of complexity of consideraton}. It seems that the theory of symbolism attempts to form the logical framework for development of the mind within the
establishments, which had replaced the reality with the imaginary shared worlds and lost the ability to preserve the essence of their system as the unchangeable absolute
truth. Instability and inadequacy of such frameworks might be illustrated with constant demands of reforms within dissipatng social or religious structures, which have
reached the irreversible stage of the latent destructve processes. There is an opportunity to recognize the Future of an establishment through determinaton of the
patterns of thinking processes accepted as the standard or ideal pattern. For instance, the symbolical mode of thinking reveals the dreamers–inhabitants of the imaginary
shared worlds; the conceptual thinking is a feature of the reality–oriented mind that pursues purposes consistent with the purposes of evoluton.
The attude toward epistemology and philosophy provides another possibility to determine the essence and predict the destructve potental and the Future of a
partcular establishment. For example, there are two assertons [Plato Phaedo 61a; Maritain 50, 54]:
– the first, sciences proceed from visible to visible [[or that is invisible for an eye and is not possible to perceive by senses, yet might be confirmed by experiments,
which allow discerning signs and propertes of matter, for example, nuclear physics ]]; philosophy proceeds from visible to invisible, from the matter to the immaterial
categories
 thus, philosophy retains the same, traditonal for the heathenism, positon of the creator of knowledge about the invisible and is expected to provide theological
insights for the contemporary philosophizing theologians.
– the second, the problems of sciences must not be treated by the methods of philosophy, and it is an absurd idea to consider problems of philosophy with the
methods of sciences, because philosophy and sciences deal with the diferent levels of abstracton and complexity of consideraton. In contnuaton of the Plato’s definiton
as the greatest of the arts, philosophy becomes “a superior science.”
 As the logical contnuaton of this exaltaton of philosophy over the natural sciences, theology should be recognized as the true source of philosophy and
knowledge of good. Consequently, any attempt to include knowledge of the matter obtained through the natural sciences or through the philosophical discourses
concerning the nature of the invisible into the artcles of faith should be recognized as irratonal and illogical constructons
Pythagoras began the obsession with numbers presumably in a search for the original language used by humankind before it was divided by Babel confusion of
languages or in an attempt to find the possibility for all to express the same essence and share the same understanding, or as a demonstraton of an ability of the mind to
measure the infinite Universe. At the tme of Plato, it was concluded that only those who learned numbers can understand the divinity. Many generatons of philosophers
and researchers contnued to develop mathematcs as the universal language of symbols, which would be sufcient – as they believe – for descripton of everything. For
example, an attempt to interpret the quantum theory by the terms of known mathematcal symbols originated the noton of “undefinable symbols,” which are expected to
identfy relatons, not partcular meanings [Bohm 163]. Thus, at the partcular tme–space–complexity point of the Universe mathematcs was unified with the language of
symbols with which poets and philosophers describe the essences of their imaginary worlds. Then, Leonardo da ,inci notced the efectveness of the design of Nature and
enveloped some of his refectons into “the supreme certainty of mathematcs” [da ,inci 84, 86], which, as he erroneously assumed, would lead the mind toward
comprehensive knowledge.
There is a straight line of assumptons, which elevate mathematcs in a positon compared with the positon of philosophy for the creators of heathen religions.
Philosophy has become the actual foundaton of the framework, which sustains existence of interactve and mythical theology, and the common language, which
distnguished learned elite from all the others.
Likewise, mathematcs became the universal language for the researchers and their shared worlds – sciences, including neo–heathen theology and even some ethical
and moral concepts, which previously were in the philosophical domain. The same belief in the omnipotent power of numbers, which were considered as the key to every
truth, unified Pythagoras (582–500 B.C.), Philo of Alexandria (20 B.C.– A.D.50), Augustne (354–430), Boethius (475–525), Roger Bacon (1210/1215?–1294), and Nicolaus of
Cusa (1401–1464) with many contemporary researchers.
For instance,
a/ Roger Bacon (1210~1215? – 1294) characterizes mathematcs as the discovery of the saints in the beginning of the world and one of the Aristotle’s essental modes
of philosophy. He presumes a great value of mathematcs for “the divine science,” which investgates “high propertes” of God, places “the roots of wisdom” into the
power of mathematcs, and concludes with recogniton of mathematcs as the prior science without which “nothing magnificent” might be known in other sciences
[Bacon, Roger The Opus Majus 40, 42, 45, 52, 54, 59]
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b/ Nicolaus of Cusa (1401–1464) repeats the opinion of Anicius Manlius Boethius (A.D. 475–525): without knowledge of mathematcs it is “impossible to obtain
knowledge of divine things.” According to Pythagoras and “the ancients,” knowledge of divine things might be obtained only through mathematcal symbols because
“numbers and magnitude” contain all truth [Nicolaus of Cusa 5, 22, 23]
c/ consequently, mathematcs is elevated at the rank of actvity [Wittgenstein (1958) x 277].
 These assertons provide the clue for understanding the exceptonal role of mathematcs for philosophizing theologians. Afer Philo of Alexandria, Origen, and
Augustne, symbolism fooded works of the papal theologians and became the foundaton diligently guarded by the Inquisiton for religious, philosophical, and scientfic
thinking. Development of the natural sciences threatened to ruin this artficial symbolical world as it, for instance, happened when the Copernican astronomy won the
struggle with the papal hierarchy. Thus, the sciences had to receive the symbolical foundaton and mathematcal symbols had to embrace the religious symbols, which
ancient philosophers borrowed from the Egyptans and made the foundaton of their interactve theology. The natural sciences gratefully paid back for admittance into the
high world of philosophizing theologians and submitted their languages for updated versions of old heresies...”
Σ9 See Works of Augustine of Hippo
Σ10 In 1229, the Inquisiton in Toulouse announced prohibiton of the Bible: the Bible became the forbidden book for the laity [[seven centuries later, the
Bolshevist/communist party repeated the Inquisiton’s decision: in post–1917 Russia, the Bible also became the forbidden book. The Bible is also forbidden now in the
countries with the totalitarian and oppressive regimes, in which the freedom of religion and therefore, freedom of thinking, does not exist]].
Consequently, during many centuries, the knowledge of the original word of God was forbidden for the vast majority of the Catholics who had to be fed with the
images produced by the papal theologians – “guardians” of their souls, and to accept as the divine truth any asserton, which the papal hierarchy considered beneficial for
its purposes. The Inquisiton’s decision was supported with the drastc measures; for example, in 1536, William Tyndale was burned at the stake for translaton of the Bible
into English (published in 1526) [in: Trager 174, 179, Baybrook 603; The Bible. “Preface.” iii].
Σ11 Through the Hebrew Prophets [1500–1000 B.C. – fifh century B.C.], God granted the knowledge, which sustains life and death of men, controls existence or
disintegraton of their establishments, and prepared the foundaton for evoluton of a human being: optmizaton–perfecton–development of the highest potental
according to the original nature of man created in image of God and likeness. The Hebrew Prophets prepared the path for the mind to comprehension and acceptance of
Christan teachings given by the Word–God, Lord Jesus Christ {Matthew; Mark; Luke; John; esp. John 1:1–18; 3; 6:28–69; 9:4–5; 10; 11; 1244–50; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17:2–26}.
If to analyze the deeds of the Hebrew prophets {e.g., in: 3 Kings; 4 Kings}, the one might infer that, in the current terms, the prophets operated with the complete
power over the matter and elements of the world (parted the water, purified the poisonous water and destroyed the poison, multplied oil and the food, revived the dead,
healed or sent leprosy, and punished the evil ones).
For such works, the prophet had to be enabled
1/ to change nuclear structures of the existng matter transforming it into another substance: destructon of the poison, purificaton of the water spring
2/ to create the structured matter directly from the universal energy: multplicaton of food and oil
3/ to control functons of a human body – to reverse disintegraton: healing of the sick ones, and to initate disintegraton: sending disease (leprosy) on the corrupted
and sinful ones
4/ to restore the set of the energy fields, which accommodates existence of a living human being at the specified tme–space point of the Universe: reanimaton of
the dead
5/ to manipulate the forces of the Nature: to bring down rain and fire from the skies
6/ to manipulate the energy fields, which control the force of gravity: water was parted to let the Prophet cross the river
7/ to ascend to the level where the tme–space–complexity limitatons do not exist: the abilites to see the Future, to know intentons of the people, and to know that
what they have done or said.
Perhaps, the technical side of the abilites of the prophets might be at least partally understood with the systems concept of the Universe [[see my book The
Invincible Empire: The Universe and Survival of Man in Chapter 2: The Preliminary Concepts, or excerpt in Note 92 to Selections_&_Reprints]].
For example, the healing power of the prophet is the consequence of the ability to control transformatons of the universal energy. Every living being exists within the
focus of the energy fields. These fields accommodate the purposeful wholeness of specific cycles of energy transformatons. The results of these transformatons are the
energy formatons, energy–informaton, and energy–informaton matter, which compose a partcular system and maintain its existence in a form of a purposeful and
evolving being. If the transformatons of energy are consistent with the universal law, the system/being functons properly and achieves the state of optmum – develops
and realizes own maximal potency. If the transformatons of energy deviate from the universal pattern, they produce the energy forms with insufcient complexity, and the
consequent intra–system processes become distorted or insufcient: the system becomes unable to scan and to embody/materialize the universal code adequately. The
insufciency has the domino efect, which results in subsequent distorton of other processes and culminates in the perversion of the system’s nature. The perversion of
the nature triggers alteraton in the parameters controlled by the energy fields. Change of the controlled parameters triggers the unspecified response of the energy fields,
which actvates the system’s self–annihilaton. In the apparent stage of self–annihilaton, a human being might experience lethal physical illness (e.g., leprosy so many
tmes mentoned in the Holy Scriptures) or serious mental disorders (e.g., “possession with unclean spirits” and spirit of divinaton, insanity, hallucinatons, etc.). The
correcton of the distorted intra–system processes or healing of diseases is possible through the correcton the intra–system processes, which results in subsequent
adjustments of the parameters controlled by the energy fields. Thus, when the prophet heals the sick, he works as the transceiver–transmitter of a specific form of the
universal energy with the highest levels of complexity sufcient for restoraton of the normal energy regime of a sick being/insufcient system. At the level of the matter,
restoraton of the normal energy regime might be detected as restoraton of the normal behavior, correcton of DNA, dissoluton of tumor, unexpected recovery of patents
with incurable diseases, etc.
However, the power over the energy of the material world is not the main feature of the prophet. The transcendent abilites and control over the forces of the nature
are the auxiliary features: they accompany a prophet as special extraordinary being –– in fact, just a normal being who lives in accordance with the original nature created
by God in His image and likeness –– whose life is focused on God, who loves God, and who lives by the law/will of God.
See
– The Hebrew Prophets – in Selections_&_Reprints
– The Invincible Empire, Chapter 3. The Prophets and the Sources of Knowledge
Σ12 See Imaginaton – reprint in Note 38 to Selections_&_Reprints
Σ13 There is no doctrine of unreserved obedience to men in Christan teachings.
Although a Christan might be a slave by a body, his spirit is set free by Lord God Jesus Christ. Hence, Christans should not become the slaves of men; they are called
to freedom: as children of God, they live by the Spirit of God, and where the Spirit of God is the freedom is { John 8:31–36; 1 Peter 2:13–17; 1 Corinthians 6:19–20; 7:20–
23; 9:19; 2 Corinthians 3:17–18; Romans 6:17–18; 8:14–17; Galatans 3:28; 5:1}.
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Thomas Aquinas [[the main theologian of the papal church of Rome, whose doctrine based upon Aristotle the Orphic’s philosophical doctrines – Aristotle–Aquinas’
politcal theology has been accepted as the main doctrine of the Catholic – papal – church]], compiled the doctrine of unreserved obedience.
The Aquinas doctrine of the unreserved obedience became the main building block for the papal hierarchy. The startng point is the asserton that obedience to the
pope is the conditon of eternal salvaton.
Then, Aquinas descends at the basic level of the hierarchy – to the believers. With the reference to the Aristotle’s statement that the virtue/goodness is obedience:
slaves – to their master, and citzens – to their ruler [in: Aristotle Politcs I.13, 1260a; III.4, 1277a], Aquinas equates obedience–submission to the control of the others with
the virtue and describes obedience to the superior as the divinely established order, as the good and “special” moral virtue and “the regular mode of life” for religious
people [Thomas Aquinas Summa Theologica I–II Q. 92 a1; II–II Q.104 a2].
Consequently, disobedience to the superior becomes a mortal sin, which violates two main commandments because it contradicts to the love of God and to the love
of neighbor (the Aquinas’ superior is also a neighbor).
However, as the result of Aquinas’ logical gymnastc, the Aristotle’s universal order – slavery, is introduced as the foundaton of the papal hierarchy, and the papal
subjects are deprived of the freedom of Christanity.
The higher is the rank of a superior, the greater is the sin of disobedience. Aquinas explains the special importance of obedience by referring to God with the
Aristotelian definiton of “the first mover” that moves all things and all wills: the superior naturally moves his subjects by his commands as the divine power naturally
moves things and wills. If the will of God is the first rule, the will of superior is the second rule for the inferior, and the special virtue of obedience is “more praiseworthy”
than other virtues [Summa Theologica II–II Q.104, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5; Q.105 a1, a2].
The context of all Aquinas’ speculatons with their physical “justficatons” constantly correlates obedience to the superior with obedience to God: as soon as in
another text he asserts that even the wicked superior stands at the place of God [Summa Theologica II–II Q.63 a3], it is reasonable to conclude that Aquinas equates
obedience to the superior with obedience to God.
In Aquinas’ interpretaton, the conscience, or “a judgment of reason,” is “nothing but the applicaton of knowledge” or habit “to some partcular act,” and, in
accordance with the Aristotle’s definiton, it is an act “reduced to a habit.”
Therefore, there might be the correct conscience and the false conscience. The correct conscience “binds absolutely and perfectly against the command of a
superior”; the false conscience binds imperfectly because it binds conditonally, with reservatons. Yet, the subject should not judge the command of a superior; his
concern is to fulfill the command, for the obligaton to obey the superior cannot be changed while the false conscience might be corrected. Besides, “the soul of a prelate
is higher than the soul of a subject” [Thomas Aquinas Truth Q.17 a1, a2, a5].
Such classificaton of the souls is an applicaton of the Origen’s idea of “small and undeveloped” souls of ordinary people and an illustraton of the Aquinas’ vision of
the importance of the earthly papal status. In his eagerness to prove the value and significance of the papal hierarchy with own fantasies inspired by the heathen physicist
(Aristotle), Aquinas usurps the right of God: he judges the souls and ranks the soul of prelate higher than the soul of the prelate’s subject. However, besides usual slavish
praises to the papacy and blasphemies against God, Aquinas has no proof that if the prelate is a wicked sinner who lives and dies in the state of mortal sin, and his subject
is a righteous and merciful Christan, afer their death, the prelate’s soul would be more precious in the sight of God than the soul of the prelate’s servant.
In another text, the noton of correct conscience, which perfectly binds against commands of the superior, receives the practcal implementaton. With the reference
to God as to the “Lord of death and life,” Aquinas connects the slaying of innocent men with the will of God and declares that the subject has no right to discuss the
judgment of superior. If the subject assassinated innocent man, he is not guilty because he obeyed the superior’s judgment – in partcular, to the judge who sentenced this
innocent man to death [Summa Theologica II–II Q.64 a6].
However, conscience is is the natural attribute of the soul–heart–mind: the sense–percepton of the good/right and the evil/wrong. Christans refer to conscience as
to the voice of God in human soul–heart. Christans refer to conscience as to the voice of God in human soul–heart. Conscience focuses the reason of man on the truth,
therefore, on the main purposes for the sake of which a human being was created: accomplishment of the will of God – creaton of the good. Right (clean, peaceful)
conscience confirms that the mind stll is a being created in the image and likeness of God. Sometmes, conscience is identfied with the heart that knows the truth – the
knowledge with which man evaluates his thoughts, words, and actons; for instance, St. John the Apostle’s words { 1 John 3:19–21} lead to the inference that the heart’s
judgment diagnoses the acton’s compliance with the truth.
It is not possible to rebel against own conscience and to force it to change its convicton. The only way to remove conscience from own life is to silence it: to make it
irrelevant by renouncing God, therefore, by transforming the inner self into the living dead – a material being living only by the matter and for the sake of the matter. Then,
such lawless deeds as murder, deceit, injustce become the daily routne, and men turn themselves into the beasts incapable of three main interconnected virtues that
define the human nature:
a/ comprehension of the words of God
↓ ↑
b/ righteousness
↓ ↑
c/ possession with wisdom,
which secures survival of man and his establishments
Without these three components, man is worthless predator who is capable only of devouring other living beings: he is an embodiment of arch–evil/death and all his
actons result in destructon and death; he has no value even for those who control him and, with the power of coercion, force him to act according to their interests.
Such a phenomenon explains the most widely used practce of corrupton: silencing and re–programming the conscience, so the good is turned into the evil and the
arch–evil is accepted as the highest good. The history provides plenty of examples (e.g., totalitarian states, oppressive regimes, religious hierarchies, politcal partes,
criminal organizatons) how such re–programming is accomplished and what are the results.
Instead of conscience as the natural feature of a normal human being, as the ability to discern the good and the evil, Aquinas introduces the specific virtue of
authority, by which prelates and princes, although they are wicked, should be honored because they are “standing in God’s place” and are “having a share of the dignity of
God”: even “a fool honored if he stands in God’s place or represents the whole community” [Thomas Aquinas Summa Theologica II–II Q.63 a3].
For the Christans, all these Aquinas’ arguments are logical nonsense and theological sacrilege, derived from the heathen philosophy for the sake of enslaving of
freemen to the self–deified pretender on the place and authority of God.
See
– Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas
– Doctrine of Aristotle – in Heathen Philosophy and the Western Civilization
– Concept of Slavery – Supplement 3 to Selections_&_Reprints
The invincible Empire – Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Σ14 The writngs of Origen supplemented by fights of Augustne of Hippo’s imaginaton became the foundaton for three branches of the Catholic theology:
symbolical, scholastc, and mystcal. All of them illustrate how the papal theologians utlized the legacy of Philo, Origen, and Augustne: the common methods of creaton
the knowledge asserted as theological knowledge – the knowledge of God: the papal theologians
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falsify the word of God with their symbolic or allegorical interpretatons of the Scriptures
↓
supplement the Scriptures with the fgments of own imaginaton
Each of them – Philo, Origen, and Augustne – contributed to perversions of the Christan teaching, for instance, such as
– the Aquinas’ deificaton of the Roman pope and justficaton of the mandatory death penalty for the relapsed heretcs
– the Ignatus Loyola’s methods of transformaton of free men into unreserved slaves with the practces adapted from the pagan diviners and supplemented by
mandatory blasphemies against God.
There is a straight line of the most tragic events in the history of human thought, which reveals the consequences of the asserton of possibility to use “unclean
wisdom” of heathen priests, philosophers, and diviners
the Philo’s mythical–allegorical fantasies
↓
the Augustne’s fights of imaginaton, which produced the Filioque
↓
the Ignatus of Loyola’s mandatory blasphemies against Lord God Jesus Christ
[[a part of the mandatory training of the Jesuits]]
These three events have made possible assassinaton of the human conscience → soul through misinterpretaton and falsificaton of the word of God.
Evidently, the same pattern of idol–making hunts people startng from the rebels against God in the tme of Exodus, when they made the golden calf from the gold
things solicited from their previous owners – the Egyptans and worshiped own creaton instead of God, through all generatons of philosophizing theologians, who made
their imaginary theology with the phantasm created with own imaginaton and pagan philosophy and then, worshiped figments of own imaginaton instead of God.
Philo of Alexandria, Origen, and Augustne had many followers who used own gif of imaginaton for development of the legacy of their forerunners.
For instance, with the excerpts of the writngs of Origen, Augustne, Hugh of St. ,ictors, and other philosophers and theologians, Franciscan monk Rudolph of
Biberach (?–1362) assembled the basic canon of mystc theology.
Mystc theology was invented by pseudo–Dionysius; it was intended to evoke rapture of the initated and facilitate their entrance to the realm of God [[obviously
without invitaton]], in partcular, into the God’s “hidden mysteries.”
Mystc theology is the final step in development of the theologian who obtained freedom of the soul from attachment to the senses [in: Emery III:53–59] afer he
comprehended
1/ symbolic theology, which is the fruit of imaginaton because it imagines and perceives God through the sensible objects
2/ intelligible theology, which is the fruit of reasoning that logically infers presence of God and perceives God in the intelligible things.
Thus, it was ofcially accepted: in order to cognize the mysteries of mystc theology, a theologian needs to elaborate the work of his imaginaton and reasoning. Then,
he has to free his soul from the senses, therefore, cut of the sensory percepton, which sustains existence of man within the real Universe. Then, he enters the special
state of ecstasy – rapture, which he perceives as an entrance into the realm of God.
However, to enter the kingdom of God, the soul needs neither developed imaginaton nor logical reasoning: trained imaginaton and reasoning are the means of self–
deceit; ecstasy came from the arsenal of heathen diviners. In the twenteth century, theologian and monk Dom Odo Brooke (1909–1971) summarized the definitons of
medieval theologians and notced the compensatory functon of mystcism as “the response to the limitatons of metaphysical insight” [Brooke 175]. In fact, the initated
mystc in the pseudo–Dionysius’ style simply deceives himself; he perceives the artficial – false – world created by his own imaginaton as the realm–kingdom of God.
Nevertheless, mystc theology became the finishing thought on the shared imaginary world of politcal theology: imitatng the Plato’s prisoners of the cave, it
supplemented the insufciency of knowledge and impotency of reasoning, which is incapable to comprehend the uncognizable light, with the illusions created by distorted
shadows.
As soon as the foundaton of the mystc theology is heresy of Origen and his followers, instead of expected rapture and ascent to the kingdom of God, the mystc
theologian freely fies/falls into the world created by own imaginaton. From such imaginary worlds, the Augustne’s Compelle Intrare, Aquinas’ Summa Theologica, and
Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises came; thus, it is possible to infer: the imaginary shared worlds of the philosophizing theologians serve the ant–evoluton – the void of evil,
which accommodates degeneraton and self–annihilaton of men and destructon of their establishments.
See analysis of the Loyola’s training in The Church Militants, in Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas. Political Theology, or in The Invincible Empire, Chapter 5
Σ15 To justfy his social–politcal utopia, Plato constructed the noton of the consummated “divine” philosopher that is able to cognize the eternal immaterial essences
of things and the thoughts of deites. The philosopher has a special link with the realm of gods, and he thinks by the realites–essences–Ideas/Forms of the discernible
things. He penetrates the thoughts of gods that makes him “possessed by god” or as much divine as his human nature can be [Plato Parmenides 134b–e; Phaedrus 249d;
Republic 500b–d]. Upon deificaton of the consummated philosopher who is the ideal ruler and should possess the absolute power over all the others, Plato designed the
“perfect community” with the Nocturnal Council as the means to control the ordinary people’s beliefs and the manner of life. The philosopher–ruler takes in consideraton
the “madness of masses”; he perceives the mob as the “ferocious beast,” for which it is not possible to love knowledge, and which kills those who attempts to set it free
with the knowledge of truth and to lif it up to the real world.
The ground for distncton between the ignorant mob–beast and the divine philosopher Plato finds in knowledge: his philosopher thinks by essences, has the direct
connecton with the realm of gods, and knows the thoughts of deites.
Hence, it is useless for a philosopher to intervene with the madness and immorality of masses; in the tme of unrest, he should keep low profile and to protect
himself. Plato writes about the necessity to conceal true knowledge from “untrained people”; he is not interested to reveal the nature of things and truth to mankind: only
few people who are able to discern truth “with a little guidance” should receive instructons. According to the Plato’s design, if the “divine” consummated philosopher
becomes the ruler, he controls his opposite – the ignorant beast–mob – through the class of guardians, protects his precious knowledge from this beast, and uses this
beast to protect himself from his slaves. [Plato Republic 484b–d, 494a, 496c–e, 500b–d, 514a–516c, 517a–d].
However, if to evaluate the compliance of the Plato’s doctrines with the actual life and the true nature of man, it becomes evident that the diference between the
“divine” philosopher and the “ignorant mob” exists only in the Plato’s imaginaton. In partcular,
1/ concerning true knowledge – both are similarly ignorant, however,
– Plato’s philosopher pretends to know; he deceives and attempts to control the mob with the power of imaginaton, which he calls “knowledge”
– the mob does not pretend to know; it simply follows its rulers as sheep led to be slaughtered
2/ concerning ethics and morality – both are killers, although they use diferent weapons
– the mob kills persons with stones, stcks, or public sentence
– the philosopher kills persons, the states, and the natons with his false and deceptve ideas.
In general, the Plato’s “divine philosopher” is a liar and criminal, because he deceives “the mob” and directs it to ignorance and inhumanity.
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Σ16 See Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas
Σ17 See
The Absolute Good
The Excellence – in Selections_&_Reprints
Revelatons of the Absolute: the Honor and Authority of Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Word–God – in Selections_&_Reprint
God the Lord of Knowledge – the Porton of the Living Ones, and other postngs in Part 4 of Selections_&_Reprints
Σ18 See Concept of evil – in The Logic of Death – reprint in Note 28 to Selections_&_Reprints, and The Mind – the Gate for the Good and the Gate for the Evil – in
The Mind
Σ19 In the contemporary terms, law might be defined as the main code for creaton, maintenance, control, and annihilaton of purposeful developing enttes–
systems–living beings.
The Universe is an embodiment of the creatve energy of God. At the levels accessible for the human mind, the divine creatve energy is the source of the universal
energy: this energy is available for creaton and maintenance of existence of realites and systems within the world perceivable by human senses.
The universal/main pattern–code of energy transformatons – the law – defines the nature, tme–range of existence, way of disintegraton, and other parameters of
the universe composed of the energy and its derivatve – the matter structured at the diferent levels of complexity.
The law might be envisioned as the main code according to which, within the chaos/pool of reserves, the purposeful system–reality–universe is arranged/comes into
being. The chaos/pool of reserves consists of the derivatves of universal energy: the energy forms, reversible units energy←→matter, reversible and irreversible
structured matter – elements, force fields, and other components necessary for creaton and sustaining of life.
Life is the purposeful cycles of transformaton of the divine energy of creaton/universal energy at the diferent levels of complexity; these cycles of energy
transformaton are completed with creaton of purposeful developing wholenesses/living beings accommodated within tme–space–complexity setngs.
The unity of three inseparable correlated components is needed for any act of creaton [[creaton is actualizaton of the law–code]], including creatons of a living
being:
1/ law→code
2/ energy→source of all forms of the energy and its derivatves, such as energy fields and energy–informaton–matter, from which the perceivable visible
universe/world consists
3/ power→force→will→ability to apply/transform/use energy according to the law/code:
LAW
↓
ENERGY ↔ POWER
The law controls the nature of each wholeness/system/reality/living being that exists for a purpose; a purpose is to actualize the set of transformatons of the
universal energy at partcular level(s) of complexity. The essence and meaning of purposes, conditons, and results of energy transformatons define the system’s nature.
In general, the law has three main functons:
1/ creaton of a purposeful wholeness
2/ maintenance of the compliance–harmony–compatbility of all components of a system → reality ←→ universe ← wholeness to the conditons, which sustain life
and make possible development → evoluton of the system → reality ←→ universe ← wholeness
3/ annihilaton of the system → reality ←→ universe ← wholeness, which deviated from the law and became incompatble with the (super)system ←→
(super)reality ←→ (super)universe that has accommodated its creaton and within which it was intended to accomplish the purposes for the sake of which it was created.
When a being/system deviates from the main pattern/code/law that describes the meaning, conditons, and results of its existence, it perverts own nature and
becomes unable to access the energy that otherwise would sustain its existence. Hence, the main pattern/code/law stpulates not only the life–sustaining processes; it
carries the program of annihilaton, which is actvated when the being/system perverts own nature and becomes incompatble with the supersystem that accommodates
its existence. Therefore, the universal law defines life and death of each being/system:
existence → evoluton/development of optmal potency
and
degeneraton → annihilaton
The universal law also is referred to as the universal law of perfecton, because it defines the optmum – e.g., the highest potency of creaton of the highest good – of
each system/being and directs each system/being toward the optmum; it provides one universal standard – the pattern of perfecton as a derivatve of the Absolute Good
for each level of complexity {for instance, for a human being: to be perfect, as heavenly God the Father is perfect – Matthew 5:48} defined by the Word–God, Λογος/Αγσα
Σοφσα{Matthew 5:17–19; 22:37–40; John 14; 15; 16; 17}.
Consequently, the meaning of universality and perfecton is compliance with the commandments–words of Lord Jesus Christ, the Word–God Who is the only Truth,
the only Law, and the only Way of reasoning and fulfilling the law for the human mind that aspires to enter the eternity in the presence of God {2 Peter 1:2–11; 1 John;
Ephesians 1; 2; Colossians 1; 2; 1 Corinthians 2:16; Revelaton 22:1–5}.
See The Law of God – in CHRISTIANITY, Supplement 1 to Selections_&_Reprints, and Note 7 to Selections_&_Reprints
Σ20 Thinkers of the antquity defined morality as an expression of the normal human nature: godliness, virtue, goodness, truthfulness, honesty – all components of
the norm, which also is referred to as righteousness.
Theology defines morality as a descripton of the normal human nature – as an attribute of a being created in the image of God and likeness Who is calling His chosen
ones to Himself through glory and virtue helping to escape corrupton by lust of this world {2 Peter 1:3–4}.
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As such, morality might be envisioned as knowledge of the Absolute Good of God. If the Absolute of God became the absolute good of a human being and is
implemented into his thoughts, words, and actons, it means that morality has reached its highest point: virtue.
The morals might be seen as the logical contnuaton or practcal applicaton of the morality at the levels of human establishments in/with which human beings
interact. This contnuaton – derivatve of morality (morals as a rule, norm, pattern of behavior, law of men) is stpulated with the partcular parameters of the
environment, religious, social, politcal, historical, and other setngs:
Theology – knowledge of the Absolute Good
that is the atribute of God opened for comprehension and imitaton by man
{Matthew 5:48; 11:29–30; Luke 6:36; John 13:34; 1 Peter 1:13–55; Ephesians 5:1–2}
↓
Morality or righteousness as an embodiment of the knowledge of God –
the knowledge of the Absolute Good –
into thoughts, words, and actons of man
↓
Morals/ethics is a practcal applicaton of the righteousness/morality
at the levels of human establishments:
a/ laws of human societes and the intra– and inter–state policies and laws
b/ the ethics of scientfc and other inquiries
c/ the standards/rules of personal, social, and professional behavior
Morality, morals, and their derivatves might be seen as the practcal inferences from the knowledge of God co–related with three levels–components of human
essence [[see Chart 1. The Mind in The Mind or in Note 11 to Selections_&_Reprints]]:
Theology: knowledge of God and wisdom
↓
Intellect → morality
[[levels of Νους and Δσανοσα]]
↓
The mind/reason/intelligence → Philosophy, logic
↓
morals, ethics
[[levels of Δσανοσα: Γνωμα –– Φρονημα–– Λογσσμος, or Consciousness–Thinking–Reasoning/Faculty of Deliberaton]]
↓
Norms, laws, rules, standards/rules of personal, social, and professional behavior,
which defne appropriateness of words, behavior, actons of a human being
[[a body/matter; sensory percepton/parameters of the matter]]
Σ21 Redempton as the act of salvaton of the world, liberaton from the power of the arch–evil – undoing the disobedience and distrust of man: the original sin
{Genesis 3}, and as the plantng of the seed of the eternal life, was done at the cross, when the crucified Son of Man
–– fulflled the Divine Law and accomplished the Divine Justce
by taking on Himself the sins of man
–– shed His Blood instead of the blood of man
–– placed His Soul for the soul of man
re–creatng him and preparing him for resurrecton into the eternity
At the moment of death, of the Son of Man, by the Son of God – the Word–God – the Almighty Omnipotent Love of God was consummated, the Word–God became
the firmament, foundaton, essence – Στερεωμα {Genesis 1:6–8; Psalm 17(18):1–2} of human soul–heart–mind, and a new creaton, who is granted the authority to
become a child of God born of God, came into being {Mark 10:45; Luke 12:49; John 1:12–13; 4:23–24; 6:33–58; 7:37–39; 11:25–26; 12:23–28; 14; 15; 16; 17; 19:28–30,
33–37; James 1:18; 1 Peter; 1 John 3:5; 4:9–19; 5:1–8; Ephesians 2:1–10, 13–22; Revelaton 22:1; Isaiah 51:4–7; 53:3–12}.
The one might envision the essence of redempton as the following:
the Word–God, by becoming a Son of man,
takes on Himself the nature of man
↓
the essence of sinful man is melted by the Divine Fire of the Omnipotent Perfect and All–forgiving Love of God
↓
the evil–insufciency–ability to sin as the lot of man within the temporal world of man is annihilated,
and afer physical death–disintegraton of the bond with the “cursed” mater, a man may be resurrected into the eternity with God
↓
a new–born creaton of God – a Christan, a child of God created in likeness of the Word–God, comes to life:
the frsstruit of new creatons made in likeness of the Word–God
Who placed His soul for His followers, the children of God Who is the Spirit and the Fire,
so they would live by the Holy Spirit and in the presence of God forever
This future of man was foreseen by the Old Testament Prophets and became the actuality of human existence afer Lord Jesus Christ – the Word–God, the Son of God
and the Son of man, committed His Soul for the salvaton of man {Isaiah 59:12–21; Daniel 12:10; Malachi 3:1–3; John 10:11; 15:13; 19:28–30; 1 John 5:1–5}.
Since, a true Christan – true follower of Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Word–God, loves Him as his own soul and fulfill His commandments as his own will.
Concerning Στερεωμα, see Note 38 to this file, further
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Σ22 The contemporary ethics–free sciences, especially Freudian based psychology, universal sexualizaton promoted by UNESCO startng with five–year old children,
public corrupton, war against Christanity, and gradual eradicaton of freedom of speech, freedom of conscience, and freedom of thinking illustrate the fruits of “smashed”
morality, of which Origen wrote.
See
– “Metapsychology” and Other Ideas of Sigmund Freud – Critical Analysis
– ’Aquila Earthquake, Fukushima Nuclear Catastrophe, Trial of Science, and Survival of Mankind , and other works – in Supplement 4 to Selections_&_Reprints
– Works of Friedrich Nietische – in Reprints from The Invincible Empire. Chapter 8
– Materialism
– Those Always Learning – in Selections_&_Reprints
– Note 141 to Selections_&_Reprints
Σ23 The broad term propaganda refers to intentonally created false knowledge, which is intended to purposefully manipulate thinking and behavior of a partcular
group, society, naton, state. As everything founded upon false knowledge/lies or using false knowledge/lies, propaganda has the primary source: the arch–evil {John 8:44}.
In fact, propaganda is the most sophistcated weapon of destructon, because it transforms a human being into the slave
a/ incapable of percepton of truth
b/ unable to diferentate the good and the evil
c/ managed by the creators/users of propaganda.
The art of propaganda was the daily reality of the Aristotelian Polis; Aristotle had a special term for ancient propagandists: opinion–makers. With tme, in the
carousel of changing societes, states, empires, civilizatons, this art of death was used to divide the populaton into enemies who fight and exterminate each other for
purposes of the politcal–religious–social–other group, person, or adversarial state that initates unrest within the targeted system (state, naton, empire) for the sake of
open takeover or covert assimilaton. Propaganda played the decisive role in destructon of many natons and societes.
Adolf Hitler determined the primary tasks of propaganda as manipulaton by the masses: re–programming and fashioning of the mass conscience and enforcement
of the specific patterns of thinking, actng, and social behavior. He also intended to substtute propaganda for religion, morals, and traditons, and then, by the means of
propaganda
1/ to elevate ignorance and superstton to the rank of knowledge
2/ to intentonally evoke fear, hatred, cruelty, envy, greed, and desire to kill, which would transform the mob into the weapon of destructon ready to be applied
against the people/groups targeted for exterminaton
3/ to focus hatred, cruelty, and desire to kill on the chosen groups or establishments, which might be a threat to his aspiratons or would hinder his way to the
absolute world power.
Unleashed propaganda indicates the latent processes of disintegraton of politcal–social–religious system (state, naton, empire), which would culminate in unrest,
revolutons, and wars. The most oppressive totalitarian regimes came to the power through propaganda, which destroyed the states and societes that previously
sustained at least some law and order, libertes, and human rights.
The distnctve features of propaganda include
1/ manipulaton of the meanings of the good and the evil, vice and virtue, norm and perversion
2/ imposing of mythical thinking followed with inabilites to perceive the actuality, to create and to comprehend the adequate knowledge, and to identfy the actual
threats; this state of the mythical→collapsing reasoning is promoted with establishment of perversion as norm, myths and fantasies as reality, lies as truth, and with
slogans of common good, human libertes, justficaton of atheism, perversion, and abnormalites (e.g., such as Orphic–Marxist ideas of liberty–brotherhood–equality,
which, as the history illustrates, demanded sacrifice, slavery, and exterminaton of some for the prosperity of the others)
3/ denigraton, besmearing, and humiliaton of the targeted for exterminaton people, group, naton, state.
For instance,
A/ Bolshevist propaganda referred to the aristocrats, priests, landowners, entrepreneurs as to the corrupted thieves, robbers, and bloodsuckers who live by
plundering and defrauding, whose actons resulted in defrauding, misery, and poverty of the exploited masses – that was the “moral” justficaton of the expropriaton of
property and mass executons of the religious, noble, business, and educated people afer 1917 Bolshevist revoluton i n Russia. Some authors [e.g., Brzezinski (1989) 239–
240] estmate that the illusionary world of the communist ideology has consumed from 50 million and up to unknown multtudes in Russia and other communist countries
of the Eastern Europe.
B/ Adolf Hitler’s references to “parasitsm” of Jewish naton, which “eats into” the people, ruined the Russian Em pire, and pollute the great German naton of
supermen, preceded the sterilizaton and breeding laws, confiscaton of the property of wealthy Jews sent into concentraton camps, and then, “ultmate decision” that
also was applied for exterminaton of the mentally sick, politcal opponents, racial minorites, and other people whom the German supermen labeled as “the inferior”
ones. In Adolf Hitler’s vision of “new world order” headed by the German super–race, there was no place for the diferent and diferent–minded ones: the Nazis associated
the exterminaton of the Jews and “inferior natons” with their “Crusade” for preservaton of the purity of German race and elevated exterminaton of human beings at the
rank of civil virtues. The Nazi modificaton of the meaning of the good and the civil virtues and the consequent perversion of the nature of those Germans who made
Nazism the actuality cost lives of 14 millions of “racial inferiors” and 54.8 millions (estmated) men, women, children of 57 natons – victms of World War II [in: Trager
893, 894].
In both establishments [[Russian Empire before 1917, and Nazi Germany of 1930s]], propaganda culminated in mass exterminaton of countless multtudes of human
beings during 1917 revoluton and Stalin regime in Russia and World War II of 1939–1945. Two historical facts – the destructon of the Russian Empire (1917) and the rise
and destructon of Nazi Germany (1930s–1945) – confirm that propaganda is the deadliest weapon of destructon and, when undetected or disregarded by existng
government, the most efectve weapon of the natonal/state self–annihilaton. This double–sided weapon works especially efectvely through the groups that struggle for
the power within the unstable or already collapsing societes with economical, social, and politcal problems.
Propaganda might be successful, if three groups of conditons exist:
1/ moral degradaton, ignorance, illiteracy, and supersttons/false beliefs that make truth and adequate percepton→evaluaton of the existng reality undesirable or
non–acceptable, therefore, facilitate re–programming of conscience; these conditons prepare the ground, on which propaganda might be planted and used according to
its full destructve potental
2/ economical, politcal, social, racial, or religious conficts, which result in social and politcal instability and the consequent acceptance of the force of coercion as
the only efectve means for social, economical, and politcal conciliaton; these conditons divide the society into three groups, which would provide the players for the
roles of
– victms
– executoners
– the privileged minority–elite that would devise, organize, and control propaganda and use the results obtained with propaganda
3/ a person, group, or establishment capable to transform the existng state and social structures into the system for achievement of own purposes, which usually
include access to the power of coercion, enrichment, self–deificaton, etc.
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All these conditons describe the current politcal–social reality; furthermore, the current and easily identfiable results of the contemporary propaganda machine
include
– politcal correctness, which has grown into the open war against American values, denigraton of American history, disseminaton of perversion, corrupton, and
lawlessness accompanied with war against Christanity and human nature
– current politcal division of the naton
[[e.g., on
1/ “deplorables” who want American interests to be protected and the US return to its roots, upon which, in the past, the US became and during
some tme was the most powerful and free naton on the earth
2/ global “patriots” who support the corrupted and rotten through the core “democratc” politcal establishment that serves foreign interests and
promotes globalism accompanied with
destructon of the state
↓
eliminaton of the natonal borders and unhindered penetraton of the enemies and terrorists ssimilarly to E))
↓
overall chaos of disintegraton
all these masqueraded with slogans of liberty and prosperity and democracy, which cover impoverishment and advancement stage of politcal, social, and
economical collapse and disintegraton]]
– war against cops, lawlessness and perversion, which took the place of law, norm, and order
– social unrest initated by so–called “democratc” .org movements funded by “charitable” insttutons, which sustain disseminaton of corrupton and attempt to
secure advancement of islamizaton and further assimilaton of the US by globalists (which include terrorism–funding governments)
– weakness and inability to protect own life–supportng and politcal insttutons from cyber hacking, and so on.
The referred above calamites are just the inital results achieved with the propaganda machine.
See also
– The Invincible Empire [Savitsky (2003)], Chapters 4, 5, 7 & 8
– The Virtue and Survival – in Selections_&_Reprints
Σ24 See
– Comments on Globalism – in Comments & The Net
– Those Always Learning and The Example for the Believers – in Selections_&_Reprints
Σ25 This training is the part of the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatus of Loyola [Spiritual Exercises §67 298] who is the founder of the Jesuit order and who was canonized
by the pope (made the papal saint); it is also the part of training of all papal priests and the way of life of papal clergy and some laity convinced that masochism,
mortficaton of fesh, unrestrained and corrupted imaginaton trained to “hear” blasphemies against Lord God Jesus Christ, and other disorders of the kind mixed with the
unreserved obedience to the pope and his ofce are the virtues of papal saints and must be practced by the distnguished papal servants.
Ignatus of Loyola’s training is organized by “weeks” – it may not be a normal six-day week, but rather period of tme devoted to training. During each “week,” the
trainee has to learn specific techniques and ways of life and thinking, which, upon completon, would make him “the church militant” – the perfect human weapon who is
unreservedly obedient to the superior and whose mind operates by the set of symbols and phantasms designed to keep it within the dream world.
The training begins with silencing the conscience, banning reading the Bible and socializing during some tme, and developing abilites to concentrate on physical pain
and self-torturing, with which the trainees learn to enter the state of frenzy and experience visions and hallucinatons, therefore, to separate themselves of real life and to
accept the dream world, in which the pope is the deity that controls life and death and determines destny of human soul, as the actuality.
For instance, the first week introduces the permanent way of living based on “exterior penance,” which includes hunger, sleep deprivaton, and physical pain (self–
fagellaton, wearing of iron chain, haircloth, and “other sorts of austerites”).
Loyola insists: the exercises of the first week must be given to everyone and in “the exact order in which they are set down.” The “exact order” of the first week
includes mandatory bodily self–torture, mandatory blasphemies against God, deprivaton of the word of God, and disengagement from social actvites. He demands that
those who had “not being strred by various spirits” as the result of the Exercises should be investgated concerning tme and completeness of all procedures, because the
Exercises must be “carefully followed” [Ignatus of Loyola Spiritual Exercises §§6, 20, 82–85; Personal Writngs 284, 286, 299, 301; On Dealing with Others in: Counsels for
Jesuits 11].
In the Greek Christan traditon, blasphemy is considered as “a frightul passion” originated by the unclean spirit; the Christans are advised to guard the senses and
the mind and – with the prayer and praise to God – discard any improper thought [e.g., Nikitas Stthatos (11th century) §59 in: The Philokalia 4:94]. This partcular Ignatus
of Loyola’s instructon to hear “blasphemies against Christ Our Lord” reveals the ultmate incompatbility of the Christanity and the Ignatus of Loyola’s training:
–– the Christans purify the mind from “all the evil,” including blasphemy, which – according to explanaton of Lord God Jesus Christ – comes from the heart and
defiles man {Mark 7:21–23}
–– Ignatus of Loyola demands from his followers to hear (that is to imagine or to put into the heart/mind) blasphemies against God, while blasphemy is the greatest
evil from those with which man defiles himself.
The prescribed mandatory exercises allow the conclusion that the Loyola’s training aims to deprive the soul from its natural center – God and to create the void,
which would be then filled with the phantasms (e.g., such as deified man–pope standing on the place of God) intended to control the mind and conscience. Deprivaton of
God transforms the living soul into the living dead and a human being into the human beast, because without God and without free conscience, there is nothing of human:
the ultmate purpose of the Loyola’s first week is assassinaton of the soul.
See
– Church Militants in Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas. Political Theology
– The Invincible Empire: Ascetcism and Divinaton – in Chapter 3, Spiritual Exercises of Ignatus of Loyola – in Chapter 5
Σ26 Origen mutlated himself in the fashion similar to the “kubebos” or “gallos”– the male priests who during special rites emasculated themselves before the
altar/statute of Cybele – the “great goddess” of the Mediterranean heathen natons. These eunuchs believed that they are the male embodiment of their female deity.
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Because of this self–mutlaton incompatble with the Christan concept of man and sanctty of priesthood {e.g., in: 1 Timothy 4:1–5; 6:14; Levitcus 21; 22:1–3; Genesis
2:7}, Origen was not sanctfied as the priest and he was not admitted to the Christan priesthood.
Σ27 In 1204, when the papal Crusaders captured Constantnople, the Roman pope Innocent III expressed joy and called the capture “magnifica miracula” [Innocent
III’s letter qtd. in: Runciman 151]. Some historians assert that the pope Innocent III was not aware of the details of sack of Constantnople [e.g., Runciman 151–152], or he
just had “insensitvity to the Byzantne traditon” [La Due 122].
Historically, murders, pillage, destructon accompanied all military invasions, and it is not proper for the Christan to feel joy because of sufering and death of people,
whichever religion or the manner of life they have chosen, and to contnue to identfy himself as the follower of Lord God Jesus Christ.
The history preserved another example of joy experienced by another Roman pope: in 1572, afer the St. Bartholomew’s Night in Paris, when the Catholics killed
approximately 50,000 Huguenots, the pope Gregory XIII congratulated queen–mother Catherine de’ Medici and ordered to celebrate the massacre with lightening of
bonfires [Trager 197].
Σ28 Augustne of Hippo defines pride as “a perverse imitaton of God,” as the asserton of own rules instead of the Law of God, and then, as the attempt to impose
own rules on the society [Augustne The City of God against the Pagans XIX.xii ,I:171].
Pride also might be seen as rejecton of God because it develops on the false theological knowledge. Greek heathen philosophy provides the logically completed
foundaton for cultvaton of pride and extraordinary confidence in the power of the intellect, with which the heathen philosophers penetrated the thoughts of their gods,
knew everything that happened before creaton of mankind, and attempted to impose own values on all surrounding natons whom they equated with slaves. Therefore,
the temptaton of beliefs that the intellect might obtain omnipotence by own eforts and through own speculatons, is deadly dangerous for the mind that adheres to
Greek heathen philosophy.
If the mind does not have the solid foundaton (the reverence–fear of God and the faith are the foundaton of the true knowledge of God), it oversteps the threshold
and begins to employ imaginaton in attempt to prove to itself and to the others that it is able to cognize everything; it becomes possessed with pride and overconfidence
and discards the warning that man must not alter, distort, or supplement the knowledge of God with own additons, because the distorted and false knowledge of God
carries death and destructon for men.
Σ29 See The Discernment
Σ30 Christanity and Catholicism are two irreconcilable theological systems, because they have diferent foundatons:
1/ Christanity is the original teachings of Lord God Jesus Christ preserved and professed by the Catholic Apostolic (Orthodox) Church (Eastern/Greek Orthodox
Churches); its foundaton is the knowledge given by God – the knowledge that is the everlastng life
2/ the Roman Catholicism (or Catholicism) professed by the papal Church of Rome, which accepted Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology as the ofcial doctrine
(foundaton of Catholicism), is based upon the heathen Orphic philosophy [[derivatve of the mythical serpentne theology, from which the multtude of heathen cults and
religions worshiping the arch–evil sprang]] covered with the terminology of the Holy Scriptures; it is not monotheistc religion, because its credo includes the Filioque, and
it is based on deifcaton of the pope that presents himself as the necessary component for the Holy Spirit and as the one that acts on behalf of the Holy Trinity – for the
Christans, these assertons are sacrilegious.
In other terms, the one could say that these two churches –– the Christan Church and the papal church of Rome –– are irreconcilable, because they are the diferent
systems founded on the diferent definitons of their main – absolute for them – truth: each system that changes definiton of its original absolute truth upon which it was
created/established (in other terms, commits apostasy toward the original truth) becomes another system inconsistent with its original version.
The papal establishment/church of Rome/Vatcan is incompatble with the Christan Church for the following reasons:

1. In 1014, in violaton of the decisions of the Ecumenical Councils (431–870), which established The Nicean Creed as the unchangeable dogma of the Christan
Church, the Roman pope Benedict ,II included the Augustne’s additon that the Holy Spirit proceeds “and from the Son” (“Filioque,” which is the heresy directed against
God the Father) in The Creed of the Roman Catholic Church, alienatng the papal church from the Christendom [[the Great Schism]], because of papal acceptance of the
Filioque that is the heresy incompatble with the Christan faith [[see Works of Augustine of Hippo]]
2. it has as its ofcial doctrine Aristotle–Aquinas politcal theology [[referred as “neo–Aristotelian system” [Holmes 7] or as “Christan Aristotelianism” [McKeon
149]]] founded on the heathen philosophy derived from the Orphic doctrine [[see Notes 22, 41, 82, and 211 to Selections_&_Reprints, and Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas]]
3. it operates upon the papal laws that the papacy adopted from the heathen Roman Empire. These laws treat heresy as treason punishable with death penalty,
demand mandatory executon of the relapsed heretcs, confiscaton of property from heretcs and non–Catholics, etc. These papal laws alone confirm that the papal
Church of Rome is not the Christan Church
4. it has disregarded the most holy traditon of the Christans of the Holy Communion with the bread and fruit of the vine as it was established by Lord Jesus Christ
Himself {Matthew 26:26–28; Mark 14:22–24; Luke 22:17–20; 1 Corinthians 11:23–26} and revived the Manichean heresy depriving the Catholic laity of the Christan
Chalice of Salvaton [[the communion in one element (by bread only) is the practce of the Manicheans: in imitaton of the ancient rite of the Zoroastrians, the Manicheans
replaced the Eucharist with breaking of bread; concerning Mani and his doctrine, see Note 1 to Works of Augustine of Hippo]]
5. it unleashed the unspeakable evil of the Crusades in the Middle East and Europe, including 1/ the Crusade during which the Christan Byzantum was destroyed,
Christans temples desecrated and plundered, Christans of Constantnople robbed, raped, and killed, and 2/ the Crusade against the Christans of Bohemia who afer
treacherous executon of Jun Hus the priest rebelled against the papal heresy and demanded the Chalice of Holy Communion for all
6. it established the Inquisiton, which during twelfh–seventeenth centuries waged terror of religious persecutons: tortured, burned alive, executed and imprisoned
heretcs and diferent–minded – for their beliefs and opinions inconsistent with the papal faith, and schismatcs – the Christans for following the Christan teachings,
loyalty to God, and rejecton of the papal faith and authority of the deified pope who falsely pretends to stand at the place of God and to have a share of dignity of God
7. it is headed by the popes who control the Inquisiton and run by the Jesuits trained to hear the blasphemies against Lord Jesus Christ, therefore, to deprive
themselves of the Spirit of God {1 Corinthians 12:3}, to accept the will of their leaders as the will of God renouncing own judgment and silencing own conscience even if
they are ordered to assassinate the kings (who rejects the will of the pope), to imitate the arch–evil if it is needed for achievement of their purposes, and to perceive
behavior of women as resemblance of “the enemy of the human nature”
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8. during the centuries, it covered own heresy, crimes against humanity, and corrupton with the name of Christ, even referring to their habit to burn people alive as
to “the law of Christ,” and acceptng Aquinas’ dictum that his church cannot imitate the mercy of God. Many centuries the Catholics robbed and plundered the people of
other faiths, whom they exiled (as the Jews and the Moors who rejected conversion into Catholicism) and whom they imprisoned and burned alive as heretcs. T he papal
Council granted the Catholics who expel heretcs (and apprehend their land for occupaton by the Catholics) the “holy privilege” of the Crusaders [ Decrees of the
Ecumenical Councils 234]. Consequently, generatons of the Catholics believed that the Inquisiton is in fact the “holy ofce,” which acts according to the Law of God.
Consequently, they betrayed their neighbors to the Inquisiton, partcipated in torturing and executon of the victms, and enriched themselves with the property of the
executed “heretcs” and the expelled non–Catholics.
As the result, the pretense of the papacy and papal subjects to speak and to act on behalf of the Christans
a/ made the Catholicism unacceptable for those who evaluate faith by “the fruits” – deeds and words of the believers {Matthew 7:15–23; 24:4–14; James 2:7–26;
3:18}
b/ made Christanity unacceptable for those who have neither possibility nor desire to learn the Christan teachings, yet who accept as truth the papal pretenses to
speak on behalf of Christendom and who consider the deeds of Catholics as true embodiment of the Christan faith
9. through the centuries, it is plagued by corrupton, pedophilia, and perversion, and accepts those in the state of the mortal sin, as “priests”
10. some artcles of the papal faith, which the many stll identfy as Christanity, are in fact the blasphemy against God and partcularly, against the Holy Spirit
{Matthew 12:31–32}; such, for instance, as
– the concept of “priest in the state of mortal sin”
– proclamatons of pope Innocent III [Innocent III ref. and qtd. in: Encyclopedia of the Vatcan and Papacy 213–214; La Due 118, 124; Willett 11] that
1/ God appointed the pope to be “His ,icar on earth”; therefore, “as every knee is bowed to Jesus, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under
the earth,” in the same fashion all men must obey His ,icar – the pope [[this, especially in the form of the ritual of kissing the papal shoe, is the direct violaton of the
second of The Ten Commandments {Exodus 20:4–5}]]
2/ the pope acts on behalf of the Holy Trinity, “by the authority of SS Peter and Paul, and by... own authority”
– proclamatons of pope Pius XII that
1/ ascribing “the whole spiritual life of Christans and their progress in virtue exclusively to the acton of the Divine Spirit,” without the collaboraton of the
pope, leads to “deplorable ruin” [Mystci Corporis Christ. Encyclical of pope Pius XII On the Mystcal Body of Christ. 1943; §65, 87]: plainly speaking, Pius XII says that,
without the pope, the Divine Spirit [[that is supposed to be a reference to the Holy Spirit]] does not work
2/ “Divine Redeemer” [[that is supposed to be a reference to Lord God Jesus Christ]] gave the faith “obscurely and implicitly” providing that the papal church
would elucidate and explain it [Humani Generis. Encyclical of Pius XII concerning some false opinions threatening to undermine the foundatons of catholic doctrine. 1950.
http:// www. vatcan. va/holyffather/ piusfxii/encyclicals/documents/ hffp–xiifencf12081950fhumani–generisfen. html; §21]
3/ ”first of all,” all papal subjects must “obey the decrees of the Council of Trent, of the Roman Pontfs, and the Sacred Congregaton of Rites, and what the
liturgical books ordain concerning external public worship” [Mediator Dei. Encyclical of Pope Pius XII on the Sacred Liturgy. 1947, November 20. http: // www. vatcan.va/
holyffather/piusfxii/encyclicals/ documents/hffp–xiifencf20111947fmediator–deif en. html; §18].
There is no one word about God and His words in this statement, although the Christan teachings {the New Testament} is the only source of knowledge of God and
His law
11. the very arrangement of the contemporary form of the papal church – the ,atcan – is not compatble with the Apostolic traditons: a fter devastatng for the
papacy deprivaton of its civil power over the states and their rulers, which was one of the results of the Napoleonic wars, the papacy obtained its independent status of
quasi–religious establishment – the ,atcan – with the help of Fascist Italy. The papacy had the positve experience of corroboraton with Fascism, and the papal church of
Rome became “a buttress” of the Fascism in Italy. Then, through the Concordat of 1929 with Fascist Italy under the Mussolini’s control, the papacy gained at least some of
the temporal power completely lost in 1870. By the authority of Fascist state, the ,atcan had been granted the status of the independent state, access to control of
educaton, and the possibility to expand the Catholic Acton [ref. and qtd. in: Encyclopedia of the Vatcan and Papacy 292–293].
Then it is understandable why the pope Pius XII refused to condemn Nazi Germany. While the papal clergy, such as Cardinal Theodor Innitzer the archbishop of
,ienna, bestowed blessings upon Adolf Hitler, promoted the “divine idea” of unity all natons under the Nazis, named Hitler “the tool of God called upon to overcome
Judaism” (Catholic priest Senn) and to struggle against “all–destroying atheistc Bolshevism” (the Austrian Episcopate) and (as Bishop Rarkowski did) explained to the
German Catholics that behind the commands of Hitler – whatever the commands are – “stands God Himself with His will and command” [La Documentaton Catholique
ref. and qtd. in: Passelecq and Suchecky 51–52, 285; Senn and Rarkowski ref. and qtd. in: Lewy 239–242, 279], the World War II, which the Nazi Germany has initated and
slaughter of the minorites (including the Jews, the Gypsies, the Slavs, and others), which it carried out during existence of Nazi regime, took 14 millions of “racial inferiors”
and 54.8 millions (estmated) of victms [in: Trager 893, 894]
12. cult of the pope – that is idol–worship; recogniton of the pope infallibility stemming from the papal pretense to speak on behalf of the Holy Trinity; pope’s self–
positoning above the Law of God and papal pretense on the right to override any law – divine and human; acceptance of the pope as the mediator between God and man,
while there is only One Mediator – the Word–God, Lord Jesus Christ; acceptance of the doctrine of unreserved obedience to the pope and members of the papal hierarchy
untl such a degree that the church must recognize black as white and vice as virtue if the pope says so; practce of indulgencies – purchase of remission of sins for money
paid to the papal clergy; other artcles of the papal faith and practces of the papal church, which contradict the words of God and reject the Law of God.
In summary
The complete incompatbility of the papal faith with Christanity is confirmed with the heresy, blasphemies, infamous acts of the papal establishment, which might be
referred to as the crimes against God and against humanity, and which include (but are not limited to) the papal attempt to usurp the place of God in His temple, the
crusades (against Muslims and against Christans of Byzantum and Bohemia), the inquisiton, forceful conversion, religious wars, persecutons of the diferent–minded,
tortures and executons (burning alive at stakes) of the heretcs and those Christans who rejected the pope as the substtute of God, antsemitsm, cooperaton with
Fascism and Nazism, the physical and moral corrupton of the members of the papal hierarchy who corrupt and destroy faith and life of those who are under their
authority [[for instance, current world–wide scandals with child abuse, abuse of children and adults in catholic educatonal and charitable insttutons, including the recent
revelaton of the Magdalene laundries in Ireland in the report from the UN committee against torture in June 2011 – which were run by Catholic nuns under protecton of
the state as late as in 1996 – http: //www. guardian.co.uk/ world/ 2013/feb/05 /magdalene-laundries-ireland-state-guilt]].
Untl the papal church of Rome rejects Aristotle–Aquinas politcal theology and all heresies, which it has made the artcles of the papal faith, and accepts the Christan
teachings as its only foundaton, untl it rejects deified pope as the leader that stands instead of God, untl it accepts the law of God as the Absolute law, and the
knowledge of God as the Absolute truth, and therefore, converts into Christanity, any reference to the Catholic papal church as to the Christan Church is sacrilegious.
See
– CHRISTIANITY
– Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas. Political Theology
Σ31 See The Mind
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Σ32 Manichaeism is the heresy against God the Creator. The core of Manichaeism consists of
a/ the ancient Persian doctrine of dualism (the good and the evil are two primeval independent forces)
b/ Gnostcism (for instance, the concept of “evil mater” and similar deites: Mani’s “father of majesty/greatness” with five elements/light limbs/aeons/sons are similar
to those in Gnostcism – the parent of the eternity with five aeons/sons [Masato Tojo])
c/ heathenism (the mult–deity arrangement).
Manichaeism
1/ denigrates the power of God the Creator and asserts the arch–evil as the omnipotent deity – that is the worst heresy of all heresies ever devised by human
corrupted imaginaton, which is contnually intently bent to the evil {Genesis 8:21}
2/ denigrates the human mind: for Mani, man is a powerless toy of the arch–evil, which performs the works and commits crimes that were appointed for him by god
(either the good or the evil one) that created him and that, therefore, is responsible for all crimes and all the evils, which man inficts onto all other beings
3/ is the most antsocial and anthuman doctrine: as soon as it asserted that the matter created by the evil is evil, the very life of a human body is evil. Thus, all that is
related to the matter is evil; procreaton is sin, because by begetng children, man serves the evil and increases its possession; any social actvity is sin, because the one
has to deal with the matters created by the evil and serving the evil. Therefore, the only way that lef for the one who wants to serve the good (to become the Perfected
one), is death. The one achieves salvaton by coming through the ritual of slow suicide – “endura,” by depriving himself from all that sustains life of a body.
See Works of Augustine of Hippo, Ecumenism, and The )niversal Religion and Purity of Faith – in Selections_&_Reprints
Σ33 Thomas Aquinas (1225?–1274) the main theologian of the papal church of Rome, was a Dominican monk whose brethren–inquisitors enthusiastcally
exterminated the Albigensian–Manichean–Cathari heresy. The Dominican Order (this order includes for instance, such members as the assassin of Henry III, king of France,
and inquisitor Jacobo Sprengero – the co–author of Malleus Malefcarum) recognized the Aquinas’ doctrine as its ofcial teachings. The Dominicans began to defend the
Aquinas’ doctrine with the same diligence with which they exterminated heretcs and witches.
The Roman pope John XXII canonized Thomas Aquinas in 1323; the papal theologians named him the greatest philosopher, and the popes highly praise him [see the
papal references in: Kreef 11; Synave and Benoit 9; New Catholic Encyclopedia 14:109–110]. According to the Code of Canon Law, all Catholic priests must be trained with
the Aquinas’ doctrine, principles, and method. In the beginning of the twenteth century, during pontficate of Pius X, Aquinas’ Summa Theologica became the textbook for
all papal insttutons. Contemporary scholastcs present Thomism as the alternatve to modernizaton of Catholicism with nouvelle théologie, which might be linked with
Marxism and existentalism [Dulles 120–121].
Afer Aquinas’ death, some Catholic theologians and members of the papal hierarchy unsuccessfully attempted to condemn Thomism, at least indirectly, while the
countries, which rejected the papal authority, discarded Thomism completely. Afer canonizaton of Thomas Aquinas, any papal subject who refutes the Aquinas’ doctrine
might be deposed from the papal ofce and might face condemnaton for heresy [New Catholic Encyclopedia 14:129–130, 132]. Untl now, the loyal papal theologians do
not dare to expose the actual meaning of the Aquinas’ politcal theology: the doctrine of Mani and the heathen philosophy; the subject of their disagreement with
Thomism involves mostly the philosophical issues.
At present, the Aquinas’ doctrine, referred to as “neo–Aristotelian system” [Holmes 7], as “Christan Aristotelianism” [McKeon 149], or simply as Aristotle–Aquinas’
politcal theology, remains the ofcial theological doctrine of the papal church of Rome; it is the core of the Magisterium teachings and basis of the papal politcs.
See Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas, or The Invincible Empire, Chapter 6.
Σ34 Thomas Aquinas asserted that his god is the source of unjust laws and the cause/source of evil [Thomas Aquinas Summa Theologica I Q.48 a2 ad3; Q.49 a1, a2,
a3; Q.103 a7 ro1; I–II Q.18 a1 ad2 a3; Q. 93 a3 ro2, ro3; Summa Contra Gentles III 4, 6, 7, 10, 11].
See Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas or The Invincible Empire, Chapter 6.
Σ35 Soon afer Christanity became the ofcial religion of the Roman Empire, the process of corrupton of faith and substtuton of the dreams of the heathen
philosophy for the words of God was initated; eventually, it triggered of the Great Schism.
The Great Schism began in the sixth century with that what initally was comprehended as the discontent of the Patriarchs of Constantnople with the Bishops/popes
of Rome who initated their quest for the absolute power and authority over all Christendom. In 590, the 64th Roman pope Gregory I (590–604) openly asserted the claim
on papal absolutsm .in: Trager, 57].
The papal acceptance of Augustne’s Filioque as a heretcal modificaton of The Nicean Creed and the consequent papal decree with anathema (excommunicaton for
heresy), which the papacy, in 1054, issued against the Constantnople’s Church and Patriarch because of their rejecton of Filioque, had sealed separaton of the West and
East Churches and put the finishing touch on the Great Schism.
The Great Schism as the deep division between the Christan Church of Constantnople and the papal Church of Rome came to its zenith in 1204, afer the sack of
Constantnople accompanied with destructon of the Christan Churches and mass slaughter of the Greek Christans by the papal Crusaders.
In fact, the Great Schism marked the beginning of separate existence of two irreconcilable theological systems:
1/ Christanity – the original teachings of Lord God Jesus Christ preserved and professed by the Catholic Apostolic (Orthodox) Church – Eastern/Greek Orthodox
Churches [[see CHRISTIANITY]]
2/ the Roman Catholicism (or Catholicism) professed by the papal Church of Rome, which accepted Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology as the ofcial doctrine –
foundaton of Catholicism [[see Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas]].
For a Christan, the following events, heretcal assertons, and deeds incompatble with the Christan teachings make the Great Schism irreversible untl the papal
church of Rome rejects its Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology and converts into Christanity:
1/ acceptance of the Filioque – heresy directed against God the Father, which was invented by the Manichean convert [[see Works of Augustine of Hippo]], and
through which the papacy connects its authority with the authority of God the Father and pretends to speak on behalf of the Holy Trinity
[[The Filioque is Augustne’s additon to the words of God: the Holy Spirit “proceedeth also from the Son... even as He proceedeth from the Father... He proceedeth at
the same tme from both” [Augustne Homilies on the Gospel of St. John XCIX.6–9].
Augustne’s Filioque is the direct contradicton of the words of Lord Jesus Christ:
–– the Lord promised to send “from the Father... the Spirit of truth Who proceeds from the Father” {John 15:26; also in: John 14:26; 16:7, 13–15}
–– nevertheless, Augustne of Hippo (354–430) asserted that the Holy Spirit “proceedeth also from the Son... even as He proceedeth from the Father... He proceedeth
at the same tme from both” [Augustne Homilies on the Gospel of St. John XCIX.6–9, 383–384].
The Augustne’s contradicton of the words of God means that Augustne makes the false statement about God, and especially, about the Holy Spirit of God. Any
distorton of the main dogma of Christanity is heresy.
The Filioque is the deadliest component of Augustne’s legacy, because it is heresy directed against God the Father; it also triggered the Great Schism. Besides,
Augustne’s Filioque conveys diferent understanding of the mission of Lord God Jesus Christ.
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With the Filioque – “correcton” of the words of the Word–God, the Manichean–based imaginaton of Augustne introduces the mult–deity arrangement, which is
incompatble with the monotheistc theology – the Christanity, and which contradicts The Nicean Creed – the Confession of the Christan Faith]]
2/ the pillage and destructon of Constantnople, in 1204, accompanied with destructon of the Christan Churches and mass slaughter of the Greek Christans by the
papal Crusaders
3/ acceptance of Aristotle–Aquinas’ politcal theology [[based on the heathen philosophy rooted in the Orphism – mythical serpentne theology that sustains
numerous cults of arch–evil practced by snake–worshipers]] as the ofcial doctrine of the papal church
4/ revival of the Manichean heresy, because of which the papal laity is deprived of the Communion with two elements – bread and vine as it is established by Lord
Jesus Christ
5/ terror and atrocites of the Crusades and the inquisiton committed by the papacy and its subjects
6/ doctrines of the “special grace of the papal ofce,” “priests” in the state of the mortal sin that nevertheless act by “the power of the Holy Spirit,” papal claims on
the absolute authority and infallibility in the matters of Christan faith, and other inventons that contradict the words of God.
Concerning the Great Schism (separaton of Roman and Byzantne Churches) and its consequences, see also
Runciman, Steven. The Eastern Schism: A Study of the Papacy and the Eastern Churches During the XIth and XIIth Centuries . Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955. New
York: AMS, 1983 (reprint).
Sherrard, Philip. Church, Papacy, and Schism: A Theological Enquiry. London: SPCK, 1978
The Hierarchical Church – in Doctrine of Thomas Aquinas. Political Theology
Ecumenism
The Invincible Empire, Chapters 1 and 7
Σ36 According to St. Paul the Apostle, heresy is needed for testng the knowledge of truth. Consequently, it might be inferred that the mind, which is immune to the
corruptng infuence of heresies, had reached maturity, has faith, is loyal to God and is ready for the kingdom of God.
Tertullian (born in Carthage, AD 155– 220?) compares heresy with the fever – “deadly and excruciatng” calamity whose purpose is annihilaton of mankind. The
following statements summarize his doctrine [Tertullian On The “Prescriptonn of Heretcs II, III, I,, ,I, ,II, X,, X,II, XXX, XXX,III, XXXIX]:
a/ heresies have to exist because they test faith
b/ heresies are “equipped by philosophy”
c/ heresies cannot exist without the Holy Scriptures, because corrupton of faith corresponds with corrupton and falsificaton of its source – the Scriptures
d/ heretcs – false prophets, “spurious evangelizers,” and “rebels against Christ” – falsify and misuse the words of God; they modify, cut or reject some texts of the
Holy Scriptures, pervert the referred texts with own additons, provide “spurious interpretaton,” and fraudulently rearrange words and phrases
e/ heresies have the power because of two reasons:
1) they speak of “some truth,” which they expropriate from the Scriptures, because they do not exist without the Scriptures; usually, the heretc introduces his
assertons with the inital reference to the word of God
and
2) human weakness in faith, lack of experience, or ignorance in knowledge of God.
Another kind of heresies stems from the infamed imaginaton: the mind genuinely believes in own fantasies and ultmately, propagates them as the prophetc
revelatons received from God.
Any heresy is disguised with true statements; frequently, heresy might be defined as the mixture of truth and false, which looks verisimilar. People become attracted
with the truth and unnotceably come to the agreement with the false.
In summary, heresy is misinterpretaton and falsificaton of the statement originally accepted as truth: heresy is the false knowledge of the system, which results from
corrupton and perversion of truth–foundaton of the system. As such, heresy might be likened to the malignant tumor, which develops within the presumably healthy
body, usurps control of the life–maintaining resources, and then, destroys its host.
The Tertullian’s doctrine makes understandable that acceptance of heresy is possible only through deceit –
–– either intentonal, when heretc seeks to deceive and enslave the others with the purposes to gain access to the power of coercion or achieve any advantage over
the others
–– or unintentonal, when the mind sincerely believes in figments of own imaginaton and propagates them with the best intentons to illuminate and educate the
others.
Initally, a heretc substantates own assertons by the authority of God – by the Holy Scriptures, because the appeal to the words of God infuences people, diverts
their attenton, and prepares them to accept unconditonally all the following assertons, inferences, and suggestons. Then, the heretc makes new asserton, which
modifies (sometmes, unnotceably for the listeners who became accustomed to their shepherd or teacher) the original concept, noton, artcle of faith, or justfies change
of the Church’s traditon, customs, or practce. At this stage, the heretc corroborates his assertons with the modificaton, frivolous interpretaton, or falsificaton of the
passages from the Holy Scriptures: he misinterprets the words of God to prove figments of his own imaginaton.
In the strict sense, the term “heresy” defines the contradicton with the universal – absolute – truth, which is the foundaton of the systems–establishments
sustaining and defining the human nature and the very existence of man, in spite of that this truth is constant and unchangeable as its source – God – is constant and
unchangeable {Psalm 101(102):24–27}. For a Christan, the examples of such absolute truth are the Law of God, The Ten Commandments, which define the human nature
and the relatons of a human being with God–Creator and other human beings {Exodus 20:1–17; Deuteronomy 6:4–5; Levitcus 19:18; Matthew 22:37–40} and each word
of God – the Christan teachings revealed by Lord Jesus Christ, the Word–God {The Gospels}. For a Christan, heresy is any asserton, which contradicts the commandments
of God and modifies or misinterprets the words of God, which are conveyed by the Prophets and the Apostles and assembled into the Books of the Prophets – the Old
Testament, and the Gospels – the New Testament, also known as the Holy Scriptures or the Bible.
Σ37 Dionysus was “the god” of death, insanity, and divinaton. Heraclites refers to Dionysus as “the god of death” [Heraclites qtd. in: Bevan 140]. Not only the physical
destructon caused by the Maenads could be the source of such a reference: the artficially evoked altered states of the mind, which result in temporary or permanent
insanity, spell death of the reason. Perhaps, it is one of the explanatons, why the Hebrew Prophets defined divinaton as abominaton, rebellion, and sin against the Lord
God – God of wisdom and knowledge.
The source and the place of origin of Dionysian cult remain unknown. Some researchers assert that the ancient Greeks considered the earliest version of orgiastc
Dionysian cult as the insult to gods, men, and the social and politcal order [e.g., in: Jaeger 57–58], and this cult was introduced only by the tyrants who struggled for
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power and needed the deprived of reason and unreservedly obedient human weapon. Dionysian cult of death, justfies the right of the ruler/controlling group to
exterminate disobedient or unwanted citzens and natons for their religious beliefs, sets of values and ideals if they contradict the cult; the main fruit of this cult of death
is the unreservedly obedient human weapon.
In general, the original Dionysian cult focuses on death and destructon.
At the first stage of initaton, orgiastc rituals silence, then, destroy the inner structures of the consciousness, then, impair reasoning that allows re–programming of
the conscience: the initated become easily managed and deprived of faculty of deliberaton slaves of the cult’s ruler.
The second stage involves ritual killings and human sacrifice: the initated learn to please the deity with death of living beings and focus own existence on death and
destructon of the others.
Then, the initated pass through the selectve rites: initally, the followers of the Dionysus are divided into two groups – the elite that would live to spread and
administer the cult, and the ordinary initated who compose the majority of the followers. They would become the ultmate weapon of destructon unreservedly obedient
to the elite. The selected part of the ordinary initated (those who do not fit for the purposes of the elite or are unable to serve the elite’s purposes) is allowed to pass into
the third stage, which must be completed with suicide as the ofering to the deity [in: The Sunset Knowledge].
The unreservedly obedient human weapon, which is the main product of the Dionysian cult, became the most valuable assets of any tyrant, social and politcal
establishments that builds own authority and struggles for the absolute power with the means of suppression, deterrent, and enslavement of own subjects and other
establishments, natons, states. Consequently, the traces of Dionysian cult could be found in all heathen concepts and doctrines that provide the foundaton for the wide
range of cults, religions, ideologies, and establishments, which use human weapons and other means of self–annihilaton, for instance, from the Manichæism through
Nazism.

Σ38 See God the Lord of Knowledge – the Porton of the Living Ones, and other postngs in Part 4 of Selections_&_Reprints
Σ39 See Works of Friedrich Nietische, – in Reprints of The Invincible Empire. Chapter 8
Σ40 Στερεωμα of the human soul–heart–mind is the Word–God. The knowledge of God – His Law, His will, His commandments, His mercy, His Perfecton and His Love
– the Absolute Good, that is the everlastng life {John 17:3, 6}, makes possible life by the Holy Spirit. This knowledge is the inner foundaton and structure of the new
creaton of God in Christ and by Christ destned from the beginning of tmes for the eternity with God. When the one accepts the Word–God, the knowledge that He gives
–– the knowledge of God (knowledge of the law of God, His will, His commandments, His mercy, His Perfecton and His Love –– the Absolute Good), becomes the
Firmament: the foundaton of the one’s intelligence/reasoning. If the one creates his life–reality–world on this foundaton – on the words of the Word–God, his world
survives difcultes, threats, and dangers as the house built upon a rock withstands rain, food, winds {Matthew 7:21–27}.
In general, στερεωμα is the framework or foundaton for the set of energy fields made for transformatons of the divine energy into a partcular structured matter
(e.g., water of the sea, dust of the land): the components of the world accommodatng existence of mankind. Within the στερεωμα {also called the Heaven – ουρανον in:
Genesis 1:6–10}, the evolving world came into being {Genesis 1}.
So, στερεωμα might be envisioned as the framework–firmament–heaven, which embraces the totality of tme–space–complexity enttes/networks composed with
the energy fields controlling the cycles of energy transformaton: life is a purposeful cycle of energy transformatons. These setngs or specific networks of the energy
fields might be seen also as the unity of the interconnected worlds, which accommodate the developing totality of the cycles of creaton { John 5:17} and sustain life of
diferent kinds of living beings–embodiments of the divine energy accomplished according to the universal law and with the universal power. The unity of energy–law–
power maintains the Heaven and the world of men.
From another angle of consideraton, the one could envision the στερεωμα of this world as a partcular manifestaton of the universal order/arrangement, or the
reading of the Universal Code of creaton – Λογος on the partcular levels of complexity. This reading of the Universal Code defines, creates, and sustains the arrangement
of the energy fields allotted for the cycles of energy transformatons creatng the perceivable structures of the matter at diferent levels of complexity. Life of partcular
beings – inhabitants of the world created because the Word was spoken by God – is accommodated under the Heaven: within the στερεωμα – fixed arrangement of the
energy fields with the limits, which humans could measure, for instance, with such parameters as pressure, temperature, light, darkness, radiaton, and so on.
The similar pattern might be discerned in creaton of the immortal human child of God.
Στερεωμα of the human soul–heart–mind is the Word–God – the knowledge of God: His Law, His will, His commandments, His mercy, His Perfecton and His Love –
the Absolute Good, that is the everlastng life {John 17:3, 6}. This knowledge makes possible life by the Holy Spirit, because this knowledge became the inner foundaton
and structure of the new creaton of God in Christ and by Christ destned from the beginning of tmes for the eternity with God:
the knowledge given by the Word–God is the framework,
within which a human reasoning is ignited,
the knowledge given by Word–God is the foundaton,
upon which a human child of God evolves
{John 1:1–5, 9–13; 15:1–6}
≡
the Word–God is the example of completon–perfecton
that declares and explains God the Father and gives the knowledge that is the eternal life
{John 1:18; 10:30; 13:15; 17:1–26; 1 John 1:1–2; 3:1–7}
≡
the Word–God is the Beginning and the End, the Alfa and the Omega
{Revelaton 21:5–6; John 19:30; 4:13–14; 7:37–39}:
the everything of man who is ascending to God
The Word–God creates the foundaton – στερεωμα {as the firmament of the new world – Genesis 1:6; James 1:18; 1 Peter 1:23–25; Ephesians 2:10} within the human
essence and gives the knowledge of God that is the everlastng life: upon the στερεωμα and by the Holy Spirit, the immortal child of God is created–built–established with
knowledge of God, by the Power of God, and with the Energy issuing from God {in: Psalm 103(104):30 – Εξαποστελεσς το Πνευμα Σου κασ κτσσθησοντασ – Thou shall send
forth Thy Spirit and they shall be created( established/made); Psalm 17(18):1–2: Αγαπησω Σε, Κυρσε σσχυς μου. Κυρσος στερεωμα μου – I love Thee, O Lord, my strength.
The Lord is my firmament; John 1:1–4, 12–13; 3:5–6; 7:37–39; 16:13–15; Ephesians 2:1–22}.
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When the one accepts the Word–God, the knowledge that He gives – the knowledge of God (knowledge of the law of God, His will, His commandments, His mercy,
His Perfecton and His Love – the Absolute Good), becomes the Firmament {Κυρσος Στερεωμα μου – The Lord is my Firmament – Psalm 17(18):2} – the foundaton of the
one’s intelligence/reasoning and the framework–space, in which a human being
evolves into the dwelling of God
↓
is enabled to accept the Holy Spirit of God – the Divine Fire,
Who ignites the eternal life within the creature of dust
↓
is prepared for the eternity in the presence of God
By Christ and in Christ – by the Word–God and in the Word–God – an immortal human child of God comes into being and will be resurrected/transformed for the
eternity with God {John 1:12–13; 3:16–17; 11:25–26; 17; 1 Peter 1; 1 John 3:1–3; Ephesians 2; 1 Corinthians 15; Galatans 3:26–29; 4:6–7; Colossians 1; 2; 3}.
The eternal life in the realm/kingdom of God Who is the Spirit {John 4:24} is possible only if the Word–God becomes the στερεωμα, within which, by the power of
God and because of the will of God, a human being is transformed/re–created into the immortal child of God: the certain firstruit of creatons made in likeness of the
Word–God – the Word of Truth {James 1:18; 1 John 3:1–2; Romans 8:28–30; Colossians 1:9–22; 3:10–11}, the one who lives by the Holy Spirit and who is enabled to
withstand the eternity in the presence of God the Spirit {while the Old Testament’s human being is not able to see God and live – Exodus 33:18–20}.
Therefore, when the Old Testament’s texts tell that God is the prophet’s στερεωμα {Αγαπησω Σε, Κυρσε σσχυς μου. Κυρσος στερεωμα μου, κασ καταφυγη μου, κασ
Ρυστης μου – I love Thee, O Lord, my strength. The Lord is my firmament, and my refuge, and my Deliverer – Psalm 17(18):1–2} and the human heart is firmly established
(εστερεωθη) in the Lord {1 Kings 2:1}, they convey knowledge revealed by the Holy Spirit {John 5:39; 2 Peter 1:19–21}: man shall live by God, because of God, and in God
{John 5:39–47; 6:45–58; 10:11–18, 27–30; 17:21–26}.
Σ41 See
– The Strange Knowledge, The Authority to Survive, and The Strange Phenomenon: Displaced Mind – in Selections_&_Reprints
– Notes 22, 38, 29, 28, and 41 to Selections_&_Reprints
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
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Origen
≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈
…there were false prophets among the people
as also false teachers will be among you,
who will secretly bring in destructive heresies…
And many will follow their destructive ways,
by whom the way of truth will be blasphemed…
{2 Peter 2:1, 2}
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